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Abstract
With the advent of laser cooling and trapping, neutral atoms have become a founda-
tional source of accuracy for applications in metrology and are showing great potential
for their use as qubits in quantum information. In metrology, neutral atoms provide
the most accurate references for the measurement of time and acceleration. The
unsurpassed stability provided by these systems make neutral atoms an attractive
avenue to explore applications in quantum information and computing. However, to
fully investigate the field of quantum information, we require a method to generate
entangling interactions between neutral-atom qubits. Recent progress in the use of
highly-excited Rydberg states for strong dipolar interactions has shown great promise
for controlled entanglement using the Rydberg blockade phenomenon.
I report the use of singly-trapped 133Cs atoms as qubits for applications in
metrology and quantum information. Each atom provides a physical basis for a
single qubit by encoding the required information into the ground-state hyperfine
viii
structure of 133Cs. Through the manipulation of these qubits with microwave and
optical frequency sources, we demonstrate the capacity for arbitrary single-qubit
control by driving qubit rotations in three orthogonal directions on the Bloch sphere.
With this control, we develop an atom interferometer that far surpasses the force
sensitivity of other approaches by applying the well-established technique of light-
pulsed atom-matterwave interferometry to single atoms. Following this, we focus on
two-qubit interactions using highly-excited Rydberg states. Through the development
of a unique single-photon approach to Rydberg excitation using an ultraviolet laser
at 319 nm, we observe the Rydberg blockade interaction between atoms separated
by 6.6(3) µm. Motivated by the observation of Rydberg blockade, we study the
application of Rydberg-dressed states for a quantum controlled-phase gate. Using
a realistic simulation of the dressed-state dynamics, we calculate a controlled-phase
gate fidelity of 94% that is primarily limited by Doppler frequency shifts. Finally, we
employ our single-photon excitation laser to measure the Rydberg-dressed interaction,
thus demonstrating the viability of this approach.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
With the advent of laser cooling and trapping, neutral atoms have become a founda-
tional source of accuracy for applications in metrology. Time is the most accurately
measured quantity in science, and the source of this accuracy is the atomic clock.
The accuracy of atomic clocks has lead to the use of the cesium atom (133Cs) as the
standard for the second in the International System of Units, and the most accurate
Cs clock operates at a fractional frequency inaccuracy of 10−16 [1]. At this level of
accuracy the 133Cs clock neither gains nor looses one second in 300 million years.
Furthermore, in the pursuit of clocks with accuracies suitable for testing fundamental
physical laws, such as the time variation of the fine-structure constant [2] and quantum
effects in the gravitational redshift [3], scientists have advanced atomic references
based on optical frequencies to accuracies approaching 10−18 [4, 5],1 far surpassing
the most accurate Cs reference. In addition to time, acceleration is another quantity
measured using neutral atoms with remarkable accuracy and precision. Experiments
based on ultracold 133Cs fountains are capable of measuring Earth’s acceleration due
to gravity g with an absolute accuracy of ∆g/g = 10−10 [6] and precision at the
1Using both neutral atoms and ions.
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level of 10−12 [7]. Furthermore, this accuracy extends to applications such as gravity
gradiometry [8] and rotation sensing [9, 10].
The unsurpassed stability proven by these metrological applications make neutral
atoms an attractive avenue to explore quantum information and computing. Quantum
information demands a platform with nearly arbitrary control over the system’s
quantum mechanical state and includes topics that cover quantum algorithms [11, 12],
the efficient simulation of quantum systems [13], and improved metrology with
sensitivities beyond the standard quantum limit [14, 15]. However, to fully explore
this rich topic experimentally, we require on-demand entanglement between neutral
atoms together with the intrinsic stability offered by this platform. To date, the
most successful approaches to quantum computing with neutral atoms require precise
control over the external degrees of freedom of atoms at the single-atom level [16–21],
which can be achieved by trapping neutral atoms in optical lattices [16–18] and micron-
sized optical dipole traps [19–21]. Examples include experimental demonstrations of
atom-atom interactions using spin-dependent transport in an optical lattice [16, 17],
controlled tunneling between neighboring trap sites [18, 19], and excitation of highly-
excited Rydberg states [20, 21].
Of these methods, the approach using highly-excited Rydberg states is partic-
ularly promising for entanglement generation through the Rydberg blockade phe-
nomenon [22]. The primary advantages offered by this approach are long-range
interactions that extend to micron length scales and fast entanglement operations on
the order of microseconds. The basis for this entangling interaction is the large polar-
izability of Rydberg states near the ionization threshold. These states can interact
strongly through dipolar interactions, which create a state with a collectively-shared
Rydberg excitation by blocking multiple excitations within interaction region [22].
In this manuscript, I report the use of singly-trapped 133Cs atoms as qubits for
applications in metrology and quantum information. Each atom provides a physical
basis for single qubits by encoding the required information into the ground state
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hyperfine structure of 133Cs. These single-atom qubits are employed as absolute sensors
of acceleration by applying the well-established technique of atom interferometry
to single atoms. Following this, we focus on two-qubit interactions using Rydberg-
dressed states. The goal of this approach is to off-resonantly dress the ground state
qubits with Rydberg character in order to transfer the strong Rydberg blockade
interaction into the atomic ground state [23, 24]. This approach is advantageous
because it offers a tunable interaction suitable for analog quantum simulations of
exotic dipolar interactions [23] as well as the Ising model evolution [24]. Additionally,
the Rydberg-dressed state interaction may offer a more robust path to high-fidelity
entanglement [25] when compared with the direct excitation method [20, 21].
To simplify the measurement of the Rydberg-dressed interaction and improve
adiabatic following of the light-dressed state, we construct a continuous wave (cw)
ultraviolet (UV) laser at 319 nm to directly excite nP3/2 states.
2 This laser provides
a single-photon approach to coherent Rydberg-state excitation, and we employ the
UV laser to observe the Rydberg blockade interaction between atoms separated by
6.6(3) µm. Following the observation of Rydberg blockade, we study the application
Rydberg-dressed states for the generation of a C-Phase gate between two single-atom
qubits. Using a realistic simulation of the dressed-state dynamics, we calculate a
C-Phase gate fidelity of 94% that is primarily limited by Doppler frequency shifts.
Finally, we employ our single-photon excitation laser to measure the Rydberg-dressed
interaction, thus demonstrating the viability of this approach.
2The oscillator strength for coupling to nP1/2 states is several orders of magnitude
smaller than nP3/2 for large values of n. We focus on nP3/2 states to greatly relax laser
power requirements.
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F = 3
-3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3
-3 -2
-1 0
+1 +2
+3
-4
+4
9.192 631 770 GHz
(exact) qubit states
Figure 1.1: Definition of qubit states in the 6S1/2 ground-state manifold of
133Cs. The
ground state manifold is labeled by the total angular momentum quantum number
including nuclear spin F and the magnetic quantum number mF (label above or
below each state). Degeneracy in mF is broken using an applied magnetic field that
defines the quantization axis. Splitting between mF states is not to scale.
1.1 Single-atom 133Cs qubits
We choose to encode the single-atom qubits in the ground-state hyperfine splitting of
the alkali 133Cs. This choice of atom has several advantages, including an immeasur-
ably long ground-state lifetime, a low sensitivity to electromagnetic perturbations,
and a large 9.2-GHz hyperfine splitting that allows each qubit state to be addressed
with minimal crosstalk. Additionally, the electronic structure of cesium relevant for
laser cooling and trapping is extremely well catalogued due to its long history of
use for metrology. As a result, the lasers required to perform arbitrary single-qubit
control (e.g. state preparation, state readout, and coherent rotations) are readily
available as commercial products.
The ground state 6S1/2 energy level structure of
133Cs is shown in Figure 1.1.
The ground-state hyperfine splitting of 6S1/2 generated by coupling between the
electron and nuclear spins producing an intrinsically stable hyperfine splitting of
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dipole-trap
lens assembly
vacuum
cell
Figure 1.2: Ultra-high vacuum cell and dipole trap lens assembly. The dipole trap
lens is fixed to the inside of an all glass, ultra-high vacuum glass cell that is held at
a pressure of 10−9 Torr. The red wires that coil around the cell are used to control
the magnetic field environment in three dimensions and to produce a quadrupole
magnetic field for use with laser cooling.
∆fHF ≈ 9.192 GHz. To take full advantage of the stability offered by this atom, we
choose the states |0〉 ≡ |6S1/2, F = 4,mF = 0〉 and |1〉 ≡ |6S1/2, F = 3,mF = 0〉
to define the two-level qubit. This state pair is frequently used for atomic clocks
because the splitting between these two states is first-order insensitive to magnetic
field fluctuations. Furthermore, the |0〉 state is convenient because it can be readily
initialized using well-established techniques in optical pumping.
1.2 Overview of the experiment
We create micron-sized optical dipole traps for quantum control of single cesium
atoms in an all glass, ultra-high vacuum cell shown in Figure 1.2. Two dipole traps
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are generated using far-off-resonant lasers at 938 nm that are focused through an
in-vacuum aspheric lens and are separated by 6.6(3) µm in the focal plane of the lens.
The atoms are trapped 2.16 mm from the lens surface where background electric
fields can be problematic for coherent control of Rydberg atoms [26]. To mitigate
this effect, the atoms are trapped inside an in-vacuum partial Faraday cage, as is
shown in Figure 1.3. The partial Faraday cage is defined using the surface of the
lens and two parallel glass plates. The front surface of the lens and the glass plates
are coated with an 112-nm layer of indium tin oxide (ITO). This transparent yet
conductive coating is grounded to dissipate charging. Using finite element analysis to
approximate the solution to Laplace’s equation for the electric potential, we calculate
that this geometry suppresses electric fields external to the system by a factor of
1000.3
A typical single-atom experiment is summarized by the pulse diagram found in
Figure 1.4. The experiment begins by loading atoms out of an ultra-cold cloud of Cs
atoms produced with a magneto-optical trap (MOT). By observing the fluorescence
scattered by single atoms as they enter the optical dipole trap, we trigger the start
of a single-atom experiment. Within 1 µs of this triggering event, the MOT loading
process is switched off by extinguishing all MOT lasers and magnetic fields used for
laser cooling. Following this, we wait for the magnetic field environment to settle
and then perform polarization gradient (PG) laser cooling to push the atom deeper
into the dipole potential. Optical pumping lasers are applied following this cooling
sequence to initialize the atoms in the qubit state |0〉. With the external and internal
qubit degrees of freedom initialized, we proceed with the experiment of interest.
This can include Rydberg dressing experiments or direct Rydberg state excitation.
Immediately following this, we detect the result of the experiment by probing the
qubit state through fluorescence measurements.
3Calculation by Daniel Stick
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Figure 1.3: Diagram of the atom trapping region. Two collimated 938-nm dipole trap
beams with a 2.38 mrad relative angle pass through an aspheric lens resulting in two
traps separated by 6.6(3) µm at the focal plane. A 319-nm laser, used to excite to
Rydberg states, is focused down to a 12.9(4) µm waist at the location of the atoms.
The aspheric lens has a 112-nm ITO coating on the side facing the dipole traps and an
anti-reflection (AR) coating for 852 nm on the opposite side. An aluminum cylinder
is fixed concentric to the AR-coated side to shield against charging of this dielectric.
The resulting assembly is fixed between two ITO-coated glass plates with a vacuum
compatible, conductive epoxy. Each plate has an ITO coating on the side closest to
the traps. The entire assembly is grounded. The top ITO plate is not shown in (a)
for clarity. A 636-nm charging laser beam generates controlled charging on the ITO
plates, which grants leverage over the background electric field environment. Figures
are not to scale.
1.3 Organizational overview
The remainder of this dissertation is organized into a five separate chapters. The
primary results of this dissertation are complied into Chapters 2 through 5. Each
chapter begins by introducing the topic and briefly reviewing the most relevant
literature. Following this literature review, I detail the results of this dissertation,
which are organized into sections. Each section contains a summary of the relevant
physics when deemed necessary and finishes with a detailed exploration of the primary
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MOT freq.
MOT axial
MOT radial
0 5 10 15 20
Time (ms)
load wait PG cool OP detect
Figure 1.4: Example experiment pulse sequence. We sequentially load the single
atom, wait for the magnetic field environment to stabilize, perform polarization
gradient (PG) cooling, optically pump (OP) the atom into |6S1/2, F = 4,mF = 0〉,
and detect the atom’s state. Rydberg excitation pulses, single-qubit rotations, and
other experiments are inserted at the location marked by the red dashed line. A
thin, dashed black line divides detection into two sections, where the first detects the
atom’s internal state (no repump) and the second verifies atom presence in the trap
(with repump). MOT radial—radial MOT laser (Figure 2.5), MOT axial—axial MOT
laser, MOT freq.—frequency of MOT lasers (maximum value is closest to resonance),
repump—repump laser for the MOT, and D1 OP—optical pumping laser intensity
(895 nm).
findings. In the final chapter (Chapter 6), I summarize these findings and discuss
future prospects for this work.
The primary results discussed in Chapters 2 through 5 are listed in the following
text. In Chapter 2, I begin with a detailed review of the methods used by our group
to manipulate single Cs atoms as qubits. In this chapter, I discuss how we trap single
atoms in optical dipole traps (Sections 2.1 and 2.2), manipulate the internally defined
qubit states of each atom (Section 2.3), cool atoms to temperatures as low as 10 µK
(Section 2.4), and reuse atoms for high data rate single-atom experiments (Section 2.5).
Following this, we use our qubit control to develop an single-atom interferometer in
Chapter 3, that is used to measure Earth’s gravitational acceleration. Chapters 4
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and 5 shift focus to the use of highly-excited Rydberg states to generate two-atom
interactions. In Chapter 4, we use the coherent excitation of these Rydberg states
to study several Rydberg spectra (Section 4.1). We find that the observed spectra
indicate the presence of large background electric fields and use this information to
characterize and control these fields. This control over the background environment
allows for the observation of Rydberg-atom interactions through the observation of
excitation blockade (Section 4.2). In Chapter 5, I discuss Rydberg-dressed states
can be combined with Rydberg blockade to produce interaction between the ground
state qubits. In Section 5.2, I discuss how this interaction can be used to produce a
C-Phase gate and perform a realistic calculation of the phase-gate fidelity. Finally, I
summarize a measurement of Rydberg-dressed state interactions in Section 5.3.
The results presented in Chapters 3 and 4 were published in peer-reviewed journals
and are found in [27] and [28] respectively. Additionally, the C-Phase gate simulation
found in Section 5.2 contributes, in part, to a paper that is currently in preparation
for publication [25].
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Chapter 2
Single-Atom Control
The capacity to produce designer quantum states for applications in quantum infor-
mation, computing, and metrology is enabled by the ability to manipulate multiple
identical quantum systems. Active experimental and theoretical research focuses on a
variety of different systems, which include ions [29], quantum dots [30], superconduct-
ing circuits [31], cavity quantum electrodynamics [32], nitrogen vacancy centers in
diamond [33], and neutral atoms. Manipulation of neutral atoms at the single atom
level, the focus of this manuscript, is accomplished in both optical lattices [34, 35] and
optical tweezers [20, 21]. Optical tweezers offer an advantage over optical lattices by
allowing more arbitrary geometries for a small number of trapping-site arrays. This
control provides a well suited environment to study pairwise interactions between
single atoms [36].
In this chapter, I focus on the control and confinement of single atoms with micron-
sized optical dipole traps. The first demonstration of neutral atom confinement with
an optical dipole trap was accomplished by Chu et al. at AT&T Bell Laboratories [37].
In their work, 500 sodium atoms were transfered from an optical molasses [38] into
an optical dipole trap formed by focusing a laser tuned several hundred GHz below
the D1 resonance down to a 10 µm waist. This technique was later adapted to
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the loading of far-off-resonance dipole traps (FORTs) which allowed for background
limited trap lifetimes and substantially lower photon scattering rates [39]. The single
atom loading regime was first reached by reducing the size of the dipole trap down to
the micron level [40], which pushes the system into a collisional blockade regime [41].
This approach restricts the maximum number of loaded atoms to a single atom via a
two-body light-assisted collisional process that dominates the loading dynamics for
micron size dipole traps.
In the following sections, we will describe our approach to single-atom trapping
and control. In Sections 2.1 and 2.2, we summarize the theory and experiment
behind the methods used for trapping single atoms with a micron-sized optical dipole
trap. Next, we describe our approach to internal state initialization and coherent
control of the ground state of 133Cs in Section 2.3. Following this, the discussion in
Section 2.4 focuses on single-atom temperature characterization and control. Finally,
in Section 2.5, we describe how we use a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) based
control system increases the experimental data rate through the reuse of trapped
atoms.
2.1 Laser cooling and trapping techniques
The confining potential produced by an optical dipole trap is derived from a spatially
dependent ac Stark shift on the ground state of the atom. This ac Stark shift,
otherwise know as a light shift for optical frequencies, is created using a far-off-
resonant laser. The laser is far detuned from any transition to ensure the atom-laser
interaction is dominated by ac Stark shifts rather than photon scattering. Spatial
dependence is introduced to the light shift by focusing a laser down to 1 µm, resulting
in Gaussian-beam intensity profile.
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Figure 2.1: Magic wavelength dipole trap for the cooling transition of Cs. (a)
Energy level diagram near the 6S ground state of Cs. The frequency of the 938-nm
optical trap laser is represented by the red arrows. The position of the red arrow is
chosen to emphasize the transitions that contribute most significantly to the dipole
trap potential U(x, y, z). (b) Position dependent potential for the 6S1/2, 6P3/2, and
6P1/2 states along one dimension. The dipole trap wavelength is chosen so that the
potentials formed for |6S1/2〉 and |6P3/2, F = 5,mF = 5〉 are nearly identical, reducing
perturbations to the cycling transition frequency for trapped atoms. The offset off
the potential curves on the y-axis is arbitrarily chosen to clearly display each curve.
A broad spectrum of wavelengths are suitable for producing the optical dipole
trap for the ground state of cesium. We choose to operate our trapping laser at
938 nm, near the “magic” wavelength for the cycling transition of cesium1 [42]. At
this wavelength, the polarizabilities α of |6S1/2〉 and |6P3/2, F = 5,mF = 5〉 are nearly
identical. This leads to equal ac Stark shifts for these states as the atom enters the
dipole trap as is shown in Figure 2.1. This is advantageous because it enables us to
continue to laser cool atoms as they enter the trap.
The 938-nm wavelength is far-red detuned from the D1 and D2 transitions, and
diode sources are readily available at this wavelength. The laser light is generated with
a distributed feedback (DFB) laser diode. This laser source, described in Section B.2,
1The closed cycling transition |6S1/2, F = 4,mF = 4〉 → |6P3/2, F ′ = 5,m′F = 5〉 is the
transition used to laser cool 133Cs atoms.
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produces sufficient power to generate a trap depth > 20 MHz. Given U0, we can
estimate the photon scattering rate Rscatt. For a far detuned laser, we may use a
simple three-level model to estimate the scattering rate. For this model, the values
for U0 and Rscatt are given by [43, 44]
U0 =
Ω2D1
4
(
2
∆D2
+
1
∆D1
)
Rscatt =
Ω2D1
4
(
2ΓD2
∆2D2
+
ΓD1
∆2D1
)
,
(2.1)
where ΩD1 is the Rabi frequency and ∆a and Γa are the laser detuning and photon
scattering rate of transition a respectively. From Equation 2.1 we estimate a photon
scattering rate of 3× 10−2 photons/ms for U0 = 2pi × 20 MHz trap depth. This error
rate is sufficient to internal state coherence at the 10−2 level on a millisecond time
scale.
2.1.1 Dynamic polarizability calculation
There are numerous references available in literature that identify magic wavelength
optical dipole traps for different atoms [45–48]. However, these studies often focus on
one or two specific atomic transitions. Of particular interest for this work is the effect
of the light shift from dipole trap on the D1 transition. This transition is used for the
state preparation phase of each experiment (Section 2.3.3). Additionally, because the
dipole trap is not magic for the D1 transition, it can be used as a measure of U0 for
the 6S1/2 state. The process for measuring the dipole trap depth U0 is important for
direct measurements of the dipole trap waist size and for characterization single-atom
temperature. Therefore, we calculate the dynamic polarizabilities for the 6S1/2, 6P3/2,
and 6P1/2 states in this section.
Following the discussion in [45], we assume the dipole trap laser is a classical light
field with electric field ~E described by
~E =
1
2
(Eue−iωt + c.c.) ,
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where E = Eu is the positive-frequency component of the electric field with complex
polarization vector u and ω is the light’s frequency. Given the presence of this
field, we seek to describe the interaction between a far-off-resonance light field and a
multilevel atomic system. The atom-light interaction Vˆ E is described in the dipole
approximation by the operator,
Vˆ E = −E · dˆ = −1
2
(
Ee−iωtu · dˆ + E∗eiωtu∗ · dˆ
)
, (2.2)
where dˆ is the electric dipole operator. For this application, we operate the laser far
off resonance regime so that resonant coupling can be ignored. Writing this condition
explicitly, we require that
∆ab  |Ωab|, Γb,
where ∆ab = Eb − Ea, ~Ωab = 〈a|Eu · dˆ|b〉, and Γ is the linewidth of state b. In
this limit, the highest non-zero perturbation to the system is the second order ac
Stark shift. The ac Stark shift of target state |a〉 is calculated by computing the
time-averaged induced dipole moment for the operator Vˆ E. The resulting light shift
∆LS(a) nondegenerate state a is [45–48]
∆LS(a) = −|E|
2
4~
∑
b
(
|〈b|u · dˆ|a〉|2
∆ab − ω +
|〈a|u · dˆ|b〉|2
∆ab + ω
)
. (2.3)
In general, the calculated light shift depends on the frequency and polarization of the
laser as well as the choice of quantization axis.
The special case where the dipole laser has a linear polarization that is aligned
along the quantization axis is of particular interest for the discussion here. The choice
of linear polarization is advantageous because it eliminates the dependence of ∆LS
on the magnetic quantum number mF for the 6S1/2 state [43, 45].
2 For the case
where the polarization and quantization axis are chosen to be the z-axis, the dipole
matrix element becomes 〈b|u · dˆ|a〉 = 〈b|erˆ0|a〉. Here, rˆ0 is a component of the vector
2This assumes that the laser detunings are large when compared with hyperfine splitting
in the excited states.
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rˆ written in the spherical basis. In Cartesian coordinates, the spherical components
of r are given by
rˆ0 = zˆ
rˆ±1 = ∓ 1√
2
(xˆ± iyˆ) .
(2.4)
Next, using the hyperfine basis Equation 2.3 becomes [48]
∆LS (|n`jFmF 〉) = −|E|
2
4~
α|n`jFmF 〉
α|n`jFmF 〉 =
∑
n′`′j′F ′m′F
|〈n′`′j′F ′m′F |erˆ0|n`jFmF 〉|2×(
1
∆ab − ω +
1
∆ab + ω
)
,
(2.5)
where α|n`jFmF 〉 is the dynamic polarizability of the state and the sum is carried out
over all dipole-allowed transitions.
Calculating α in Equation 2.5 requires values for the radial matrix elements and
the energies of all states included in the sum. From the discussion in Section A.2, the
radial matrix elements are given by
〈n`jFmF |rˆ0|n′`′j′Fm′F 〉 =〈n`j||ˆr||n′`′j′〉(−1)2F
′+mF+I+j ×√
(2F ′ + 1)(2F + 1) × F ′ 1 F
m′F 0 −mF

3j
 j j′ 1F ′ F I

6j
,
(2.6)
where 〈n`j||ˆr||n′`′j′〉 are the reduced matrix elements. Values for 〈n`j||ˆr||n′`′j′〉 and
∆ab are typically found as measured or calculated quantities in literature.
The result of dynamic polarizability calculation for states |6S1/2〉, |6P1/2〉, and
|6P3/2, F = 5〉 is found in Figure 2.2. We find that the magic wavelength for
|6P3/2, F = 5〉 ranges from 933 nm to 940 nm depending on the specific magnetic
sublevel. The calculations in Figure 2.2(b) for 6P3/2 and 6S1/2 closely reproduce the
data found in [49]. We find the 6P1/2 polarizability is roughly −900 a.u. for a trap
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Figure 2.2: Dynamic polarizability calculation (atomic units) for |6S1/2〉 (blue), |6P1/2〉
(red), and |6P3/2, F = 5〉 (black). (a) Dynamic polarizability over a broad range of
wavelengths. The magic wavelength used to produce the dipole trap is labeled on
the plot. (b) Dynamic polarizability near the dipole trap wavelength λL used for
this work. This plot may be used to identify the magic wavelength near 940 nm for
the |6S1/2〉 → |6P3/2, F ′ = 5,m′F = 5〉 transition. From top to bottom |mF | = 0→ 5
for |6P3/2, F = 5〉. The energies and reduced matrix elements used to calculate the
dynamic polarizabilities are listed in Section A.3.
wavelength of 938 nm. This value is used together with a measurement of the D1
transition frequency to estimate the trap depth Section 2.3.3. For a more generalized
approach that allows for aribtrary choice of quantization axis and dipole-trap laser
polarization, I refer the reader to [45–48].
2.1.2 Optical dipole trap
In this work, the optical dipole traps are formed by focusing a Gaussian laser beam
through a high numerical aperture (NA) aspheric lens, as is shown in Figure 1.3.
Because the potential formed by the trap is proportional to the intensity of the
laser (Equation 2.3), the trap potential is described by the propagation a Gaussian
laser beam through its focal point. A Gaussian beam is fully characterized by its
wavelength λL and waist w0 (1/e
2 radius). As the laser propagates away from the
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Figure 2.3: Divergence of a Gaussian beam. The distance from w(z) (solid line) to
the axis of symmetry (dashed line) is the beam waist or 1/e2 radius. The divergence
angle θ is defined as the angle between the axis of symmetry (dashed line) and the
line formed by the asymptotic waist w(z  zR) = λz/(piw0).
focal point, the beam waist w(z) or 1/e2 radius is described by [50]
w(z) = w0
√
1 +
(
z
zR
)2
zR =
piw20
λL
,
(2.7)
where zR is the Rayleigh range and z is the beam propagation distance relative
to the focal point. In the limit where z  zR, the beam waist asymptotes to
wasy(z) = λLz/(piw0). The beam waist size at the lens determines the order of
magnitude of the size of the bulk optic required to form the focus size w0.
Dipole Trap Lens
The scaling of the bulk optic size as the optic moves further away from the focus is
characterized by the divergence angle θ of the beam. The asymptotic form of the
w(z) determines θ as is shown in Figure 2.3, and the maximum divergence angle for
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Lens Code NA CA (mm) EFL (mm) OD (mm) WD (mm)
355390 0.55 3.60(2) 2.75(3) 4.50(2) 2.16(3)
Table 2.1: Dipole trap lens properties. The lens properties and their uncertainties,
estimated using manufacturing tolerances, are found on the manufacturer’s web-
site [51]. Lens Code–manufacture label, NA–numerical aperture, CA–clear aperture,
EFL–effective focal length, OD–outer diameter, WD–working distance.
an optical system is usually parameterized by the lens NA. The NA is related to θ by
NA = sin θ
tan θ =
λL
piw0m
,
(2.8)
where w0m is the minimum waist that can be generated by the lens. From Equation 2.8,
a 1 µm waist requires a lens with NA ≥ 0.29. This limits our choice of lenses assuming
a 1 micron target waist.
The lens used for this experiment is a commercial aspheric lens made by Lightpath
Technologies and was chosen for its large NA, short working distance, and affordability.
Relevant properties of the lens are listed in Table 2.1. The choice of NA = 0.55 is
motivated by both the dipole trap size requirement and to increase photon collection
efficiency when imaging the atom. Because a high NA lens occupies a larger solid angle,
it will naturally collect more fluorescence photons from a trapped atom. Increasing
the photon collection efficiency improves the fidelity of single-atom detection, which
is beneficial to all experiments described in this manuscript.
In addition to NA, the working distance (WD) is another important parameter to
consider when choosing the dipole trap lens. The lens working distance determines the
physical layout of all other experimental components (e.g. MOT lasers, Rydberg laser,
etc.) by setting the distance between trap and the nearest glass surface. A lens with
a short working distance of 2.16 mm is chosen to allow for a more compact system.
This approach has various trade-offs with respect to both trapping single atoms and
exciting Rydberg states. In my view, there are two main advantages to our approach:
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cost effectiveness of the lens and Helmholtz coil switching time. The lens is well suited
to trap and image single atoms because of its high NA, diffraction limited performance.
The fact this lens and others similar to it are readily available and inexpense make it
an attractive for this application. Additionally, the Helmholtz coils, which control the
magnetic field experienced by the atom, switch several times during the experiment.
Larger coils have more inductance and will therefore switch more slowly3. By reducing
the coil size, the cycle time for experiments is reduced allowing for faster data rates.
This is especially important when reusing atoms between experiments, which can
dramatically improve the experimental data rate (Section 2.5).
The two primary disadvantages include difficulties with production and control of
the MOT and surface interactions with Rydberg atoms. A short working distance
lens limits the size and relative angle of the MOT beams. This makes the MOT
more sensitive to cooling beam alignment and can result in instabilities in single
atom loading (Section 2.1.3). The second issue is related to how the lens surface
negatively impacts Rydberg states. We find that the nearby lens surface produces DC
electric fields that results in unstable dc Stark shifts in the Rydberg state frequency.
Additionally, we found that the Rydberg state lifetime is reduced when lasers strike
surfaces near the atom. This effect negatively impacts the prospects for a high-fidelity
C-phase gate with Rydberg-dressed states and as a result, must be addressed in
future generations of the experiment. These near surface effects on the Rydberg state
are discussed, at length, in Chapter 4.
Dipole trap potential
The dipole trap potential U(r, z) is generated by the ac Stark shift ∆LS described in
Section 2.1.1. From Equation 2.3, we see that ∆LS ∝ ID, where ID is the intensity
of a dipole laser. As a result, the potential of a dipole trap generated by a focused
3The inductance of a solenoid L is proportional to the coil area A. A consequence of
this is that the decay time constant increases with A.
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Figure 2.4: Dipole trap potential for a Gaussian laser beam. Far-off-resonant laser
light shifts the atomic ground state by an amount proportional to the laser intensity
via the ac Stark shift. The resulting potential is cylindrically symmetric along the
propagation direction of the trapping laser. The plot is generated using ω0 = 1.2 µm,
which is typical of this experiment.
Gaussian beam is given by [43]
U(r, z) = U0
exp (−2r2/w(z)2)
1 + (z/zR)
2 , (2.9)
where r =
√
x2 + y2 and U0 is the peak trap depth, which can be calculated using
Equation 2.3. The potential, shown in Figure 2.4, is cylindrically symmetric with
respect to the propagation direction of the beam. The resulting potential is a cigar
shaped trap, with tighter confinement in the radial direction than along the axial
direction.
When atoms are cooled deep into the dipole trap potential, they only explore
a small portion near the minimum of U(r, z). In this limit, U(r, z) can be approxi-
mated by a three-dimensional harmonic oscillator. Performing a Taylor expansion of
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Equation 2.9 at r = z = 0 and keeping the lowest order nonzero term yields
U(r, z) ≈ 1
2
mcs
(
ω2rr
2 + ω2zz
2
)
ω2r =
4U0
mcsw20
, ω2z =
2U0
mcsz2R
,
(2.10)
where ωr and ωz are the radial the axial motional trap frequencies respectively and mcs
is the mass of cesium. This approximation is only valid when T  U0/kB, where T
is the temperature of the atom4 and kB is Boltzmann’s constant. For the experiment
discussed in this manuscript, the typical trap depth and atom temperature are on
the order of U0/kB ∼ 1 mK and T ∼ 10 µK respectively. Under these conditions
Equation 2.10 is a valid approximation.
2.1.3 Magneto-optical trap
A magneto-optical trap (MOT) makes clever use of laser cooling techniques to
produce a cool, dense vapor of neutral atoms. This device has been shown to produce
temperatures in the tens of µK range with densities as high as 1011 cm−3 [52]. Since the
first demonstration [53], the MOT has spawned a plethora of applications in applied
and fundamental science. Examples include Bose-Einstein condensation [54, 55],
atomic frequency standards [1, 5], and light-pulsed atom interferometry [7, 9, 10].
The success of the MOT in these applications arises because of its relatively simple
and effective design. These qualities are what make the MOT a starting point for the
single atom experiments.
In this section, we discuss the design of our MOT and how it is used initiate
dipole trap loading. We include an overview of the components necessary to produce
the trap, with a brief summary of the physics behind the laser cooling. However,
we primarily focus on details related to this experiment, emphasising difficulties
4Temperature is defined in terms of a large number of single-atom loading events, as is
discussed in Section 2.4.
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associated with bringing the cool cloud close to the surface of the dipole lens. A more
complete discussion of MOTs and laser cooling can be found in textbooks [56, 57].
Basic principles
In its most basic form, the MOT requires three sets of orthogonally positioned,
counter-propagating lasers and a quadrupole magnetic field. The lasers generate
a dissipative force Fdiss in three dimensions, while the quadrupole field introduces
spatial dependence to the force. Producing Fdiss requires the lasers to be tuned
near resonance with closed cycling transition of the atom. When a near resonant
laser illuminates a room temperature vapor, atoms resonant with the light scatter
photons. When these scattering events are averaged over many iterations, it results
in radiation pressure applied along the propagation direction km of the laser so that
Fdiss ∝ km [56].
The radiation force applied to the atom can be used to generate velocity-dependent
dissipative force by taking advantage of the Doppler effect. When the laser frequency
ωL is detuned red of the cycling transition frequency ωcyc, photons are preferentially
scattered by atoms moving toward the laser. This preferential photon scattering
occurs because the Doppler effect shifts the red-detuned laser into resonance with
atoms moving toward the laser. When this concept is applied to the case of counter-
propagating lasers in three dimensions, the result is three dimensional cooling of an
atomic vapor as atoms pass through the intersection point of all six beams. This
concept, called optical molasses, was first demonstrated by Chu et al. [38]. While
an optical molasses can produce sub-mK temperatures, it does so at lower densities
than a full MOT.
The introduction of a quadrupole magnetic field changes the optical molasses into
a MOT. The quadrupole field Bquad generates a gradient in three dimensions at the
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Figure 2.5: Illustrative diagram of the magneto optical trap. The quadrupole coils
are placed symmetrically above and below the lasers responsible for cooling on the
radial dimension (radial MOT lasers). The axial MOT lasers (not shown) travel
through the center of the coils, pointing in and out of the page. The center of the
coils and the intersection of all three pairs of MOT lasers are aligned to coincide with
the optical dipole trap.
center of the trap that is described by [56]
Bquad ≈ 1
2
(
dBz
dz
x xˆ +
dBz
dz
y yˆ
)
− dBz
dz
z zˆ, (2.11)
where dBz/dz is the magnitude of the gradient along the z-axis. This field interacts
with the atom through the Zeeman effect, generating spatially-dependent energy shifts
∆EmF (x, y, z) that are proportional to the magnetic quantum number mF . When
∆EmF (x, y, z) is combined with careful choice of laser polarization (Figure 2.5), Fdiss
becomes a spatially dependent force that is approximately described by a damped
harmonic oscillator5 for low laser intensities [56].
5Valid for MOT laser intensities Isat, where Isat = 1.1023(10) mW/cm2 for the cycling
transition of 133Cs [44].
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Experimental apparatus
A diagram of the MOT used for this experiment is shown in Figure 2.5. The dipole
trap and MOT are generated inside an all-glass cell that is pumped down to a pressure
of 10−9 Torr. The ultra-high vacuum environment creates the conditions necessary
for long-lifetime confinement in both the MOT and dipole trap. The quadrupole
magnetic field is generated by a set of coils placed in an anti-Helmholtz configuration
(current flows in opposite directions) symmetrically about the dipole trap. The coils
generate a field gradient of dBz/dz = 2.4 G/cm while loading the MOT. In addition
to the quadrupole coils, there are three sets of Helmholtz coils arranged to generate
uniform magnetic fields in three orthogonal directions. These coils function to zero
stray dc magnetic fields, fine tune the location of the MOT, and set the quantization
axis for optical pumping and coherent control (Section 2.3).
We laser cool with three nearly orthogonal sets of laser beams tuned near resonance
with cesium’s cycling transition ωcyc, which corresponds to |6S1/2, F = 4,mF = 4〉 →
|6P3/2, F ′ = 5,m′F = 5〉. Each laser has a 1 mm waist to reduce clipping of the beam
on the dipole trap lens. While loading the MOT, the intensity of each laser is ∼ 6Isat
(Table A.1) and a detuning that ranges from ∆/(2pi) = −16 to −20 MHz. The radial
MOT lasers, shown in Figure 2.5, are generated by retroreflecting single beams (one
for each path) after the vacuum cell. A quarter waveplate is placed directly in front
of the retroreflecting mirror to ensure the reflected beam has an orthogonal circular
polarization. The last set of lasers travel along the axis defined by the quadrupole
coils. Because this beam path is also used to image single atoms, we are careful to
ensure the intensities are well balanced. Towards this end, the axial lasers are not
retroreflected, but are instead formed along two paths with independent intensity
control.
An example CCD camera image of the MOT cloud loading an optical dipole trap
is found in Figure 2.6. The image highlights an issue that arises when using MOT
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Figure 2.6: Loading a dipole trap with a MOT. Atoms from the cold vapor fluoresce
as they are laser cooled into the dipole trap with the MOT lasers. We observe on the
order of 1000 atoms loaded into the dipole trap with w0 ∼ 6 µm. Fringing observed
in MOT cloud occurs when the radial lasers clip the dipole trap lens. This issue was
addressed by changing the radial laser waist from 5 to 1 mm.
lasers that are much larger than working distance of the dipole trap lens. For the
image shown in the figure, the MOT laser waist was 5 mm. At this beam size, the
radial lasers clip the lens, scattering light and forming standing waves at the trapping
region. This results in an unstable standing wave pattern in MOT. We alleviated this
problem by reducing the beam waist to 1 mm. With this change, we can produce
stable dipole trap loading over several months.
2.2 Loading single atoms in micron-sized dipole
traps
Our approach to loading single atoms utilizes a collisional blockade effect that emerges
with microscopic optical dipole traps. This technique, which was first developed by
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Figure 2.7: Light assisted collisions in a tightly focused optical dipole trap. Two
atoms in the ground state S + S absorb a photon and are excited to the S + P3/2
state experiencing an attractive potential. When interatomic separation is small
enough such that the kinetic energy gained by the two-atom system ∆E exceeds the
dipole trap potential U , both atoms will be ejected from the trap. If the rate of this
two-body loss mechanism is much larger than the loading rate, the trap is restricted
to loading either one or two atoms. Figure is taken from [58] and modified to be
consistent with the experiment described in this manuscript.
Schlosser et al. [40], takes advantage of a change in atom-atom collisional dynamics
when a dipole trap size is on the order of 1 µm. Schlosser et al. found that when the
dipole trap is small enough, the cooling lasers induce a rapid two-body collisional
process that forces pairs of atoms to collide and eject from the trap. This light-induced
collision is essential to producing sub-Poissonian single-atom loading statistics.
The mechanism behind the light-induced collisional process responsible for single
atom loading is summarized by Figure 2.7. Following the discussion in [58], the figure
demonstrates how the presence of the MOT cooling lasers modify the attractive
potential between two atoms in the dipole trap. When the cooling laser excites the
two-atom system to the S + P3/2 state, there is a dipole-dipole potential of the form
V (r) = −C3/r3, where the sign and magnitude of C3 depends on the specific atomic
species. In the presence of V (r), the atoms experience an impulse, which increases
their kinetic energy by ∆Ek before the system returns to the ground state. When
∆Ek > U0, the atoms overcome the trap potential and leave the trapping region. For
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Figure 2.8: Optical layout of dipole traps and imaging system. The dipole traps are
formed by focusing two Gaussian lasers through an aspheric lens. Fluorescence from
the atoms is collected through the same aspheric lens, reflected off a dichroic mirror,
and imaged at a point coincident with a knife edge to separate the light collected
from each atom. The collected fluorescence is sent to separate fibers and monitored
on APDs. We use a 830± 25-nm bandpass filter (Semrock, Inc., LL01-830-25) before
the APD to filter noise from the 938-nm dipole trap wavelength.
133Cs, this inequality is satisfied with high probability when the dipole trap has a
waist on the order of 1 µm. Under this condition, the dipole trap contains a maximum
of one atom because if a second atom enters the trap, both are ejected. The result is
a pattern of single atoms entering and leaving the trap as randomized loading events
and collisions occur. This continues until until the MOT cooling light is extinguished.
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2.2.1 Single-atom trapping apparatus
We create two optical dipole traps for quantum control of single cesium atoms with
the apparatus shown in Figure 2.8. The atoms are confined in two far off-resonant
dipole traps using 938 nm light. The trapping light first passes through an acousto-
optical modulator (AOM) and then through an in-vacuum aspheric lens described
in Table 2.1. By driving the AOM at two frequencies (74.6 and 85.4 MHz) we
generate two 8 mW beams whose propagation directions deviate by 2.38 mrad. This
AOM-lens system results in two dipole traps separated by 6.6(3) µm.6 Both traps
have a 1.19(3) µm waist and a 19(1) MHz trap depth for the atomic ground state.
Once trapped, the atoms have a vacuum limited trap lifetime of approximately 7 s.
We source the 938 nm light from a distributed feedback laser diode (Section B.2) and
find it necessary to filter elements of 852 and 895 nm from this laser (D2 and D1
transitions in 133Cs) to avoid excessive heating that inhibits stable trapping.
As is discussed in Section 2.1.3, the atoms are loaded into the dipole traps from
a MOT (Figure 2.6). The dissipative scattering force generated by the MOT cools
atoms into the conservative pseudo-potential of these traps. Once captured, the
atoms continue to fluoresce on the D2 transition of
133Cs (6S1/2 → 6P3/2), and we
spatially discriminate this signal to detect a loading event. This light is collected
by the same aspheric lens used to produce the dipole traps and a dichroic mirror
separates the 938 nm trapping light from this 852 nm fluorescence of the D2 transition.
After reflecting off the dichroic, the two beams of fluorescence are imaged at a plane
coincident with a gold knife edge. The knife edge is positioned such that the image
from one atom is reflected off of the gold surface, while the image from the other
passes. Next, the fluorescence of each atom is coupled into separate 9 µm core fibers7
that feed separate avalanche photodiodes (APDs). The technique we use to split the
fluorescence beams is similar to the one developed by [20]. We adjust the MOT cloud
6The quoted error is derived from focal length and atom motion uncertainty.
7Fibers are single mode at 1550 nm.
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Figure 2.9: Single atoms loading via the collisional blockade. (a) Fluorescence
signal measured by the APD while loading from the MOT. (b) Histogram of the
fluorescence signal. We demonstrate evidence for the collisional blockade observing
two discrete fluorescence levels, where one is the measured background and the other
is the measured fluorescence from a single atom. No counts are observed at a level
corresponding with two atoms.
density to operate both traps in the collisional blockade regime such that loading is
limited to a maximum of one atom [41].
An example of the fluorescence signal measured from an optical dipole trap
operating in the collisional blockade regime is shown in Figure 2.9. As the MOT loads
atoms into the dipole trap, we observe stochastic jumps between two fluorescence
values. The signal may be explained in terms of the collisional blockade. We are
witnessing the trap loading dynamics as single atoms enter and leave the trap. Atoms
are randomly loading into the dipole trap and the high and low fluorescence levels
correspond to one and zero atoms respectively. When a single atom enters the trap,
we measure a high fluorescence level. If a second atom enters, it quickly collides with
the first removing both atoms from the trap. This pattern continues as long as the
MOT is actively loading the dipole trap.
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Fiber core Single mode? Photon count Fiber coupling
size (µm) rate (ms−1) efficiency (%)
5 852 nm 6 2.5
9 1550 nm 16 6.0
65 multimode 70 29
Table 2.2: Single-atom light collection efficiency versus fiber core size. While the
65-µm core fiber has the largest collection efficiency, we find that the 9-µm core fiber
has superior background rejection resulting in a larger signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore,
we chose to use the 9-µm core fiber for this system (highlighted gray). Crosstalk
between the two dipole traps was not characterized during this experiment, which
may be problematic with the largest fiber core (65 µm). The fiber coupling efficiency
is estimated by measuring the count rate at the APD and comparing this with the
expected count rate. The expected count rate includes the finite collection efficiency
of the lens (8.2% for 0.55 NA), the quantum efficiency of the APD (45%), and losses
at all optical interfaces.
2.2.2 Optimization of single-atom imaging
Increasing single-atom loading fidelity requires that we optimize the single-atom
fluorescence signal-to-noise. The dipole trap lens fundamentally limits the single-
atom signal by collecting light from 8.2% of a 4pi solid angle, limiting the experiment
to maximum of photon count rate8 of 2.7 µs−1. However, due to inefficiencies in the
optics of the imaging system (optics summarized in Figure 2.8) and limits on the
photon-scattering rate imposed single-atom heating, the observed count rates are
typically three orders-of-magnitude smaller than this estimate. The largest bottleneck
for photon collection efficiency arises when we couple the atomic fluorescence into an
optical fiber. The fiber is included to provide spatial filtering of the signal, which
increases the measurement signal-to-noise ratio through suppression of background
light scatter. Ideally, we require a spatial filter to collect all photons from the atom
while rejecting any background; however, in practice, smaller spatial filters also
decreases the observed atom signal.
8The photon count rate is limited by the percent of light collected times the maximum
photon scattering rate or 0.082 ΓD2/2.
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We optimize the atom signal by measuring the fluorescence signal-to-noise during
the MOT loading phase (Figure 2.9) for different optical fibers. As the core size of
the fiber increases, it accepts more spatial modes, allowing more signal and noise
to couple into the fiber. The measured fiber coupling efficiency for three different
fibers is found in in Table 2.2. While the 65-µm core fiber has the highest measured
efficiency of 28%, the measured background is many times larger than the single-atom
signal. This leads to inconsistent loading because small drifts in large background
levels are more likely to trigger false single-atom loading events. To avoid this, we
choose to use the 9-µm core fiber for its superior background rejection. The detection
baseline set by this choice of imaging system provides a fundamental building block
for detection for all single-atom experiments described here.
2.2.3 Detecting atom presence and internal state
All experiments rely on single-atom detection as a means of measuring relevant
observables. Therefore, it is important to optimize single-atom loading and detection
to improve the overall quality of the experiment. To load atoms with high efficiency,
the experiment is triggered when a coincidence of bright fluorescence signals is
observed from both dipole traps. Immediately following this event, the MOT lasers
and quadrupole coils are switched off to extinguish the loading process. Successfully
loaded atoms can be held in the dark for a 1/e lifetime of 7 s, limited only by collisions
with the background vapor. Once each atom is loaded, a typical experimental sequence
consists of cooling of the motional degrees of freedom, initialization of the internal
state, the experiment (e.g. Rydberg excitation, qubit rotations, etc.), and detection
of the final state.
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Figure 2.10: Summary of detection methods. (a) Detect single-atom presence in
the dipole trap. The repump laser ensures that ground state cesium atoms in both
|F = 4〉 and |F = 3〉 scatter photons from the axial MOT beams. (b) Detect qubit
state. We detect if the atom is in |F = 4〉 or |F = 3〉 with the axial MOT lasers.
These lasers will only scatter photons when the atom is in the upper hyperfine level,
F = 4. Because the qubit state |0〉 ≡ |6S1/2, F = 4,mF = 0〉, we can use this
detection method as a measure of population in |0〉 state.
Detect single-atom presence
We detect the final state of the system using one of two distinct fluorescence mea-
surements: atom presence and state sensitive detection. Detection of atom presence
is important when detecting Rydberg excitation (Section 4.1) and measuring the
temperature of single atoms with time-of-flight experiments (Section 2.4) because the
relevant observable for these experiments is atom loss. When detecting atom presence,
we use a state-insensitive two-color detection pulse, detailed in Figure 2.10(a). The
axial MOT lasers scatter photons from the cycling transition, which fluoresces atoms
in the 6S1/2, F = 4 state. The second frequency is the MOT repump laser that is
resonant with |6S1/2, F = 3〉 → |6P3/2, F = 4〉. This laser ensures that atoms in the
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Figure 2.11: Fluorescence histograms for atom presence detection. (a) Fluorescence
histogram with observed atom loss filtered using a stricter ‘check’ for atom presence
immediately following detection (see Figure 1.4). (b) Measured histogram without
filtering atom loss. The bright (blue) and dark (yellow) histograms represent the
observed counts using atom presence detection with and without loading atoms
respectively. Data presented here is taken using a total detection laser intensity (both
axial MOT lasers) of 8.2 mW/cm2, a repump intensity of 2.2 mW/cm2, a detection
laser detuning of 4.4 MHz, and a pulse duration of 550 µs.
F = 3 ground state are not dark to the axial MOT laser. The combination of both
lasers allows for efficient detection of ground state cesium atoms.
We evaluate the efficiency of detecting atom presence by studying a histogram of
the measured counts at each APD after more than 2000 single-atom loading events.
For this experiment, we use a repump laser intensity of 2.2 mW/cm2, a detection
laser intensity (both MOT axial lasers) of 8.2 mW/cm2, a detection laser detuning
of 4.4 MHz, and a pulse duration of 550 µs. The results, found in Figure 2.11,
compare the bright and dark histograms of both atoms for two different experiments.
Figure 2.11(a) shows the bright histogram for case where atom loss errors are removed
using a more robust check for atom presence that is three times longer than the
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original detection pulse. Using this histogram, we can select a count threshold that
maximally discriminates between the bright (atom present) and dark (no atom) states.
With a count threshold of greater than two counts, we detect the presence and absence
of single atoms with 96.6(5)% and 98.8(1)% fidelity respectively. The second data set,
found in Figure 2.11(b), shows the fluorescence diagram without filtering of any kind.
For this experiment, there is a noticeable increase in detection errors (< 3 counts)
for the bright state. By comparing these data sets with Figure 2.11(a), we find that
there is a ∼ 3% chance of erroneously losing atoms before detection. This error
includes the cumulative effect of atom loss during polarization gradient cooling (PG
cooling), optical pumping, detection, and false loading events. This 3% atom loss
error currently limits the maximum fidelity of any experiment that uses atom loss as
the relevant observable.
Qubit-state detection
In addition to detecting the presence of single atoms in the optical dipole trap, we
require a method to measure the populations in the two qubit states. As is shown in
Figure 1.1 we define the |0〉 and |1〉 states in the F = 4 and F = 3 hyperfine manifolds
respectively. Therefore, we require a detection sequence that can distinguish between
the upper and lower hyperfine manifolds to measure populations in each qubit state.
Our approach to this is detailed in Figure 2.10(b). For this detection pulse, we use
the axial MOT laser without turning on the repump laser so that photons are only
scattered when the atom is in the F = 4 state. With this method, we map the bright
and dark states of the detection laser to the qubit states |0〉 and |1〉 respectively.
We study the quality of this detection method by applying the same technique
described in Figure 2.11. However, because this technique does not rely on atom loss,
the 3% atom loss error may be filtered from the data set. We remove atom loss errors
using the same approach as in Figure 2.11(a), which entails applying robust check for
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Figure 2.12: Qubit-state sensitive fluorescence histograms. The bright (blue) and
dark (yellow) states are defined as F = 4 and F = 3 respectively in the 6S1/2 state.
The bright histogram is formed by optically pumping the atom into F = 4 with the
repump laser, and then detecting with the axial MOT laser. For the dark histogram
(yellow), we use an identical detection sequence without loading single-atoms. Because
the axial MOT lasers have a photon scattering rate of ∼ 10 Hz for an atom in F = 3,
the absence of an atom is nearly equivalent to an atom prepared in the F = 3 state.
The substantial overlap between the bright and dark histograms arises when the atom
is pumped into F = 3 by the detection laser before the APD measures more than
two counts.
atom presence immediately following qubit state detection. The result for qubit state
detection is shown in Figure 2.12. Using a count threshold of greater than two counts,
we estimate a detection fidelity of 92.7(8) and 97.9(1)% for the bright and dark states
respectively. While the fidelity for detection of the bright state is noticeably poor
when compared with atom presence detection, it is sufficient for measuring two atom
observables.
The reduced detection fidelity for atoms in the bright state (F = 4) is intrinsic
to our approach and arises due to off-resonant photon scatter of the axial MOT
laser on the |6S1/2, F = 4〉 → |6P3/2, F ′ = 4〉 transition. The off-resonant photon
scattering rate is on the order of 3 kHz, which results in an average of roughly three
photon scattering events for every detection pulse. Every time this F = 4→ F ′ = 4
transition scatters a photon, there is a 50% chance that the atom decays into the
F = 3 ground state. If this optical pumping event occurs before the APD measures
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greater than two counts, then we will erroneously assume the atom is in the dark
state (F = 3). There are two possible methods for overcoming this deficiency. The
first is to simply increase photon collection efficiency. If photons are collected more
efficiently, we can decrease the error rate using a shorter detection pulse duration. The
second possibility is to use the detection method described in [59]. Their approach
minimizes off-resonant photon scattering using of a single circularly polarized laser
that drives the |6S1/2, F = 4,mF = 4〉 → 6P3/2, F = 5,mF = 5〉 transition. However,
the approach in [59] will heat atoms faster for similar photon scattering rates because
you cannot use counter-propagating lasers. Therefore, extra care must be taken to
ensure that heating does not negatively impact detection efficiency.
2.2.4 Arbitrary dipole trap arrays with two-dimensional
holography
The current approach to dipole trap generation, which uses a single AOM to generate
two spots, is inefficient in its use of optical power and therefore, offers poor prospects
for scaling to large dipole trap arrays. A promising alternative approach involves the
use of a 2D hologram to generate an arbitrary dipole trap array. In practice, this
concept works by placing a holographic plate, transmissive or reflective, in the path
of the dipole trap laser before the focusing lens. The holographic plate imprints a
spatially dependent phase shift φ(x, y) on the laser with initial Gaussian amplitude
A(x, y). The intensity I(X, Y ) at the focal plane of an ideal lens is given by the
modulus squared of the Fourier transform of the amplitude [60, 61]:
I(X, Y ) ∝
∣∣∣∣∫ ∫ ∞−∞A(x, y)eiφ(x,y)e−i 2piλf (Xx+Y y)dxdy
∣∣∣∣2 ,
where X and Y are the spatial coordinates at the focal plane of the lens, λ is the
wavelength of the dipole trap, and f is the lens focal length. The spatial resolution
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Figure 2.13: Three-spot dipole trap. The dipole laser passes through a diffractive
optical element (DOE) to generate the spatially dependent phase pattern shown in
(a). After focusing the laser through the dipole trap lens, it generates three intensity
maxima in the focal plane. A fluorescence image of the trapping region, shown in (b),
demonstrates loading in all three dipole traps. The fluorescence image shown here is
averaged over 20 images.
of the intensity pattern I(X, Y ) is limited by the spatial resolution of φ(x, y) and the
NA of the lens9.
In this section, we summarize our approach to 2D holography to generate a
three-spot optical dipole trap pattern. The phase shift pattern φ(x, y) is generated
using a diffractive optical element (DOE) as a transmissive phase plate. The DOE
was designed and fabricated by Dr. Shanalyn Kemme’s group at Sandia National
Laboratories. They used electron beam lithography on a fused silica substrate to
produce the target phase pattern found in Figure 2.13(a). When this phase pattern is
applied to the dipole trap laser, it produces an intensity pattern with three intensity
maxima in the focal plane of the lens. A fluorescence image of the trapping region,
9The lens NA and focal length set the aperture size of the lens.
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found in Figure 2.13(b), demonstrates the loading of cesium atoms into this trap array.
Due to the stochatic nature of dipole trap loading, we do not guarantee simultaneous
loading of all three traps. As a result, the fluorescence image shown here is an
averaged over 20 separate pictures.
Two-dimensional holography with DOEs is an attractive approach for integration
of dipole trap arrays into more compact devices. Another attractive approach to 2D
holography is outlined in recent work from Antoine Browaeys group at Charles Fabry
Laboratory of Institut d’Optique in Paris, France. In their work, they demonstrate
single atom loading in an arbitrary dipole-trap arrays with ∼ 100 trapping sites [61].
Their method uses a spatial light modulator SLM to produce an arbitrary phase
pattern. The main attraction of the SLM, is the on demand control of the phase
pattern allowing for the generation of arbitrary trap arrays without the need to
replace any optical elements. However, this approach is ultimately limited by the
∼ 6 µm/pixel density of the SLM used in their work. In contrast, the DOE is limited
to a spatial resolution of ∼ 100 nm/feature. Because DOEs provide substantially
higher spatial resolution, the technology scales more favorably when transitioning to
more compact devices.
2.3 Single qubit control
As is introduced in Chapter 1, we define the single-atom qubits by selecting two states
in the 6S1/2 ground state manifold of ground state of
133Cs. Developing high-fidelity,
arbitrary single qubit control is important for the scalability of most applications in
quantum computing, quantum simulation, and metrology. All of these applications
require or benefit from having high-accuracy state initialization and single-qubit
rotations. In this section, I describe our approach to qubit-state initialization and
single qubit-rotations.
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2.3.1 Single-qubit σˆx and σˆy control
To generate an arbitrary single-qubit state, we require the capacity to perform x, y,
and z rotations on the Bloch sphere [56]. These rotations are commonly described
using the Pauli matrices, which are written as operators in the single qubit basis as
σˆx = |1〉〈0|+ |0〉〈1|
σˆy = i (|1〉〈0| − |0〉〈1|)
σˆz = |0〉〈0| − |1〉〈1|,
(2.12)
where σˆx, σˆy, and σˆz are the three orthogonal Pauli operators. These operators to-
gether with the identity operator form a complete basis set for single-qubit operations.
For complete control over the single-atom qubits, we aim to generate all three of
these operators.
The σˆx and σˆy operators each have off-diagonal matrix elements necessitating
a coupling term between |0〉 and |1〉. We generate the coupling between the two
qubit states with two approaches. The first interacts with the atom’s magnetic dipole
moment with resonant microwaves, and the second couples with the electric dipole
moment via near resonant optical fields. Before discussing each implementation,
I summarize the interaction of a two-level atom with a near-resonant field in the
following section.
Two-level atom
We consider the interaction of the atom with a classical time-dependent field of the
form a cos (ωFt− φ). Here, ωF is the field frequency, φ is its phase, and a describes
the field’s amplitude and polarization. The interaction of the field with the atom
HˆAF is described by [56, 57],
HˆAF = −µ · a cos (ωFt+ φ) σˆx
= ~ΩF cos (ωFt+ φ) σˆx
(2.13)
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where ΩF = −µ · a/~ is the Rabi frequency and µ is the magnetic or electric dipole
moment of the atom. Here, we need not restrict the definition of σˆx to the two-qubit
basis states shown in Equation 2.12. Instead, I analyze the case where |0〉 and |1〉
are two arbitrary levels that provide either an electric or magnetic dipole allowed
transition.
Following with the more general use of σˆx, σˆy, and σˆz, the Hamiltonian of the
system HS can be written in terms of the Hamiltonian of the atom HˆA and HˆAF as
HˆS = HˆA + HˆAF
=
~ω0
2
σˆz + ~ΩF cos (ωFt+ φ) σˆx
= ~
 ω0/2 ΩF cos (ωFt+ φ)
ΩF cos (ωFt+ φ) −ω0/2
 ,
(2.14)
where ~ω0 is the energy splitting between states |1〉 and |0〉. Next, transforming the
system into a frame that rotates at ωF and making the rotating wave approximation
[56, 57] gives
HˆS =
~
2
 −∆ Ωe−iφ
Ωeiφ ∆

=
~
2
(−∆σˆz + Ω (cos(φ)σˆx + sin(φ)σˆy)) .
(2.15)
From this, if ∆ = 0 we can generate either σˆx or σˆy rotations by carefully choosing
the phase of the driving field.
Microwave rotations
We generate σˆx or σˆy rotations by resonantly driving the qubit transition with
9.192 GHz microwaves to produce the Hamiltonian in Equation 2.15. The microwaves
are sourced from the microwave rf chain described in Section B.4 and are emitted by
a microwave horn placed near the dipole traps. For the experiment, we prepare the
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Figure 2.14: Single-qubit rotation with microwaves. (a) Resonant Rabi oscillations.
We measure coupling between the qubit states by observing transfer of population out
of and into the bright state |0〉 as a function of the pulse duration δtµ. The measured
Rabi frequencies for atoms 1 (blue) and 2 (red) are 2pi× 3.67(2) and 2pi× 3.63(2) kHz
respectively. (b) Microwave frequency scan for a pulse duration δtµ = pi/Ωµ. The
detuning is defined as ∆µ/~ = ωµ − ω0, where ω0 is the transition frequency for
|6S1/2, F = 4,mF = 0〉 → |6S1/2, F = 3,mF = 0〉.
qubit in the |0〉 state (bright state) and then switch on the microwaves with variable
detuning and pulse duration. With this procedure, we are able to resonantly drive
Rabi oscillations between the two qubit states as shown in Figure 2.14. The result is
consistent with the calculated time evolution of the atom exp(−iHSt/~)|0〉, where
HS is defined in Equation 2.15. By fitting the data to the expected sinusoidal form,
we measure an average Rabi frequency of Ωµ = 2pi × 3.65(2) kHz for the two traps.
With this Rabi frequency, the pi-pulse duration for transferring population from |0〉
to |1〉 is ∼ 140 µs.
In addition to the pi-pulse duration, the pi-pulse efficiency can be used as an
estimate of the fidelity of the σˆx and σˆy rotations. To estimate this, we can apply the
microwave field to the single-atoms for a duration long enough to observe decay in
the coherence between |0〉 and |1〉. Decoherence between the qubit states manifests
itself as a decay in contrast of the Rabi oscillations. This observed decoherence is
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Figure 2.15: Microwave Rabi oscillation decoherence. We measure a 1/e decay time of
17(2) ms by fitting the observed oscillation to the function A exp(−t/τ) cos(ΩRt) +B.
The measured decoherence is within a factor of 2 of the calculated 33 ms coherence
time due to photon scattering from the dipole trap (calculation in Section 2.1).
shown in Figure 2.15 for a single dipole trap. With this experiment, we measure a 1/e
coherence time of 17(2) ms. Using the measured pi-pulse from Figure 2.14 together
with the measured coherence time, we estimate a pi-pulse efficiency of one part in 102.
While the measured pi-pulse efficiency is more than sufficient, Ωµ ∼ 1 kHz results
in relatively slow rotations. Additionally, it is difficult to individually address each
atom with microwaves alone because the photon wavelength is roughly 3 cm. These
deficiencies can be addressed using stimulated Raman transitions, which allow for
single-qubit rotations using optical frequencies. This technique is discussed in the
following section.
Stimulated Raman transitions
There are several advantages to the use of stimulated Raman transitions over mi-
crowaves. When used for single-qubit rotations, the shorter wavelengths of optical
frequencies allow for high intensities with fine spatial resolution. Not only does this
lead to higher Rabi frequencies, but it also makes addressing individual atoms straight
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forward. Additionally, the lasers used to generate stimulated Raman transition can
be arranged into a highly Doppler sensitive configuration. This feature is vital for
studying the motional state of the atom using the techniques described in Section 2.4.2.
Altogether, the use of Raman transitions are an important tool for diagnosis and
manipulation off single-atom qubits.
We drive stimulated Raman transitions using a two-color laser pulse, where the
frequency difference between the two colors is set to th splitting between the two
qubit states, ∼ 9.192 GHz. The two Raman laser frequencies have a large detuning
∆ from the D2 transition resonance frequency and have Rabi frequencies Ω1 and Ω2
that satisfy the condition Ω1,Ω2  ∆. With this far-off resonance configuration, the
6P3/2 state acts as a virtual excited state to drive a two-photon transition between
the qubit states.
This two-photon transition produces an effective interaction for the desired single-
qubit rotations. When the far detuned limit is satisfied, an exponentially small
amount of population is excited to 6P3/2, allowing the state to be adiabatically
eliminated from the Hamiltonian dynamics. Under these conditions, the interaction
of the Raman lasers with the qubit states is governed by the Hamiltonian found
in Equation 2.15 as was the case for microwave transition. The coupling strength
between |0〉 and |1〉 is described by and effective Rabi frequency ΩR given by [56, 57]
ΩR =
Ω1Ω2
2∆
. (2.16)
However, unlike microwaves, we must consider photon scattering due to virtual
excitation of the 6P3/2 excited state. For the far-detuned condition, the two largest
contributions to the photon scattering rate Rscatt are [56, 57]
Rscatt ∼ ΓD2
(
Ω21
4∆2
+
Ω22
4∆2
)
. (2.17)
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Figure 2.16: Single-qubit rotation with stimulated Raman transitions. (a) Resonant
Rabi oscillations. We measure coupling between the qubit states by observing transfer
of population out of and into the bright state |0〉 as a function of the pulse duration δtR.
The measured Rabi frequencies Ω1,2R , for atoms 1 (blue) and 2 (red) are 2pi × 143.3(7)
and 2pi × 143.2(8) kHz respectively. (b) Raman laser frequency scan for a pulse
duration δtR = pi/ΩR. The microwave detuning of the stimulated Raman transitions
is varied by changing the difference between the two laser frequencies ω1 and ω2. The
Raman microwave detuning is given by ∆R = ω2 − ω1 − ω0. Plots are offset on the
y-axis for clarity.
For a more precise estimate of Rscatt, we would have to include all dipole allowed
transitions and other spectator frequencies10. Even with this added decoherence, we
can still drive efficient σˆx and σˆy qubit rotations with this approach.
Performing experiments identical to those already discussed with the microwave
source, we observe single-qubit rotations with stimulated Raman transitions, as is
shown in Figure 2.16. For this measurement, we choose a detuning and laser intensity
such that Ω1 = Ω2 ≈ 2pi × 120 MHz and ∆ = 2pi × 50 GHz. With these settings, we
measure an average Rabi frequency of ΩR/(2pi) = 143.3(8) kHz for the two single-atom
traps. With this Rabi frequency, the pi-pulse duration of 3.49(1) µs is several orders
10We produce the 9.192 GHz frequency difference with a fiber-coupled electro-optic
modulator (EOM) as is described in Section B.3. This techniques produces several spectator
sideband frequencies that contribute to the photon scattering rate.
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Figure 2.17: Stimulated Raman transition Rabi oscillation decoherence. We measure
a 1/e decay time of 98(9) and 67(5) µs for atoms 1 and 2 by fitting the observed
oscillation to the function A exp(−t/τ) cos(ΩRt) +B. The source of this decoherence
is likely dominated by unwanted spectator frequencies in the Ramam laser system
that drive competing stimulated Raman transitions with smaller Rabi frequencies.
of magnitude larger than the microwave Rabi frequency observed in Section 2.3.1.
As with microwaves, we would like to estimate the efficiency of a single pi-pulse with
this approach. We estimate the decoherence time τD by fitting an exponential decay
to the Rabi oscillation contrast. The result is shown in Figure 2.17. We measure a
decay time of 98(8) and 67(5) µs for atoms 1 and 2 respectively. With this coherence
time, the pi-pulse efficiency is 95%.
Unlike with microwaves, this decoherence cannot be explained with photon scatter-
ing alone. Even with additional photon scattering for the 6P3/2 state (Equation 2.17),
we still expect a decoherence time on the order of 5 ms. This discrepancy arises due
to our current method for generating the two-color Raman lasers. Both frequencies
are derived from a single DFB laser source described in Section B.3. This light is
passed through an electro-optic modulator (EOM) that is driven at ∆fHF to generate
sidebands in the laser spectrum at this frequency. The EOM generates first, second,
and third order sidebands with significant intensities and are all spaced by ∆fHF.
Under these conditions, the spectator frequencies drive Raman transitions with com-
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Figure 2.18: Light shifts for single-qubit σˆz control. The light-shift laser is tuned
off-resonant with the D2 transition, between the two qubits states. The presence of
the light-shift laser perturbs the energies of the states by dressing the qubit states
with 6P3/2. The energy shift shown in this figure is equivalent to the σˆz interaction
in HS (Equation 2.15).
peting values of ΩR. While this effect should not reduce the coherence between |0〉
and |1〉, it will reduce the pi-pulse efficiency by producing multiple beat notes in the
Rabi oscillations. We are currently in the process of building and testing a Raman
laser system that circumvents this deficiency.
2.3.2 Single-qubit σˆz control
Control of σˆz rotations is produced with an off-resonant laser, as is shown in Figure 2.18.
This laser, referred to as light-shift laser, is tuned between the two qubit states to
generate an ac Stark shift on each state with opposite signs. The ac Stark shift can
be described in terms of HS from Equation 2.15 for conditions where ∆ Ω for the
basis states |0〉 and |6P3/2〉. In this far-detuned limit, the system adiabatically follows
an eigenvalue of HS assuming the light shift laser rise time is slow compared with 1/∆,
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Figure 2.19: Light-shift measurement with microwave spectroscopy. We directly
measure the microwave resonance frequency with and without the light-shift laser to
observe ∆LS. For these data sets, we measure ∆LS/(2pi) = 76.5(2) kHz.
where detuning ∆ is the detuning from |0〉 → |6P3/2〉. Under these conditions, the
primary role of the light-shift laser is to generate an energy shift on |0〉. The energy
shift ∆LS is equivalent to a σˆz interaction described by the light-shift Hamiltonian
HLS:
HLS =
∆LS
2
σˆz
≈ Ω
2
LS
8∆
σˆz,
(2.18)
where ΩLS is the Rabi frequency of the light-shift laser. With proper definition of the
detuning as ∆ = ωLS − (ω6P3/2 − ω|1〉), the same treatment applies to |1〉.
Light-shift observation via direct microwave resonance interrogation
We use two experiments to study controlled light shifts on the single qubit We
demonstrate single-qubit σˆz control by generating a controlled energy shift with the
light-shift laser. The light-shift laser is derived from the same laser system as the
Raman lasers (Section B.3). For this application, we choose a laser path that does
not pass through the EOM to ensure there is a single frequency. By applying a
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Figure 2.20: Ramsey interferometer for measuring ac Stark shifts. (a) Ramsey
interferometer pulse sequence. With this pulse sequence, the accumulated phase
φLS = ∆LST is converted into an observable that is a function of the bright state
population and is given by P|0〉(T ) = cos(∆LST ). (b) Energy level diagram with
relevant interactions. σx rotations are driven with the microwave source at ∼ 9.2 GHz
and the light-shift laser is derived from and 852 nm DFB (Section B.3).
light-shift laser to a single atom while simultaneously interrogating the microwave
resonance frequency, we can directly measure the light shift. The observed resonance
shift is shown in Figure 2.19 for ∆/(2pi) = 4.5 GHz (∆ = ωLS − (ω6P3/2 − ω|0〉)) and
ΩLS/(2pi) = 26 MHz. For these parameters, we measure ∆LS/(2pi) = 76.5(3) kHz by
comparing the shifted and unperturbed resonances.
Light-shift interrogation with a Ramsey interferometer
We also employ a Ramsey interferometer pulse sequence as a tool for probing ac
Stark shifts on the qubit states. With this approach, we are able to measure ∆LS
and the decoherence rate with a single measurement. The technique, summarized
in Figure 2.20, involves the use of an asymmetric spin echo pulse sequence in the
qubit basis. The asymmetry is created by inserting a light-shift laser pulse into the
first arm of the Ramsey interferometer. The light shift manifests itself through an
energy shift on the qubit states, which causes time-dependent phase accumulation
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Figure 2.21: Light shift measurement with the Ramsey interferometer. For ∆/(2pi) =
1.1 GHz and ΩLS/(2pi) = 60 MHz we measure ∆LS = 822.3(2) kHz and a coherence
time of 31(1) µs.
between |0〉 and |1〉. When the light shift is applied to the input state, |0〉 picks up a
phase φLS given by exp(−iφLS)|0〉. Here, φLS is linear in interrogation time T and
light shift or φLS = ∆LST .
The interferometer sequence maps accumulation of φLS onto the measured bright
state population P|0〉. The time-dependent phase accumulation is given by P|0〉(φLS) =
cos(∆LST ), where we assume that the atom is initialized in |0〉. As T increases,
the population in |0〉 oscillates at a rate equal to the ∆LS. This occurs because the
Ramsey interferometer is performing a measurement that is nearly identical to the
σˆx rotations that were discussed in Section 2.3.1. The main difference is that the
population is first rotated into the xy-plane of the Bloch sphere with the initial pi/2
pulse and then rotated about the z-axis with the σz rotation.
Using the technique described in Figure 2.20, we measure the light shift on the
qubits states using a laser detuning and Rabi frequency of ∆/(2pi) = 1.1 GHz and
ΩLS/(2pi) = 60 MHz respectively. These settings result in a measured light shift of
∆LS/(2pi) = 822.3(2) kHz and a coherence time of 31(1) µs, as is measured by fitting
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Figure 2.22: State initialization via optical pumping on the D1 transition. (a) Laser
configuration used for state initialization. (b) Dipole allowed transitions for pi-
polarized light on the F = 4 → F ′ = 4 transition. Ignoring off-resonant photon
scatter, |6S1/2, F = 4,mF = 0〉 is dark to both the repump laser and the D1 laser.
This allows us to dissipatedly pump the atom into |0〉 (blue) with high efficiency.
to the data in Figure 2.21. With this, we demonstrate a σˆz rotation that is similar in
strength to the σˆx and σˆy rotations when using stimulated Raman transitions.
Decoherence from from the light-shift interaction can be studied using the fidelity
of a single pi-pulse, as is done for σˆx and σˆy rotations in Section 2.3.1. For the
experiment shown in Figure 2.21, we estimate a σˆz pi-pulse fidelity of 98%, limited
by the 31(1)-µs coherence time. The measured lifetime roughly agrees with the
calculated photon scattering rate of 25 kHz and corresponding coherence time of
40 µs.
2.3.3 State initialization
Initializing the state of each single-atom into one of the qubit states is an important
first step when studying single-qubit control. High fidelity state initialization improves
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measurement contrast when studying coherent rotations, as was covered in Sections
2.3.1 and 2.3.2, and improves prospects for scaling the system to larger numbers of
qubits. Ideally, we would like to begin all experiments in |0〉. This ideal situation
would ensure that the contrast of single atom experiments is limited only by the
detection fidelity and would eliminated erroneous measurements when studying
two-atom (or more) interactions due to state preparation errors.
The optical pumping technique used to prepare atoms into the |0〉 state is sum-
marized in Figure 2.22. A two-color laser pulse illuminates the single-atom for 600 µs
to dissipatively prepare the |6S1/2, F = 4,mF = 0〉 state. The lasers used are the
MOT repump laser, which is resonant with |6S1/2, F = 3〉 → |6P3/2, F = 4〉, and a D1
optical pumping laser, which is tuned resonant with |6S1/2, F = 4〉 → |6P1/2, F = 4〉.
For this approach to work, the D1 laser is chosen to have a linear polarization
aligned along the quantization axis (pi-polarized light). This choice of polarization
ensures that atoms in |6S1/2, F = 4,mF = 0〉 are dark to the D1 laser because the
F = 4 → F ′ = 4 transition is an electric dipole forbidden transition. The concept
behind this optical pumping scheme is that the D1 laser continues to scatter photons
until the atom is pumped into |0〉 or the F = 3 manifold. The repump laser ensures
that any population in F = 3 is pumped back into F = 4. In principle, the optical
pumping efficiency is limited by off-resonant photon scatter of the D1 laser on the
F = 4→ F ′ = 3 transition and imperfections in the laser polarization.
For the optical pumping section of the experiment, we use repump and D1 laser
intensities on the order of Isat for each respective transition and a 600 µs optical
pumping pulse duration. Additionally, we apply a 4.5 G magnetic field along the
x-axis of the experimental apparatus (Figure 1.3) to ensure we have a well defined
quantization axis. The y- and z-axis Helmholtz coil currents (Section 2.1.3) are
scanned to maximize optical pumping efficiency, which allows for fine tuning of the
quantization axis with respect to the light’s polarization.
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We can estimate the optical pumping efficiency by comparing the measured
contrast in the Raman or microwave Rabi oscillations CRabi with the maximum
detection contrast Cdetect defined by
Cdetect = Pmeas(0|0)− {1− Pmeas(1|1)} (2.19)
where Pmeas(a|b) is the conditional probability of detecting the atom to be in |a〉 when
the atom is in state |b〉. The optical pumping efficiency FOP is given by
FOP =
CRabi
Cdetect
. (2.20)
Using the Raman and microwave Rabi oscillation data found in Section 2.3.1 and
the detection histograms in Figure 2.12 we estimate an optical pumping efficiency of
FOP = 91(3)%.
The measured efficiency should be compared with the theoretical maximum optical
pumping efficiency of > 99%, assuming no imperfection in laser polarization.11 We
observe that the dipole trap potential is currently the largest contributor to the
optical pumping inefficiencies. As we lower the depth of the dipole trap, we find that
the optical pumping efficiency improves. By decreasing the dipole trap depth, we are
able to increase the optical pumping efficiency to levels reaching 95% [27, 28].
The dipole trap can affect the optical pumping efficiency by perturbing the exper-
imental quantization axis and by broadening the D1 transition resonance frequency.
The dipole trap broadens the resonance frequency because the trap is not magic for
the D1 transition (Figure 2.1). This inhomogeneous broadening mechanism increases
requirements on optical power and optical pumping duration. Additionally, there is a
vector light shift from the optical dipole trap that arises because the dipole trap laser
polarization becomes slightly elliptic at the trap’s focus [62]. The vector potential cre-
ates a spatially dependent light shift on the magnetic sublevels of the 6S1/2 state that
is equivalent to a magnetic field gradient. This effects the optical pumping efficiency
11Calculation by Yuan-Yu Jau.
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Figure 2.23: Light shift measurement on the D1 from the optical dipole trap. By
measuring the microwave pi-pulse efficiency dependence on the D1 laser detuning ∆D1,
we observe a blue shift in the transition frequency of 2pi × 24.0(2) MHz. Because the
D1 laser is stabilized to a room temperature vapor cell, all frequency measurements
are made with-respect-to vapor cell resonance.
because any spatial dependence or time dependent fluctuation in the magnetic field
environment will perturb the definition of quantization axis. Using the approximate
expression found in [62], we estimate that for a dipole trap depth of 1 mK and a
waist of 1.2 µm we expect a magnetic field gradient of |dBx/dy| ∼ 0.6 G/µm, where
the x and y directions are defined in Figure 1.3. Because of the dipole trap’s effect
on the optical pumping efficiency, it is useful to have an accurate estimate of the
trap potential experienced by the atom, which requires knowledge of the maximum
trap depth and the trap waist. Measurement of the former with the D1 laser optical
pumping efficiency, is described in the following section.
Dipole trap depth measurement
We estimate the trap depth U0 using a direct measurement of the D1 transition
frequency. The transition frequency is derived from the dependence of FOP on the
D1 laser frequency, as is shown in Figure 2.23. For the experiment, we measure the
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microwave pi-pulse efficiency as a function of the D1 laser detuning ∆D1 and use a
laser intensity that satisfies ID1  Isat. To estimate the peak efficiency, we fit a
Gaussian function to the observed dip in the measured bright state population. For
the data set shown in the figure, we measure a shift on the D1 transition frequency
of 2pi × 24.0(2) MHz.
Since U0 is defined as the peak energy shift on the ground state of the atom, we
must remove the contribution of the 6P1/2 state to measure the trap depth defined in
Equation 2.1. For a given ratio of the light shifts β of the ground and excited state
we can extract U0 with
U0 =
ωD1
1 + β
β =
∆LS
(|6P1/2〉)
∆LS
(|6S1/2〉) ,
where ∆LS is defined in Equation 2.5. From the calculations in Figure 2.2, we estimate
that β ∼ 0.28, which gives U0 = 19(1) MHz. The trap depth measured here also plays
an important role in the measurement of the dipole trap waist, which is discussed
in Section 2.4.
2.4 Single-atom temperature
In physics, the microscopic interpretation of the temperature T of a macroscopic
object is defined in terms of average kinetic energy E¯k of individual particles, which
is related to the temperature through E¯k = 3/2kBT , where kB is the Boltzmann
constant. Since T is based on an average quantity, the temperature of a single atom
may not appear to be a useful quantity. If the temperature of the atom is known, we
also know the kinetic energy since no averaging is necessary. Then, why would we
invoke the concept of temperature at all?
While we are loading single atoms, all observables require a large number N of
measurements; after each measurement the atom is cooled, reseting its motional
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state. This means that we are performing N measurements on single atoms, each
with a randomized kinetic energy. Because the motional state is randomized between
measurements, we are performing an experiment that is analogous to sampling single
particles from the macroscopic entity in thermal equilibrium. The primary difference is
that instead of having single atoms that are in thermal equilibrium with an ensemble,
detailed balance is achieved through polarization-gradient cooling of the atom into
the optical dipole trap potential [63]. This allows us to study single-atom temperature
by measuring the average motional state over many single-atom realizations.
In this section, we cover the experimental techniques used to cool and measure the
temperature of singly trapped atoms. In Section 2.4.1, we summarize our experimental
implementation of two cooling methods: polarization gradient cooling and adiabatic
lowering of the dipole potential. In the final two sections, we discuss two methods
used to measure the temperature of single atoms. These techniques, which include
optical sideband spectroscopy (Section 2.4.2) and time-of-flight (TOF) experiments
(Section 2.4.3), provide important tools for optimizing the experimental cooling
procedure and diagnosing decoherence for temperature sensitive experiments.
2.4.1 Single-atom cooling techniques
After loading single atoms, we use a two step procedure to cool the atoms to tem-
peratures as low as ∼ 5 µK [27]. An experimental pulse sequence that includes both
cooling steps is shown in Figure 2.24. After loading the atom and waiting for the
magnetic field environment to settle, we perform a polarization gradient cooling (PGC)
sequence followed by adiabatic relaxation of the dipole potential. We summarize the
theory behind each cooling mechanism and describe the experimental sequence in the
following text.
PGC, otherwise known as Sisyphus cooling, is a dissipative force that emerges in
an optical molasses as atoms approach the Doppler cooling limit. As atoms are cooled
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Figure 2.24: Experiment pulse sequence for TOF experiment. We use PG cooling
followed by an adiabatic lowering of the dipole trap potential to optimize the TOF
recapture efficiency. adi. ramp—cooling via adiabatic lowering of the trap potential,
D1 OP—D1 optical pumping laser, MOT radial—radial MOT laser, MOT axial—
axial MOT laser, MOT freq.—frequency of MOT lasers (maximum value is closest to
resonance), PGC—polarization gradient cooling, and repump—repump laser for the
MOT.
below mK temperatures, it becomes important to include the effect of the optical
lattice potential produced by counter-propagating MOT lasers on the motional state
of the atom. The MOT laser polarization choice of σ+-σ− (Figure 2.5) produces a
state dependent optical lattice potential due to polarization gradients in the optical
standing wave. When the state-dependent potential is combined with near-resonant
photon scattering, it produces a dissipative force that occurs because atoms are
preferentially pumped into minima of the optical lattice potential [64–66].
The experimental implementation summarized in the PGC stage of the experimen-
tal sequence in Figure 2.24. The MOT lasers are suddenly switched on with a peak
intensity IP of 3.6 mW/cm
2 and ramped down to ∼ IP/3 over 1.6 ms. Synchronous
with the intensity ramp, the MOT laser detuning is scanned from −6 to −10 Γ
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(Γ = 2pi × 5.2227 MHz) over the same time duration. The slope of the PGC ramp is
chosen to optimize the cooling process, by matching the slope of the dissipative force
with the average velocity of the atom. Conceptually, the ramp is required because as
the laser detuning and intensity are scanned, the velocity capture range of the PGC
cooling process narrows, while the dissipative force increases [65]. After the PGC
process is complete, the atom has an average temperature on the order 10 to 15 µK.
Immediately following the PGC, we adiabatically lower the dipole trap potential
to further cool the atom. The cooling mechanism behind this technique is relatively
simple when compared with PGC. As the dipole potential is slowly lowered, the
mean vibrational state occupation n¯ is preserved, assuming the relaxation is perfectly
adiabatic. The effect of this procedure is to reduce the atom’s average kinetic energy
while increasing the spread in its position. Because this cooling process does not change
the motional state of the atom in the dipole trap, adiabatic relaxation is primarily
useful for increasing the TOF for atoms released into free space. Additionally, it may
be used to reduce the perturbation of the dipole trap on all non-magic transitions,
such as the D1 transition. In practice, we realize the adiabatic cooling step by
decreasing the dipole trap power with a linear ramp. We scan the dipole trap depth
U0/(~) from 12(1) to 1.2(1) MHz by ramping the laser power for a single trap from 5
to 0.5 mW.
The reported settings for PGC and adiabatic relaxation are local optima arrived at
by minimizing the observed temperature of the atom over an experimentally accessible
parameter space. However, I have not introduced any methods for measuring T .
In the following two sections, I discuss two techniques used to characterize the
temperature of the atom. In Section 2.4.2, I report the use of motional sideband
spectroscopy for characterization of the radial trap frequency and the mean vibrational
state occupation. Following this, I discuss the use of release and recapture TOF
experiments to estimate the mean kinetic energy of the trapped atom in Section 2.4.3.
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Figure 2.25: Resolved-sideband spectroscopy. Doppler-sensitive stimulated Raman
transitions can drive transitions between different motional states |n〉 of the harmonic
potential with trap frequency ωtrap. The three marked transitions correspond the
carrier transition |F = 4, n〉 → |F = 3, n〉 (grey), red motional sideband |F =
4, n〉 → |F = 3, n+ 1〉, and the blue motional sideband |F = 4, n〉 → |F = 3, n− 1〉.
The first order motional sidebands can be excited when the Raman laser detuning
∆R = ω2 − ω1 − ωcarrier is ±ωtrap, where ωcarrier is the usual splitting between the
hyperfine states F = 3 and F = 4.
2.4.2 Resolved-sideband spectroscopy
We use resolved-sideband spectroscopy to study the motional state an atom
confined in an optical dipole trap. When T  U0/kB, the atom’s motional state
is accurately described by a 3D harmonic potential with trap frequencies given by
Equation 2.10. In this limit, the energy Em of the atom’s motional state is given by
Em = ~
(
ωr(nx + ny) + ωznz +
3
2
)
, (2.21)
where nj is the vibrational quantum number for the j direction. Transitions between
these vibrational states can be driven using Doppler sensitive Raman spectroscopy [67].
The procedure for this is summarized in Figure 2.25. Stimulated Raman transitions are
generated with a protocol that is nearly identical to the one described in Section 2.3.1,
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with two important modifications. The first change involves a restriction on the
carrier-transition Rabi frequency ΩR. We require that ΩR  ωtrap to allow individual
vibrational states to be resolved with the Raman lasers.
Next, we need to ensure that the Raman lasers are aligned in a Doppler sensitive
configuration so that atom motion can be coupled to internal-state evolution. The
goal is to choose an effective wavenumber keff that is nonzero, allowing for momentum
transfer between the lasers and the atom. The coupling strength between the motional
and internal states is quantified by the Lamb-Dicke parameter η, which is defined
as [67]
η = 2
√
ωrec
ωtrap
, (2.22)
where ωrec = ~k2eff/(2mcs). When η  1 the coupling strengths for transitions that
add or subtract one quantum of motion are [67]
ΩR,∆n=+1 = η
√
n+ 1 ΩR
ΩR,∆n=−1 = η
√
nΩR.
(2.23)
When the Raman lasers are employed for single-qubit rotations, the lasers propagate
in the same direction resulting in keff = k2 − k1 ≈ 0 (Doppler insensitive). Under
these conditions, we are only able to efficiently drive carrier transitions. To ensure
sufficient coupling between the internal states and vibrational states, we align the
Raman lasers in a counter-propagating configuration. With this change, the effective
wavenumber for the two-photon transition becomes keff = k2 + k1 ≈ 2pi/426 nm. This
configuration allows for study the of the trapped atom’s vibrational spectrum for
motion along the axis defined by the Raman lasers.
Using Doppler sensitive Raman spectroscopy, we observe the optical sideband
spectrum shown in Figure 2.26. The experiment is performed using a Raman laser
pulse duration of 150 µs, which is the pi-pulse duration for the red sideband. From
the spectrum, we measure a radial trap frequency of 2pi× 64.45(1) kHz. Additionally,
these data can be used to estimate the mean vibrational occupation number n¯ using
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Figure 2.26: Optical sideband spectrum. Using Doppler-sensitive Raman spectroscopy,
we resolve the motional sidebands along the radial axis of the dipole trap. (a) Full
spectrum, including higher order sidebands. (b) First order sidebands. With these
data, we measure a trap frequency and average vibrational occupation number of
ωtrap = 2pi × 64.45(1) kHz and n¯ = 4.8(3).
the peak height ratio r of the ∆n = −1 and ∆n = +1 transitions. Given r, the
average vibrational state occupation is [67]
r =
n¯
n¯+ 1
. (2.24)
This expression is independent of ΩR and the pulse duration, assuming no cross talk
between neighboring transitions. With Equation 2.24 we estimate n¯ = 4.8(3) and a
corresponding temperature of 16(1) µK.
While the resolved-sideband spectroscopy is a powerful way to characterize the
motional state of the atom, the technique requires the ability to resolve the motional
sidebands. When adiabatic relaxation of the dipole potential is included, this becomes
difficult due to technical noise on the Raman lasers (Figure 2.17). Additionally,
optical sideband spectroscopy requires that η2(2n¯ + 1)  1 (Lamb-Dicke regime)
be statisfied to avoid exciting higher order motional sidebands [67]. If the atom’s
temperature is too high, it becomes difficult to resolve the first order sidebands.
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An important application for resolved-sideband spectroscopy is for cooling atoms
to the ground state of a binding potential. This technique is used with trapped ions
[67], optical lattices [68], and single-atom dipole traps [62, 69] to cool atoms into
the trap’s ground state with high probability. Achieving full control of all motional
degrees of freedom of quantum systems, is considered to be an important piece in the
quest for full quantum control of cold atoms [70]. While we have not cooled to the
trap’s ground state in the work discussed in this manuscript, it may be required in
future work.
Calculating the trap waist using U0 and ωr
With knowledge of the radial trap frequency and the trap depth (Section 2.3.3), we
can estimate the dipole trap waist using observables that are exclusively measured
by the atom together with the mass of 133Cs. Given U0/h = 19(1) MHz and
ωr/(2pi) = 64.45(1) kHz, we estimate a trap waist of 1.19(3) µm using Equation 2.10.
Knowledge of the trap geometry is important for the accurate interpretation of the
TOF recapture technique discussed in Section 2.4.3.
2.4.3 Time-of-flight measurements
TOF measurements are also a useful method for extracting the motional state of the
atom. For this experiment, we release the atom into free flight and recapture the
atom after a fixed time duration ∆trecap. The recapture probability Precap depends
on the atom’s spatial ∆x and velocity distribution ∆v, averaged over many single
atom realizations. With increasing temperature, we expect both ∆x and ∆v to
increase, which in turn, decreases the recapture probability. Therefore, we can extract
information regarding the temperature of the atom using the TOF recapture profile.
The measured TOF recapture curves for three different cooling sequences is shown in
Figure 2.27. The data compares TOF recapture profiles taken when no cooling is
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Figure 2.27: Cooling optimization with time of flight experiments. (a) TOF data and
simulations. We estimate the atom’s temperature after each cooling step by fitting
a classical Monte-Carlo simulation to the TOF data. The temperature is 57(7) µK
before cooling (blue), 35(3) µK after PGC (red), and 9.6(3) µK after both PGC
and adiabatic relaxation of the dipole potential (black). The simulation is carried
out assuming U0/h = 12(1) MHz and w0 = 1.0(1) µm, where U0 is measured with
the D1 transition and w0 is calculated using Equation 2.10. (b) Motional sideband
spectroscopy for comparison with TOF data. We estimate n¯ = 8(1), T = 24(3) µK,
and ωr/(2pi) = 62(5) kHz with these data. The measured temperature should be
compared with the PGC TOF temperature. The data shown here are measured one
year after the data in Figure 2.26 using less than optimal cooling parameters.
applied after loading, only PGC is used, and both PGC and adiabatic relaxation of
the dipole potential are used. We find that each cooling stage provides substantial
gains in the measured Precap with increasing drop time.
Following the method described in [71], we extract an estimate of T from the
TOF profile by fitting the data to a Monte-Carlo simulation of the atom’s trajectory
averaged over a thermal distribution. First, we assume the trapped atom’s initial
position and velocity is randomly sampled from the Maxwell-Boltzmann probabil-
ity distribution given by A exp(−E/(kBT )), where A is a normalization constant.
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Assuming T  U0 initially, the energy E is given by
E =
1
2
mcs
(
v2x + v
2
y + v
2
z
)
+ U(x, y, z)
E ≈ 1
2
mcs
(
v2x + v
2
y + v
2
z
)
+
1
2
mcsw
2
r
(
x2 + y2
)
+
1
2
mcsw
2
zz
2,
(2.25)
where z is the propagation direction of the dipole laser, x and y are orthogonal to
the propagation direction, vi is the atom’s velocity in direction i, and ωr and ωz
are the radial and axial trap frequencies respectively (Equation 2.10). Given E, the
position and velocity distributions are both Gaussian when using Maxwell-Boltzmann
statistics. The standard deviations sj of each probability distribution is given by
sx = sy =
√
kBT
mω2r
sz =
√
kBT
mω2z
svx = svy = svz =
√
kBT
m
,
(2.26)
where the subscript labels corresponds to the variables in Equation 2.25. After
randomly sampling the atom’s initial position and velocity from normal distributions
defined by Equation 2.26, the ballistic trajectory of the atom is tracked for a time
∆trecap and then the dipole potential is switched back on. For this final step, we
use the exact form of U(x, y, z) given in Equation 2.9 rather than the harmonic
approximation. If E < 0 after the trap switched back on, the atom is recaptured;
otherwise, the atom is lost. The numerical code used to perform this simulation is
found in Section C.1.
The data are fit to the Monte-Carlo simulation with T and the detection contrast
as free parameters. For this particular data set, we find that the atom temperature is
57(7) µK before cooling, 35(3) µK after PGC, and 9.6(3) µK after both PGC and
adiabatic relaxation of the dipole potential. To compare this method the temperature
derived from resolved-sideband spectroscopy, we measured the optical sideband
spectrum using the PGC only conditions. From the data shown in Figure 2.27(b),
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Figure 2.28: Single-atom resuse with an FPGA control system. At the end of each
single measurement we perform a robust check for atom presence. This information
is used to decide whether or not to reuse that atom within a few FPGA clock cycles
(24 MHz clock).
we estimate T = 24(3) µK. When comparing the temperature estimates of the two
techniques, we find that there is a statistically significant difference. This discrepancy
is likely either a systematic error in the measured trap depth that inflates calculated
waist (method in Section 2.4.2) or an asymmetry in the dipole trap geometry. While
further work is required to improve the accuracy of this temperature measurement,
the TOF method still provides valuable relative temperatures for comparison of
different cooling settings.
2.5 Improved data rate via atom reuse
The trap-loading phase of the experiment limits our bandwidth by consuming roughly
97% of the duty cycle. To mitigate this reduced bandwidth, we capitalize on single-
atom reuse [59, 72] by employing a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) based
control system for high-speed Boolean logic. The FPGA control system allows us
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Figure 2.29: Improved data rate via single-atom reuse. A microwave frequency scan
taken over a 7 min. duration with (blue) and without (red) atom reuse. Because atoms
are rarely lost during detection, we observe an increased data rate due to residual
atom reuse in the case where the MOT loading phase is not bypassed (red). Before
installing the FPGA control system and converting to lossless detection methods, the
typical data rate was 1 Hz [27].
to increase our data rate from the 1 Hz level to a maximum of 70 Hz for single-
atom experiments. The logic implements a high speed flow chart that responds
appropriately to outcomes of the detection sequence, as is shown in Figure 2.28.
When the atom is not detected during the check sequence, a more robust check
for atom presence is performed immediately. The robust check stage consists of a
maximum of three MOT beam pulses identical to the pulse used for detection. If the
atoms are observed during the detection pulse or any of the pulses during the check
sequence, then the entire experimental cycle is repeated, skipping the rate-limiting
trap-loading phase. Otherwise, the MOT is repopulated to reload the traps. Heating
induced by the detection beam is minimized by using the minimum number of pulses
required to verify atom presence. The actual data rate depends on the specifics of
the experiment.
We achieve a 70 Hz data rate when performing single-atom, state-selective, lossless
detection experiments, similar to those shown in Figure 2.29. Even if atom reuse is
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disabled, we achieve a 10 Hz data rate due to residual atom reuse that carries through
the MOT loading phase. When implementing experiments with loss-based detection
techniques, the data rate is lower and depends on the experiment specific loss rate.
For example, the average data rate for the experiments detailed in Sections 4.1.5 and
4.2.2 are 2 Hz (Figure 4.6), 0.7 Hz (Figure 4.10, single atom), and 0.3 Hz (Figure 4.10,
two atoms). The data rate for these experiments can, in principle, be improved by
combining lossless detection techniques with the transfer of Rydberg state population
to |6S1/2, F = 3,mF = 0〉 [20].
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Chapter 3
Single-Atom Interferometer
As was mentioned in Chapter 1, atom interferometry has great potential as an absolute
reference for acceleration measurements. However, the highest observed sensitivities
were all obtained using bulk atom interferometers, either with laser cooled ensembles or
atomic beams. This approach has the advantage of increasing the per-shot sensitivity
by maximizing the number of atoms participating in each measurement. Additionally,
bulk atom interferometry posses many practical advantages including a suppression
of the standard quantum limit (typically atom shot noise) and an increased data rate
when quantified as sensitivity per
√
Hz. However, following the concept of bulk atom
interferometry to its logical conclusion leads to large, ultracold atomic fountains with
heights ranging from 1 to 10 m and cloud sizes of 102 to 104 µm [6, 7]. As such,
these devices are not well suited for performing accelerations measurements with high
spatial resolution along the direction of the applied force.
To obtain high spatial resolution, we require a probe that is highly-localized in
space, which can be achieved by increasing atom-number density and decreasing
total number of atoms [7]. One promising approach to this limit is the use of use
singly-trapped atoms for atom interferometry. Using single atoms for light-pulsed
atom interferometry could open the door to new regimes of operation. For example,
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single atoms could be used to interrogate near-surface forces with spatial resolutions
on the micron scale. Of interest could include the Casimir-Polder force [73, 74] and
non-relativistic deviations from Newtonian gravity predicted by theories that could
supersede the Standard Model [75–77]. Furthermore, this type of device could be
used to directly interrogate atom-atom forces on the single atom scale, such as the
Rydberg-dressed interaction discussed in Chapter 5.
In this chapter, I explore the use of singly-trapped atoms for light-pulsed atom
interferometry. First, in Section 3.1, we demonstrate the interference of single atoms
with our experimental apparatus and study the device’s sensitivity by measuring
Earth’s acceleration due to gravity. Following this, we use an asymmetric interfero-
metric pulse sequence to measure the single-atom temperature without reference to
the dipole-trap geometry in Section 3.2. Finally, Section 3.3 explores the viability of
this approach for the measurement of the near-surface Casimir-Polder force.
3.1 Measurement of Earth’s acceleration due to
gravity
The single-atom interferometer applies the well-established technique of light-pulsed
atom interferometry to single atoms sourced from micron-sized optical tweezers. The
interferometric measurement is performed by applying a spin-echo pulse sequence
that generates entanglement between the atom’s internal and external degrees of
freedom. The effect of this is to produce a Mach-Zehnder-type interferometer where
light pulses take on the role of the beam splitters and mirrors used for an optical
Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The spin-echo sequence consists of pi/2-pi-pi/2 pulses
produced in series with each separated by a interrogation time T , as is shown in the
inset of Figure 3.1. For this experiment, the spin-echo sequence is driven using the
counter-propagating Raman lasers discussed in Section 2.4.2. This laser configuration
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Figure 3.1: Single-atom interferometer apparatus. To measure acceleration due to
gravity, we align the counter-propagating Raman lasers described in Section 2.4.2 such
that the propagation axis has a nonzero projection onto gravity. For this experiment,
the angle between the lasers and gravity is 10◦. The wavepacket trajectory is shown in
the inset of this figure for an interrogation time of T = 500 µs. The solid and dotted
lines label the trajectories of the states |0〉 and |1〉 respectively, and the phases φ(b)1 ,
φ
(b)
2 , φ
(a)
2 , and φ
(a)
3 mark the phase imprinted by the Raman field on the measured
output state (|0〉) for the upper (b) and lower (a) interferometric paths.
optimizes the Doppler sensitivity of the light-field to atom motion, thus maximizing
the sensitivity of the interferometer.
The first pi/2 pulse begins the interferometric sequence by entangling motion with
the atom’s internal state. The resulting state is |p0, 0〉 − ieiφ
(b)
1 |p0 + ~keff, 1〉, where
p0 is the atom’s initial momentum and φ
(b)
1 is the phase imprinted on |1〉 by the
Raman field. The laser imprints a position-dependent phase on the atom every time a
transition is driven between the two qubit states. For the first pi/2 pulse, population
driven to |1〉 receives the phase φ(b)1 = keffx1, where x1 is the atom’s position during
the pi/2 pulse (assumed to be instantaneous). After the first pulse, |0〉 continuous
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along its original path, while |1〉 receives a photon recoil of ~keff, thus changing its
trajectory. After the system ballistically expands for a time T , the wavepackets
reach a maximum separation of vrT , where vr = ~keff/mcs. The largest wavepacket
separation explored by this system is ∼ 3.5 µm for T ∼ 500 µs. Following this, the
pi pulse redirects the two wavepackets toward one another, and the final pi/2 pulse
closes the interferometer loop after waiting for an identical time T .
The output state is determined by the differential phase ∆φ accumulated between
arms a and b of the interferometer (inset of Figure 3.1). As ∆φ is increased from 0
to 2pi, the output state oscillates between |0〉 and |1〉. We measure this differential
phase by inserting a controlled phase φR in the Raman-laser field that is scanned to
profile the interference fringe. With these two phases, the population P|1〉 in state |1〉
at the end of the spin-echo sequence is given by
P|1〉 =
1
2
[1− cos (φR + ∆φ)] . (3.1)
To obtain ∆φ, we measure the offset phase of the interference fringe produced when
φR is scanned. We demonstrate the cumulative build up of this fringe as the number
of single-atom measurements is increased in Figure 3.2(a). The measured value of ∆φ
for this particular fringe depends on both the interrogation time and the acceleration
experienced by the atom.
Assuming uniform gravitational acceleration g, ∆φ is calculated by accounting for
the laser phase imprinted on the atom as it ballistically expands in the gravitational
field. Using the classical trajectories for the two interferometer paths, the calculated
differential phase, including finite laser pulse times, is given by [27, 78]
∆φ = keff gk
[
T 2 + tpi
(
1 +
2
pi
)
T
]
. (3.2)
Here tpi = 1 µs is the pi-pulse time and gk = g cos θ is the projection of gravity onto
Raman-beam axis. For this experiment, the angle between keff and g is θ = 10
◦.
Using Equation 3.2, we can measure g by observing the dependence of the phase offset
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Figure 3.2: Interferometer phase-shift measurements. (a) Example interference fringe
for T = 74.5 µs. This figure shows atom-shot-noise limited performance for the number
of atom in |1〉 at each phase value as the number N of single-atom measurements is
increased. (b) Measurement of Earth’s acceleration due to gravity. The phase-shift
measurements are fit to Equation 3.2 to determine the acceleration due to gravity to
be g = 9.8 m/s2. The inset shows a two-sample Allen deviation of the force sensitivity
for T = 363.9 µs.
∆φ on interrogation time. The result of this measurement is shown in Figure 3.2(b),
where we fit the analytic form of ∆φ (blue line) to the measured phase shifts (blue
squares). The result is g = 9.8 m/s2, as is expected. The measurement is performed
with keff pointed towards Earth (upper curve) and in the opposite direction (lower
curve) to show that the phase accumulation changes signs, as is expected for gravity.
As the interrogation time of the pulse sequence increases, the sensitivity of the
interferometer to acceleration also increases since ∆φ ∝ T 2. However, the finite atom
temperature limits the measurement contrast as atoms thermally expand out of the
trap. For a given temperature, we can maximize the measurement sensitivity by
choosing a value for T that optimally balances interrogation time and atom loss due
to thermal expansion. Using an interrogation time of T = 363.9 µs, we measure the
force sensitivity as a function of number of single-atom measurements, as is shown in
Figure 3.2. After performing 105 spin-echo sequences, we observe an atom-shot-noise
limited sensitivity (after accounting for atom loss) of 3.2× 10−27 N or 1.2 mg. This
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sensitivity is limited by the trap waist size of 1.8 µm and single-atom temperature of
4.2(2) µK. In the following section, I describe an alternative method for measuring
this free-flight atom temperature, which does not require knowledge of the dipole-trap
geometry, by measuring contrast loss using an asymmetric pulse sequence.
3.2 Free-space temperature measurement using
an asymmetric spin-echo sequence
A spin echo, also referred to as a Hahn echo, was first observed using nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR). Erwin Hahn showed that spin dephasing arising from
inhomogeneous noise sources can be reversed to some degree using this technique, thus
allowing for a separation of relaxation time scales associated with homogeneous and
inhomogeneous broadening processes [79]. This method was readily adapted for use
with atom interferometers to remove the effect(s) of inhomogeneous broadening on the
final phase measurement, examples of which include atom-velocity and laser-intensity
noise in the atomic ensemble.
However, when the symmetry of the spin-echo pulse sequence is broken, the
measurement contrast will regain its first order sensitivity to atom velocity. This
effect is straightforward to demonstrate, as is shown in Figure 3.3. Here, we insert a
delay δT during the second interrogation period of the interferometer and observe a
decay interference contrast as δT increases. Because the asymmetric pulse sequence is
sensitive to atom velocity, it offers a convenient method to measure the thermal state
of the atom without referencing the trap geometry, which can be uncertain if optical
aberrations are not carefully characterized. In previous work [27, 80, 81] this contrast
loss was derived by considering the final overlap of Gaussian matter-wave packets
at the end of the interferometric sequence (inset of Figure 3.3). Here, we reproduce
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Figure 3.3: Interferometer fringe contrast using an asymmetric spin-echo pulse
sequence. The measured fringe contrast decays as the delay δT is added to the second
interrogation time. The data (blue squares) are fit to Equation 3.6 to determine a
single-atom temperature of 4.2(2) µK.
those results using a Bloch-sphere representation for the internal-state dynamics and
a classical thermal distribution.
We begin with a state initialized in |0〉 and assume that T = 0 µs to simplify the
calculation. Applying an instantaneous 3pi/2 pulse to the initial state, we have
|ψT 〉 =Uˆ3pi/2|0〉
=− 1√
2
(|0〉+ i|1〉) ,
(3.3)
where Uˆ3pi/2 = −1/
√
2
(
1ˆ + σˆx
)
. Immediately following this operation, the atom
freely evolves for a time δT . While the final interferometer phase depends on gravity,
the final contrast does not and can therefore be ignored in this treatment. If the
atom is frozen in space, then it remains in |ψT 〉 during the free evolution because the
basis is defined in a rotating frame where |0〉 and |1〉 are degenerate. However, if the
atom has a finite velocity v, then the Doppler effect (or the position-dependent laser
phase) break the qubit-state degeneracy. We can include this effect by introducing a
velocity-dependent laser phase of keff vδT to |1〉, where keff v is the Doppler frequency
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shift. After the system evolves freely for δT , the state |ψ(v, δT )〉 becomes
|ψ(v, δT )〉 = − 1√
2
(|0〉+ ie−ikeffvδT |1〉) . (3.4)
The new state represents the difference between the ideal case of |ψT 〉 and a state
with a phase that is ultimately randomized by a velocity distribution.
To calculate the contrast χ(δT ), we compute the final overlap of the thermal
state with the target state |ψT 〉. The thermal distribution is included with a classical
Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity density function P (v) given by
P (v) = Av exp
( −v2
2∆v2
)
, (3.5)
where ∆v2 = kBT/mcs and Av is the normalization constant. With this, the ensemble
average overlap between the target and final state, 〈ψT |ψ(δT )〉th, is given by
〈ψT |ψ(δT )〉th =
∫ ∞
−∞
dvP (v)〈ψT |ψ(v, δT )〉
=
1
2
(
1 +
∫ ∞
−∞
dvAv exp
( −v2
2∆v2
− ikeffvδT
))
=
1
2
(1 + χ(δT )) ,
The integral defining χ(δT ) is simply the Fourier transform of the thermal velocity
distribution:
χ(δT ) = exp
( −δT 2
2/(k2eff∆v
2)
)
. (3.6)
An identical result is obtained if we complete the 2pi rotation with a final pi/2 pulse
using the correct laser phase. Using Equation 3.6, we fit the observed contrast with
to this analytic form to measure a single-atom temperature of 4.2(2) µK
If we assume that ∆v represents a fundamental quantum uncertainty in the atom’s
momentum, then Equation 3.6 can be rewritten in terms of the atom coherence
length ∆x. Applying the Heisenberg uncertainty principle to a minimum uncertainty
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state, ∆p∆x = ~/2, and substituting for ∆x gives
χ(δT ) = exp
[
−
(
~2k2eff
m2cs
)(
δT 2
8∆x2
)]
= exp
(−v2rδT 2
8∆x2
)
,
which agrees with the result in [27]. Only in the case where the single atoms are
cooled to the motional ground state of the optical tweezer will ∆x correspond to a true
quantum uncertainty that arises from the zero-point energy of the trap. In the case of
the thermal distribution, we can loosely interpret ∆x as an average coherence length
for a thermal ensemble. However, in either case the measurement cannot distinguish
between a quantum and classical motional state because the result is identical for
either treatment. Nonclassical behavior can be observed through path-dependent
forces due to a nonlinear potential, such as a magnetic field gradient [6]. Additionally,
if the single-atom interferometer is moved to within microns of a surface, then it may
be possible to probe a more rapidly changing potential. In the following section, we
calculate the Casimir-Polder force to determine whether or not the current device is
suitable for this example nonlinear potential.
3.3 Prospects for sensing near-surface Casimir-
Polder forces
Here, I summarize a calculation of the Casimir-Polder force for single cesium atoms
near dielectric and metal surfaces. The goal of this calculation is to assess the limits of
the single-atom interferometer for study of this force near the real materials aluminum
(Al) and quartz. To begin the computation, we use the potential for the Casimir-
Polder interaction V AD(a) between an atom and a dielectric plate separated by a
distance a given by [82]. Using the expression given in this reference and assuming
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Variable Name Definition
Ω Dimensionless vacuum frequencies ω/ωc
K Dimensionless vacuum wavevector 2ak
y ——
√
K2 + Ω2
ωc Characteristic Casimir-Polder interaction frequency c/(2a)
a Atom-plate separation —
k Vacuum wavevector perpendicular to surface 2pi/λvac
α Cesium-atom dynamic polarizability —
Table 3.1: Parameters used in the definition of the Casimir-Polder interaction.
surface temperature of 0 K, we have
V AD(a) = − ~c
2pi(2a)4
∫ ∞
0
dΩα(iΩωc)
∫ ∞
Ω
dye−y
{
2y2rD‖ + Ω
2
[
rD⊥ − rD‖
]}
. (3.7)
The integrand is written in terms of the dimensionless parameters Ω, y, and K, which
are defined in Table 3.1, and α(iω) is the dynamic polarizability of cesium’s ground
state. The Fresnel reflection coefficients of the dielectric plate for the parallel and
perpendicular polarizations, rD‖ and r
D
⊥ respectively, are written as
rD‖ (Ω, y) =
Dy −B
Dy +B
rD⊥ (Ω, y) =
B − y
B + y
B(Ω, y) =
√
y2 + Ω2(D − 1),
(3.8)
where D ≡ D(iω) is the dielectric function evaluated at imaginary frequencies.
With this, the Casimir-Polder force is computed by taking the derivative with
respect to position:
FAD(a) = −∂V
AD
∂a
= − ~cα(0)
(2pi)16a5
∫ ∞
0
dΩα′(iΩωc)
∫ ∞
Ω
ydye−y
{
2y2rD‖ + Ω
2
(
rD⊥ − rD‖
)}
.
(3.9)
where α′(iω) = α(iω)/α(0) is the polarizability normalized by the atom’s dc polariz-
ability α(0). From this expression, we can calculate the force for an ideal metal by
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taking the limit as D → ∞ and taking α(iω) = α(0). With these approximations
the ideal force FAD0 is given by
FAD0 (a) =
3~c
2pia5
α(0), (3.10)
which is the original result of Casimir and Polder [73].
The effect of a finite value for D(iω) in real materials is to reduce the magnitude
of the attractive Casimir-Polder force. The calculation can be reduced to a unitless
correction factor given by ηF (a) = F
AD/FAD0 . For the numerical calculation, we
compute the correction factor given by
ηF (a) = − 1
48
∫ ∞
0
dΩα′(iΩωc)
∫ ∞
Ω
ydye−y
{
2y2rD‖ + Ω
2
(
rD⊥ − rD‖
)}
, (3.11)
where the dependence on a is contained in the definitions of the dimensionless
variables found in Table 3.1. With this, the problem of calculating FAD is reduced to
integrating Equation 3.11, which requires that we choose forms for the atom’s dynamic
polarizability α(iω) and the dielectric response function D(iω) of the surface. In the
following sections, I define the dynamic polarizability of cesium and the dielectric
response functions for Al and quartz surfaces.
3.3.1 Approximation for cesium’s dynamic polarizability
For this calculation, the atom-plate separation sets a unique value for the characteristic
frequency given by wc = c/(2a). From Equation 3.11, the exponential factor e
−y
in the integrand sets a low-pass filter with an approximate cutoff frequency of wc,
thus defining the relevant frequency range for the calculation. This means that
cesium’s dynamic polarizability may be approximated by the static value α(0) =
5.961 × 10−23 cm3 when the plate separation is large. However, when a < 1 µm
absorption on the D1 and D2 transitions become relevant. We include the effect
of these resonances by introducing a single resonance at the center-of-gravity1 of
1The average transition frequency weighted by the transition oscillator strength.
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the D1 and D2 resonances, which is defined by the frequency ω0 = 2pic/(866 nm).
Ignoring the natural linewidth of the transition, the dynamic polarizability can be
approximated as [44, 82]
α(iω) =
ω20α(0)
ω20 + ω
2
. (3.12)
From this we see that α(iω) provides yet another low-pass filter with cutoff frequency
ω0 set by the electronic structure of the atom.
3.3.2 Dielectric response function for aluminum and quartz
We choose to calculate the force for two materials: the metal Al and the dielectric
quartz (SiO2). Aluminum is chosen to contrast a real metal with the ideal case
given by Equation 3.10. The second material, quartz glass, is meant to represent a
more realistic approach for use with the micron-sized optical tweezers used in our
experiment. Because crystal quartz is transparent to the dipole-trap wavelength
(938 nm), optical tweezer can be produced by focusing the laser through the quartz
slab, which substantially increases optical access to the trapping region. Alternatively,
for Al (or other metals), it may require that we use metal slabs that are no thicker
than the Rayleigh range, which can range from 1 to 5 µm for trap waists on the order
of 1 µm.
We model the dielectric response function of Al with the Drude model that is
frequently used to model metals [83, 84]. For the Drude model, the dielectric response
function (iω) evaluated at imaginary frequencies is given by
(iω) = 1 +
ω2P
ω (ω + γ)
, (3.13)
where ωP is the plasma frequency and γ is a relaxation parameter. For Al, ωP =
11.5 eV and γ = 50 meV. The effect of Equation 3.13 is to include the finite response
of the metal to ac electromagnetic fields as vacuum frequency ω approaches ωP . The
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damping parameter also provides and important correction for the metal’s response
as ω/ωc → 0 by changing the power law of (iω) from 1/ω2 to 1/ω.
For quartz, we use the Ninham-Parsegian representation of (iω), which is given
by [85]
(iω) = 1 +
CIR
1 + (ω/ωIR)2
+
CUV
1 + (ω/ωUV)2
. (3.14)
Here, CIR and CUV are the absorption strengths of the material in the ultraviolet (UV)
and infrared (IR) optical frequency ranges, and ωIR and ωUV are the characteristic
absorption frequency for each respective optical range. In contrast to the Drude
model, the Ninham-Parsegian model has a finite response at ω/ωc = 0 and features
two characteristic absorption bands in the infrared and ultraviolet optical regions.
The effect of this model is to decrease the strength of the Casimir-Polder force when
compared with either the ideal or real metal. For quartz, the constants are given by
CIR = 1.93, CUV = 1.359, ωIR = 0.1378 eV, and ωUV = 13.38 eV [85].
3.3.3 Results and outlook
The calculation results for Al and quartz are found in Figure 3.4. As is expected, the
Casimir-Polder interaction for quartz is smaller when compared with the metal Al.
However, the calculation shows that Casimir-Polder forces should be resolvable below
3 µm for both quartz and Al, assuming an acceleration sensitivity of 1.2 mg. For this
calculation we have assumed that the surface is at a temperature of 0 K; however,
corrections due to a room temperature surface become substantial at a & 4 µm. In
principle, finite temperature effects can be suppressed with cryogenic cooling, but
this approach would introduce its own set of practical challenges.
From this computation, we find that the single-atom interferometer is a viable
approach for measuring the Casimir-Polder interaction. This prospect can be vastly
improved by incorporating ground-state cooling of atoms into the ground state of the
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Figure 3.4: Calculation of the Casimir-Polder interaction as a function of the atom-
plate separation a. (a) Correction factor ηF for the Casimir-Polder force when we
include the atom’s dynamic polarizability and realistic dielectric response functions.
(b) Force given by FAD = ηFF
AD
0 . The force units of mcs g are used to directly
compare with the single-atom interferometer’s observed sensitivity of 1.2 mg.
optical tweezer [68, 69]. Atoms cooled to the ground state offer the advantage of longer
interrogation times with improved recapture efficiencies. This would simultaneously
improve the per-shot sensitivity and the experimental data-rate, thus improving the
rate at which the device achieves a given sensitivity. If the absolute accuracy of this
device can be improved by two orders of magnitude, then it should be possible to
study path-dependent phases due to the highly nonlinear Casimir-Polder potential and
enable further constraints of on non-Newtonian gravity at the micron length scale [75–
77]. Either of these experiments would require the capability to systematically study
all near-surface forces experienced by the single atom. This would have to incorporate
electronic noise on the surface, examples of which could include the anomalous heating
surface ion traps [86] and the laser-induced surface charging observed in this work,
which is described in Section 4.1.5. The investigation of atoms near surfaces is
currently of intense interest to the atomic physics community [87–99], thus making
the study of these near-surface noise sources an interesting pursuit independent from
the pursuit of the aforementioned Casimir-Polder and non-Newtonian gravitational
forces.
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Chapter 4
Rydberg Blockade and
Single-Photon Spectroscopy
The large polarizability of high principal quantum number n Rydberg states gives
rise to exotic many-body interactions as well as an extreme sensitivity to the electric
field environment. Precision spectroscopy of such states allows for a variety of
exciting demonstrations in metrology, fundamental quantum mechanics, and quantum
information. For example, cold Rydberg atoms employed as near-surface electric field
sensors enable characterization of both field amplitude and source. This includes
experiments that explore near-surface field spectral density [100], induced dipole
moments for surface adatoms [101], and insulator charging on an atom chip [102].
Large Rydberg state polarizabilities also enable long-range electric dipole-dipole
interactions (EDDIs) between Rydberg atoms, yielding strongly correlated systems
through the Rydberg blockade effect. Recent experiments use Rydberg blockade to
observe entanglement between neutral atoms [20, 103], a controlled-NOT quantum
gate [21], and collective many-body Rabi oscillations [104]. These advances parallel
an ever-evolving approach to Rydberg state control. In this chapter, I cover our
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demonstration of Rydberg blockade using a unique single-photon excitation approach
to precision Rydberg spectroscopy.
The ionization threshold for ground state alkali metal atoms ranges from 3.9 to
5.4 eV, setting the energy scale for excitation to high-lying Rydberg states. In practice,
this is commonly accomplished with two-photon excitation, where the ground and
Rydberg states couple together through an intermediate state [22]. Two-photon
excitation avoids deep, ultraviolet (UV) wavelengths making the implementation
technologically simpler. However, photon scattering and ac Stark shifts from the
intermediate state introduce avenues for decoherence, frequency noise, and dipole
forces complicating two-photon experiments [105]. Minimizing photon scattering is of
particular importance when using Rydberg-dressed atoms to create tunable, long-lived,
many-body interactions in a quantum gas [23]. For example, the adiabatic quantum
optimization protocol described in [24], is predicted to achieve a substantially higher
fidelity in the absence of photon scattering from the intermediate state. At present,
studies of Rydberg blockade with a single-photon transition are rare. Previous work
with a pulsed UV laser used single-photon spectroscopy of Rydberg states to detect
Rydberg blockade in 85Rb as a bulk effect [106]. Still, direct excitation using a
continuous wave (CW) UV laser, which would allow for coherent control of single
atoms, has not been demonstrated.
The focus of this chapter is on coherent control of blockaded 84P3/2 states of two
single 133Cs atoms using a CW UV laser at 319 nm. Construction of the UV laser
is informed by calculations for the required wavelength and intensity. With over
300 mW of 319 nm light at the output of the laser we demonstrate a Rabi frequency
of over 2 MHz with this approach, in agreement with our predictions for resonance
frequency and oscillator strength. Given this success, we further develop our model
to determine a regime for observing Rydberg blockade between two atoms, and we
observe and analyze Rydberg blockade for the 84P3/2 state.
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In Section 4.1, I discuss coherent Rydberg-state spectroscopy with both single-
photon and two-photon excitation. This includes the use of the 84P3/2 state spectrum
to study laser-induced charging of surfaces near trapped atoms (Section 4.1.5). In
Section 4.2, I present our study of Rydberg blockade, including a model of the Rydberg
spectrum for two atoms as a function of interatomic spacing and an experimental
demonstration of the blockade effect in this system. Finally, in Section 4.3, I discuss
Rydberg atom loss and its connection with anomalously short Rydberg-state lifetimes,
which is currently the dominant form of decoherence for our experiment. This atom-
loss mechanism is empirically shown to be correlated with the intensity of lasers
striking surfaces near the two-atom trap allowing for a certain degree of control over
the decoherence.
4.1 Rydberg spectroscopy
The study of the spectra of Rydberg states has its roots as early as the end of 19th
century. Around this time Johann Balmer and Johannes Rydberg where attempting
to make sense out of large swaths of atomic spectral data from a myriad of different
chemical elements. They eventually found empirical formulas, such as Balmer’s
formula and Rydberg’s formula, that fit well with the documented spectral data
[107]. It was not until Neils Bohr developed his model for the hydrogen atom that
these formulas could be explained in terms of fundamental physical constants [108].
Beginning with these early studies, Rydberg atoms have been a constant source
of interest for the atomic physics community. In the past two decades, interest
has been directed toward prospective applications of Rydberg atoms for quantum
information [22]. Following along these lines, we approach Rydberg spectroscopy
with the aim to generate controlled interactions between atoms for applications in
quantum computing and quantum information.
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nS1/2 nP1/2 nP3/2 nD3/2 nD5/2 nF5/2 nF7/2
A 4.0493567 3.5915895 3.5589599 2.4754562 2.4663152 0.0334142 0.033537
B 0.2377037 0.360926 0.392469 0.00932 0.013577 -0.198674 0.191
C 0.255401 0.41905 -0.67431 -0.43498 -0.37457 0.28953 —
D 0.00378 0.64388 22.3531 -0.76358 -2.1867 -0.2601 —
E 0.25486 1.45035 -92.289 -18.0061 -1.5532 — —
F — — — — -56.6739 — —
Table 4.1: Quantum defect power series expansion parameters. Use the constants
given in this table together with Equation 4.2 to calculate the quantum detect for a
given state. Values found in this table are taken from [109, 110].
In this section, I discuss coherent Rydberg state spectroscopy with single atoms
and discuss how the measured spectrum is used to characterize the background electric
field environment. This includes a model for the Rydberg spectra and oscillator
strengths (Section 4.1.1), a description of our Rydberg excitation detection method
(Section 4.1.2), and observations of both single- (Section 4.1.3) and two-photon
(Section 4.1.4) excitation. Finally, in Section 4.1.5, the observed Rydberg spectrum
of the 84P3/2 state is used measure electric fields and study charging of surfaces near
the dipole trap.
4.1.1 Calculated Rydberg spectrum and oscillator strengths
We use a theoretical model for excitation of high n states to accurately calculate the
Rydberg spectrum and transition oscillator strengths, with emphasis placed on single-
photon excitation to 84P3/2. The spectra of alkali metal atoms are predicted with
high precision by quantum defect theory (QDT) [111]. Using QDT, the energies E of
bound electronic states are given by
E(n, `, j) = E∞ − RCs
(n− δ(n, `, j))2 , (4.1)
where ` is the orbital angular quantum number, j is the total angular momentum
quantum number, E∞ is the ionization threshold energy, RCs is the Rydberg constant
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Figure 4.1: Spectrum of cesium using QDT. (a) Spectrum from the ground state
through n = 100. The single-photon (blue arrow) and two-photon (red arrows)
transitions are labeled on the plot. The experimental work in this manuscript primary
focuses on the 6S1/2 → 84P3/2 transition, labeled by the blue arrow. Transitions to nS
and nD states are excited with two photon through 7P1/2. The first (6S1/2 → 7P1/2)
and second (7P1/2 → nS1/2, nD3/2) photon wavelengths are near 459 nm and 1038 nm
respectively. (b) Detailed spectrum near 84P3/2. Fine structure splitting in the nPj
and nDj states is included. nP states appear broader due to splitting between nP1/2
and nP3/2. Fine structure between the nD states is ∼ 100 MHz and therefore not
well resolved on this scale.
for cesium, and δ is the quantum defect. To calculate the Rydberg state spectrum we
require the quantum defects, which generally can depend on the quantum numbers
n, l, and j. A method for calculating δ(n, `, j) is found in [109] where the observed
Rydberg spectra are fit to a power series in n. This power series is written as [109]
δ = A+
B
(n− A)2 +
C
(n− A)4 + . . . , (4.2)
where the expansion parameters (A, B, C, etc.) are found empirically by fitting
the power series to the observed Rydberg spectrum. The values for the expansion
parameters used to compute cesium’s spectrum are found in Table 4.1. The calculated
spectra are found in Figure 4.1. The optical frequency for excitation directly from
6S1/2 to 84P3/2 is calculated to be 941 030 GHz.
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Given the transition frequency, we require the transition oscillator strength f
to determine if single-photon excitation is feasible with current technology. A semi-
empirical method for calculating f is found in [112]. Computing f requires knowledge
of the radial wave functions and the associated radial matrix elements 〈n′`′j′|r|n`j〉.
The radial wave function is calculated by substituting the energies predicted by QDT
into Schro¨dinger’s equation and 〈n′`′j|r|n`j〉 is then computed through numerical
integration. We find the oscillator strengths for the 6S1/2 to 84P transitions are
f(6S1/2 → 84P3/2) = 6 × 10−8 and f(6S1/2 → 84P1/2) = 2 × 10−12 (calculations
performed by Yuan-Yu Jau). The anomalous divergence of the principal-series doublet
(6S1/2 → nP3/2,1/2) oscillator strengths for large n is a well known phenomenon that
arises with the inclusion of spin-orbit effects and the core polarizability [112–115].
This result favors exciting to nP3/2 states in the interest of reducing laser power
requirements.
While the oscillator strength determines the scaling of Rabi frequency Ω with
laser intensity, it does not directly set a lower limit on laser power. Instead, we
must consider limits on the Rydberg laser waist and the coherence time between the
Rydberg state |r〉 and the ground state |0〉 set by experimental conditions. For a
reasonable atom temperature of 10 µK and a trap waist of 1 µm, atom velocity spread
limits the linewidth to order 100 kHz and spatial spread to order 1 µm. We target a
Rabi frequency on the order of Ω/2pi = 1 MHz and a laser waist of 10 µm to avoid
decoherence and intensity fluctuations due to atom motion. Combining the limitation
on Ω with the targeted waist, we find that 16 mW of 319 nm light are sufficient to
observe state evolution that is dominated by coherent dynamics. In Section 4.1.3,
I discuss our observation of single-photon Rydberg excitation to 84P3/2 with a CW
UV laser that surpasses this requirement. However, before this, the method to detect
Rydberg excitation is discussed in the following section.
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6S1/2
nP3/2
Figure 4.2: Utilizing atom loss for Rydberg-state detection. The effect of the dipole
trap on high n Rydberg states is accurately described by the ponderomotive potential
on free or quasi-free electrons [116]. With this assumption, the dynamic polarizability
is given by αnP3/2(ω) ≈ −e2/(meω2). Therefore, while ground state atoms are trapped,
Rydberg atoms are repelled by the trapping region. We use this effect to detect
Rydberg state excitation by associating it with atom loss.
4.1.2 Detecting Rydberg state excitation
Rydberg state detection in our experiment relies on the difference between the
trapping forces experienced the ground and Rydberg states. The dynamic polar-
izability of high principal number Rydberg states is nearly equal to that of a free
electron, which is negative [117]. The negative polarizability results in a repulsive
potential that forces Rydberg states out of the dipole trap, as is shown in Figure 4.2.
We take advantage of this effect by using atom loss to signify Rydberg excitation.
For a typical Rydberg spectroscopy experiment, we release the atom into free flight,
illuminate the atom with the Rydberg excitation laser, and attempt to recapture the
atom as the excitation laser is switched off. Because Rydberg atoms are not trapped
and have lifetimes ranging from 100 µs to 1 ms [108], they eject from the trapping
region before detection. If the atom is lost at the end of the experiment, we assume
it is in the Rydberg state; otherwise, it is taken to be in the ground state. This
technique is used by several other groups, including [103, 118].
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Figure 4.3: Excitation to 84P3/2 with the single-photon laser. (a) 84P3/2 excitation
spectrum. The structure of the spectrum can be explained in terms of perturbing
electric and magnetic fields, as is discussed in Section 4.1.5. (b) Coherent Rabi
oscillations to the highest energy resonance in (a). We measure a Rabi frequency of
Ω/(2pi) = 0.816(4) MHz and an exponential decay rate of 1.2(1) MHz. The source of
the decoherence driving the decay in contrast is discussed, at length, in Section 4.3.
4.1.3 Single-photon Rydberg excitation
We use a 319-nm laser to directly excite the 84P3/2 state in atomic cesium. Con-
struction of the laser system used to produce a maximum of 400 mW of 319-nm
light is detailed in Section B.5. For this spectroscopy experiment, we exclusively load
a single dipole trap to eliminate energy shifts arising from atom-atom interactions.
Additionally, the atoms are released into free space to eliminate light shifts one the
6S1/2 → 84P3/2 transition frequency.
With 24.3 mW of UV power focused into a 13 µm waist, we excite the 84P3/2
state, as is shown in Figure 4.3. For the data shown in the figure, we measure
Ω318/(2pi) = 0.816(4) MHz and an exponential decay of 1.2(1) MHz for the highest
energy resonance. Degeneracy in this Rydberg spectrum is broken by the interaction
of the atom with electric and magnetic fields. The details concerning the sources of
each perturbation are discussed in Section 4.1.5. We also measure the Rabi frequency
Ω318 of the highest energy resonance in the spectrum by scanning the pulse time δt318
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of the UV laser. We find that the Rabi oscillation saturates to ‘atom lost’ as the
laser-pulse duration δt318 →∞. We believe this arises due to an external decoherence
mechanism that artificially shortens the Rydberg state lifetime. The process for this
decoherence is discussed at length in Section 4.3.
4.1.4 Two-photon Rydberg excitation
Excitation to high principal quantum number nS and nD states from the 6S1/2
ground state requires a minimum of two photons to couple Rydberg states via a
two-photon transition. We choose to use 7S1/2 as an intermediate that facilitates the
two-photon excitation. Given this choice of intermediate state, the required laser
wavelengths are 459 nm and 1038 nm for the first and second photons respectively.
The 459-nm photon couples the 6S1/2 state to the intermediate state, while the
1038-nm photon connects 7P1/2 to the target Rydberg state. To ensure that the
7P1/2 state can be adiabatically eliminated from the excitation dynamics, we use laser
detunings much larger than either of the laser Rabi frequencies. This physical concept
is identical to the one invoked in the discussion of stimulated Raman transitions
found in Section 2.3.1. From Equation 2.16, the two-photon Rabi frequency Ω2p is
given by
Ω2p =
Ω1038 Ω459
2|∆459| (4.3)
where Ω1038 and Ω459 are the Rabi frequencies of the 1038- and 459-nm photons
respectively and ∆459 is the detuning of the 459 nm laser from the 6S1/2 → 7P1/2
transition. For most experiments, ∆459 is fixed at the red-detuned value of 2pi ×
−2 GHz, while the frequency of the 1038-nm laser is scanned to search for the Rydberg
resonances.
The two-photon laser system described in Section B.6 allows us to excite the
45S1/2 and 85D3/2 states, with spectra shown in figures 4.4 and 4.5 respectively. The
two excitation lasers used for this experiment are aligned counter propagating and
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Figure 4.4: 45S1/2 excitation spectrum with the two-photon laser system. (a) Rydberg
excitation spectrum. Degeneracy is broken between the mj states with a 2.1 G
bias magnetic field. (b) Rydberg state Rabi oscillation on mj = −1/2 peak. By
scanning the pulse duration δt2p of the 459-nm laser, we measure a Rabi frequency of
Ω2p/(2pi) = 247(5) kHz and an exponential decay rate of Γ2p = 170(20) kHz.
along the same path as the UV laser shown in Figure 1.3. For excitation, we use
∼ 2 mW of 459-nm light focused into a 10-µm waist and ∼ 10 W of 1038-nm light
focused 65-µm waist. The 45S1/2 spectrum, shown in Figure 4.4(a), is split into two
resonances. The energy difference between the two peaks is generated by the Zeeman
effect, which splits the degeneracy in mj in the presence of an applied magnetic field.
The observed splitting of 5.76(1) MHz can be used to calibrate the magnitude of the
applied magnetic field. Because the hyperfine splitting of high principal quantum
number states is negligibly small, the total angular momentum j is a good quantum
number. Assuming this, the energy shift ∆E|Jmj〉 is given by [44]
∆E|Jmj〉 = µB gjBmj,
where µB is the Bohr Magneton, gj is the Lande´ factor, and B is the magnitude of
the applied magnetic field. Using g1/2 ≈ 2, I calculate a magnetic field amplitude of
2.06(1) G. Using this bias magnetic field to define the quantization axis, we coherently
excite the mj = −1/2 state, as is shown in Figure 4.4(b). For this measurment, we
observe Rabi oscillations by varying the duration δt2p of the 459-nm laser pulse. By
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Figure 4.5: 84D3/2 excitation spectrum with the two-photon laser system. Degeneracy
between the four resonances is broken by a combination of the Stark and Zeeman
effects. A 2.1 G bias magnetic field generates the Zeeman splitting, while a background
dc electric field is responsible for the dc Stark splitting between the two state pairs.
fitting an exponentially decaying sinusoid to the data, we measure a Rab frequency
Ω2p of 2pi × 247(5) kHz and an exponential decay rate Γ2p of 170(20) kHz.
The excitation spectrum for 84D3/2 is shown in Figure 4.5. For a j = 3/2 state,
we expect a maximum of 4 states when the degeneracy of the fine structure sublevels
is completely broken. However, unlike the nS1/2 state, there are two different energy
scales in the observed spectrum. The large separation between the two sets of peaks is
produced by a background electric field via the Stark effect, while the smaller splitting
is induced via an applied magnetic field. Because we cannot assume that the electric
and magnetic fields are aligned along the same axis, the resonances cannot be simply
labeled using the mj basis. In Section 4.1.5, we perform a detailed characterization
of the source and magnitude of this background electric field.
4.1.5 Electric field measurement and control
Rydberg electron wave functions scale to extremely large sizes with increasing n.
Consequently, dipole matrix elements between adjacent states grow as well, scaling
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Figure 4.6: Spectroscopy of the 84P3/2 state for various bias magnetic fields B. From
top to bottom the spectrum is shown for B = (0,0,0), (0,0,Bz), (0,By,0), and (Bx,0,0)
where the x, y, and z axes are labeled in Figure 1.3. The solid blue line represents a
model for the spectrum that includes perturbations to the state due to the presence of
magnetic and electric fields. A fit of the model to the data using the magnitude and
direction of E as free parameters indicates the presence of a 6.35(5) V/m electric field
collinear with the z-axis (normal to the dipole trap lens) with a ±20◦ uncertainty. The
spectra are offset by multiples of 1.0 on the y-axis of the plot for clarity. Theoretical
curves were calculated by Yuan-Yu Jau.
like n2a0e [108], where a0 is the Bohr radius and e is the elementary charge. This
in turn implies exaggerated sensitivity to dc electric fields due to increasingly large
electric polarizabilities. We calculate that the dc polarizability α84P3/2 of the 84P3/2
state is on the order of 1011 times larger than that of the ground state. We use this
large polarizability to measure the electric field environment at the dipole traps by
studying the Rydberg-state spectrum.
The Rydberg spectrum we measure for 84P3/2 is shown in Figure 4.6. The
excitation experiment uses a 580 ns UV laser pulse over a 50 MHz laser frequency scan
range. While we expect a single peak in the absence of any external perturbations, the
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Figure 4.7: Electric field reduction via controlled surface charging with the charging
laser. (a) Calculated Stark shift in the frequency of the 84P3/2 state with no applied
bias magnetic field. (b) Observed spectrum with (green points) and without (red
points) the charging laser beam. Measured resonance frequencies are plotted directly
on (a) using the same color scheme. The presence of the charging beam reduces
the electric field magnitude to 1.5(1) V/m. Error bars shown are representative.
Theoretical curves were calculated by Yuan-Yu Jau.
observed spectrum consists of two non-degenerate peaks. The measured degeneracy
breaking for the zero magnetic field condition (B = 0) in Figure 4.6 is the result of a
background electric field that shifts the resonances through the dc Stark effect. To
further our understanding of the background electric field source, we characterize the
Rydberg spectrum at several different bias magnetic field directions and compare the
result with a detailed model.
We model splitting in the four Rydberg resonances by including the perturb-
ing effects of electric and magnetic fields. The relative splitting is calculated by
diagonalizing the matrix of the total Hamiltonian,
Hˆ = Hˆatom + HˆStark + HˆZeeman. (4.4)
Here, Hˆatom is the unperturbed Hamiltonian of a single atom and its matrix elements
can be constructed using QDT [109]. The final two terms are given by HˆStark = −µˆd · E
and HˆZeeman = −µˆd ·B. Here, the electric and magnetic dipole moment operators are
given by µˆd and µˆ respectively, E is a dc electric field, and B is a dc magnetic field.
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While the strength and direction of B is controlled using three sets of Helmholtz
coils, the electric field is a background intrinsic to our system. We diagonalize
Equation 4.4 for a set of states large enough to ensure convergence of the eigenvalues
and eigenvectors of H over the chosen electric field range. This includes states where
n ranges from 81 to 89, and ` ranges from 0 to 6. The matrix elements for HˆStark
and HˆZeeman can be calculated with techniques described in [119, 120]. A comparison
of this theoretical model with experimental data is shown in Figure 4.6. Using the
direction and strength of the electric field as a free parameter, we find that there is
a 6.35(5) V/m electric field at the location of the atom, pointed along a direction
perpendicular to the lens surface (Figure 1.3). This field direction indicates charging
of the dipole trap lens.
We observe variation in surface charging with changes in background cesium vapor
pressure and dipole trap laser intensity. While the dipole trap laser drives charge
production, whose steady state value increases with laser intensity, the cesium vapor
pressure modifies properties of the charging process. We observe that increasing
vapor pressure decreases the charging time constant, which ranges from minutes to
hours and additionally reduces the field strength. It is known that the density of
cesium coverage on a surface modifies the work function [121, 122]. Changes to the
work function would affect the laser induced charging and is a likely explanation
for the observed trend with cesium vapor pressure. To reduce fluctuations in E , we
stabilize the dipole trap laser power and cesium vapor pressure. Even so, this does not
eliminate the observed fluctuations in Rydberg state energy. The calculated electric
field perturbation approximately follows the quadratic Stark effect as is shown in
Figure 4.7. Noise in the Stark shift, δEStark, increases linearly with electric field noise,
δE , or
δEStark = 2αr|E|δE .
Therefore, to reduce resonance fluctuations, we introduce a charging laser beam to
the experiment to gain leverage over the electric field environment.
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The charging beam generates charge on the ITO glass plates at a position chosen
to counter act the electric field at the atom as shown in Figure 1.3. The exact position
and intensity of the charging beam is finely tuned to minimize the electric field at
the atom. The result of this process is found in Figure 4.7(b), where the spectrum
shifts blue and the Stark splitting is reduced. From the measured Stark splitting, we
estimate that the electric field at the atom is 1.5(1) V/m. With the introduction
of the charging beam, the measured Rydberg resonance has a full width at half
maximum of 440(50) kHz. Additionally, measurements of the spectrum over a 9 hour
time period indicate a characteristic resonance drift of 20 kHz over 30 minutes. We
find that the combination of the ITO coated surfaces enables this stability in our
system for high principal quantum number and correspondingly high electric field
sensitivity. This is a 100-fold improvement when compared with our previous studies
that utilized an identical lens with AR coating on the surface closest to the atom.
This improved stability allows for coherent excitation of blockaded Rydberg atoms as
is demonstrated in Section 4.2.
4.2 Rydberg blockade
The Rydberg blockade effect occurs when the EDDI potential energy Uint between
nearby atoms shifts the doubly excited Rydberg state |rr〉 out of resonance with the
excitation laser, blocking multiple Rydberg excitations. We understand the basics of
this interaction by modeling the system with interacting two level atoms. The Rydberg
blockade Hamiltonian HˆRB can be written in terms of the single atom Hamiltonian Hˆa
and the EDDI interaction, which depends on the interatomic separation R. Assuming
a simple two-level system with state |0〉 and |r〉 as the ground and Rydberg states
respectively, th blockade Hamiltonian HRB is given by
HˆRB = Hˆa ⊗ 1ˆ + 1ˆ⊗ Hˆa + Uint|rr〉〈rr|, (4.5)
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where the unity operator on the atom’s internal states is 1ˆ and I ignore contributions
due to the atoms center-of-mass motion. Here, Ha is the usual two-level atom laser
interaction (Equation 2.15):
Hˆa = −∆|r〉〈r|+ Ω
2
(|r〉〈0|+ |0〉〈r|) . (4.6)
To write Equation 4.5 in matrix form, I choose the basis states |00〉, |B〉, |D〉, and
|rr〉, where
|B〉 = (|0r〉+ |r0〉)/
√
2
|D〉 = (|0r〉 − |r0〉)/
√
2.
Using this basis, HˆRB is given by [23, 123]
HˆRB =

|rr〉 |B〉 |D〉 |00〉
−2∆ + Uint Ω√2 0 0
Ω√
2
−∆ 0 Ω√
2
0 0 −∆ 0
0 Ω√
2
0 0
.
(4.7)
With this Hamiltonian, Rydberg blockade is understood by considering the case where
Uint  Ω and ∆ = 0. Under these conditions, coupling to |rr〉 vanishes, and the
dynamics can be reduced to Rabi oscillations driven between states |00〉 and |B〉 with
an effective Rabi frequency Ω2-atoms given by
Ω2-atoms = 2〈B|HˆRB|00〉
=
√
2Ω.
(4.8)
This characteristic increase in the excitation Rabi frequency when the atom oscillates
between the ground state and a state that collectively shares a single excitation is a
signature of strong Rydberg blockade.
As we found in Equation 4.7, producing efficient blockade entails maximizing the
interaction potential energy so that Uint  Ω. At large interatomic separation R,
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Figure 4.8: Energy level diagram for the Rydberg blockade Hamiltonian. EDDIs
between Rydberg atoms shifts the doubly excited Rydberg state by Uint. Rydberg
blockade occurs when the EDDI is large enough to exponentially supress excitation
to |rr〉.
the interaction obeys a van der Waals potential of the form Uint = C6/R
6. From this
potential, we see that Uint can be increased by either using a higher principal quantum
number, since C6 ∝ n11 [124], or decreasing R. While it is attractive to maximize
Uint by increasing n, the electric polarizability also rises as n
7 causing the system to
become more susceptible to stray electric fields. We consequently target a value of
n with manageable dc Stark shift and significant blockade at interatomic distances
that are optically resolvable. While we have already shown that the former condition
is satisfied for n = 84 in Section 4.1.5, the latter can be determined numerically.
Therefore, to select a Rydberg state and interatomic separation that satisfies Uint  Ω,
we numerically calculate the doubly excited Rydberg state spectrum nP + nP as a
function of interatomic separation.
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4.2.1 Blockade strength calculation
The numerical calculation determines the energies and transition oscillator strengths
of the sublevels contained within nP + nP as functions of R. The calculation
diagonalizes a Hamiltonian that contains electric dipole and quadrupole interactions
in a chosen subspace of nl + n′l′ state pairs where the primed variables refer to the
state of the second atom. We perform the calculation for the target state, 84P3/2.
Because interaction channels nl + n′l′ with energies closest to 84P3/2 + 84P3/2 are
the largest contributors to the EDDI [22], we perform the calculation for states
that span a 40 GHz range centered around this target state and restrict l and l′ to
0–5. We find the inclusion of the high angular momentum states necessary as the
spectrum becomes heavily mixed and therefore choose the largest range allowed for
by our current computational resources. Techniques for computing Uint are found
in [124–126], and the result closely resembles [126]. We calculate that blockade
becomes significant below 7 µm for Ω/(2pi) = 1 MHz as is shown in Figure 4.9.
For the experiment, we choose to use a mean separation of 6.6(3) µm resulting in
Uint/(2pi) ∼ 6.4 MHz. The calculation of nonzero blockade for all sublevels appears to
be in contradiction with the prediction of Fo¨rster zeros (unshifted states) [127] for the
nP3/2 +nP3/2 state studied here. The difference arises because we are concerned with
values of R where convergence of the calculation requires multiple nl+nl→ n′l′+n′′l′′
channels, whereas [127] emphasizes the most significant term at large interatomic
separations (van der Waals regime). With an interaction potential on the order of
1 MHz, signatures of Rydberg blockade should be present.
4.2.2 Rydberg blockade observation
Using our calculation as a guide, we experimentally identify signatures of Rydberg
blockade. For the experiment, we resonantly excite |84P3/2, mj = 3/2〉 with variable
laser-pulse duration. We use a 319-nm laser intensity of 9.3 kW/cm2 to achieve
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Figure 4.9: Numerical calculation for the 84P3/2 + 84P3/2 spectrum versus interatomic
separation R. The laser is resonant with the unperturbed (R → ∞) state |rr〉,
where r → {84P3/2,mj = 3/2}. (a) Frequency offset of all states with respect to r.
The excitation range of the Rydberg laser is represented by the position and width
(∼ 1 MHz) of the red line. (b) States in (a) with line darkness weighted by the
oscillator strength to the ground state (6S1/2, mF = 0) for linearly polarized light on
the y-axis (Figure 1.3). We choose to operate at R = 6.6(3) µm to obtain a 6.4 MHz
blockade shift. The calculation includes a background electric field, |E| = 1.6 V/m,
and a bias magnetic field, Bx = 4.8 G as is used in our experiment. Calculation was
performed by Yuan-Yu Jau.
Ω/(2pi) = 0.816(4) MHz and apply a 4.8 G bias magnetic field to break the degen-
eracy in mj. The measured Rydberg-state excitation probability for single atoms
and two interacting atoms is shown in Figure 4.10(a). The measured ratio of the
Rydberg excitation Rabi frequencies Ω2-atoms/Ω is 1.42(2), which is consistent with√
2. From Equation 4.7, we expect an increase in the excitation Rabi frequency of
√
2 in the strongly blockaded regime where the system oscillates between the ground
state and a state that collectively shares a single Rydberg excitation, as was first
observed by Gaetan et. al. [103]. Additional evidence of Rydberg blockade is shown in
Figure 4.10(b) where we plot the two-atom evolution in the basis {|00〉, |0r〉, |r0〉, |rr〉}.
Here, we show that population transfer between the ground state and the singly
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Figure 4.10: Observation of coherent excitation and Rydberg Blockade. (a) Excitation
probability for single, non-interacting atoms (atoms 1 and 2) and two interacting
atoms (both atoms). The non-interacting data is labeled atom 1 and 2, where the
number represents exclusive loading of either the first or second dipole trap. Here
the excitation probability Pe is defined as Pe = 1 − P (|0〉) for single atoms and
Pe = 1 − P (|00〉) for the two-atom case. This plot highlights the
√
2 increase in
excitation Rabi frequency of two atoms in the strong blockade regime. (b) Measured
evolution of the blockaded two-atom system in the basis {|00〉, |0r〉, |r0〉, |rr〉}. All
axes have the same range. Error bars shown are representative.
excited state dominates the system evolution, whereas excitation to |rr〉 is strongly
suppressed. Both plots illustrate coherent control of two strongly blockaded atoms.
4.3 Decoherence and Rydberg-state lifetime
The 84P3/2 Rabi oscillation data shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.10 are not consistent
with the model for a driven two-level atom (Section 2.3.1). When photon scattering
and dephasing are included two-level atom model, we expect the Rabi oscillations to
decay to 50% of the maximum contrast [56]. However, the data for 84P3/2 saturates to
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‘atom lost,’ which we associate with Rydberg state excitation. Taking this observation
at face value, it appears that we are driving the atom into the target Rydberg state.
However, what we are observing is a consequence of our loss-based detection
method rather than a deterministic excitation of the 84P3/2 state. Because the
observable used for these experiments is atom loss, any processes that contribute
to single-atom loss must be included to correctly interpret the data. Examples of
possible loss mechanisms include Rydberg state ionization (via collision with charged
particles, photoionization etc.), electric field gradients that force Rydberg atoms out
of the trapping region, and any other process capable of driving the atom into nearby
Rydberg states. In the following section, I use a three-level model to show that the
observed behavior is well described by an atom-loss process that moves population in
the target Rydberg state outside the original two-state basis, |0〉 and |r〉.
4.3.1 Three-level master equation for modeling
Rydberg-atom loss
We model the decay process observed in our Rydberg Rabi oscillation data with
the three level system shown in Figure 4.11. This system is described by the
Hamiltonian HˆL:
HˆL =

|r〉 |0〉 |L〉
−∆ Ω/2 0
Ω/2 0 0
0 0 0
. (4.9)
Here, HˆL is the usual coupled two-level system, |0〉 and |r〉, with a third uncoupled
group of states |L〉 included. The states |L〉, are used to represent the state that
population in |r〉 is driven to via an irreversible decay process. This state can represent
an ionized atom, a large number of nearby Rydberg states, or any center-of-mass
momentum state that is not trapped.
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Figure 4.11: Modeling Rydberg-atom loss with three-level Master equation. (a) Energy
level diagram for the Master equation model. We assume there is a Markovian decay
process driving population out of |r〉 into |L〉. (b) Example master equation evolution.
We solve the master equation for Ω = 2pi × 1.0 MHz and Γloss = 1.2 MHz. The
approximate analytic solution (red) given in Equation 4.11 is valid when Ω Γloss.
With this assumption, we treat atom-loss as a Markovian decay process from
|r〉 to |L〉. Given this assumption, we describe the evolution of the system with the
master equation for the density matrix ρˆ = |ψ〉〈ψ|, where |ψ〉 is the wavefunction
that describes the atom’s state. The evolution of the density matrix is given by [128]
˙ˆρ = −i[HL, ρˆ] + L[ρˆ]
L[ρˆ] = −Γloss
2
(|r〉〈r|ρˆ+ ρˆ|r〉〈r|) + Γloss〈r|ρˆ|r〉|L〉〈L|,
(4.10)
where Γloss is the atom-loss rate for population in the Rydberg state and L[ρˆ]
is a Lindblad superoperator that defines the irreversible decay dynamics. The
numerical solution for the evolution of the populations, 〈0|ρˆ|0〉 and 〈L|ρˆ|L〉, is shown
Figure 4.11(b). For this calculation, I assume Ω = 2pi × 1 MHz and Γloss = 1.2 MHz.
The evolution of the population in the ground state |0〉 is qualitatively similar
to the observed Rydberg Rabi oscillations in Figure 4.3. To extract Γloss from the
experiment, we fit the data to an approximate analytic solution to Equation 4.10.
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Assuming Ω Γloss, the population in the ground state P|0〉 = 〈0|ρˆ|0〉 is given by.
P|0〉(t) ≈ 1
2
(
e−tΓd/2 cos(Ωt) + e−tΓloss/2
)
, (4.11)
The dephasing decay parameter Γd that appears in this equation is strictly equal to
Γloss when the atom-loss process is the only decoherence mechanism. We include Γd
as an independent fit parameter to allow for additional dephasing not included in the
master equation.
Fitting Equation 4.11 to the Rydberg excitation data in Figure 4.10, with or
without Rydberg blockade, gives Γloss = 1.2(1) MHz. This value is three orders of
magnitude larger than the calculated state linewidth of 3.7 kHz,1 which suggests
that Γloss dominates decoherence for the 84P3/2 state. If we would like to produce
high fidelity entanglement with Rydberg blockade, it requires that we identify the
source and mitigate the effects of this decohering process. I describe efforts to study
the atom-loss process, which is identified as a decoherence process driven by lasers
striking surfaces in the following section.
4.3.2 An empirical observation of decoherence induced by
laser irradiation of surfaces
Producing high fidelity entanglement with Rydberg blockade, requires the ability to
take advantage of long Rydberg state lifetimes. However, as was discussed in the
previous section, the measured 84P3/2 state lifetime is three orders of magnitude
shorter than is expected for a room temperature blackbody-limited lifetime. This
result is difficult to explain if we only consider spectroscopic measurements described
earlier in this chapter. However, we have empirically identified two methods for
modifying the observed decoherence. First, we observe that the measured Rydberg-
state lifetime improves as n decreases. Second, we find that there is a correlation
1Calculation includes the effect of room temperature blackbody radiation.
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Figure 4.12: 84P3/2 and 64P3/2 lifetime comparison. By fitting the Rydberg excitation
data to Equation 4.11, we measure the lifetimes of 84P3/2 and 64P3/2 to be 0.8(1) and
15(4) µs respectively. An increase in the observed lifetime as n decreases suggests
that the decoherence mechanism is external to the atom-laser system rather than an
intrinsic Rydberg-state lifetime.
between atom loss and the irradiance of laser light striking surfaces near the dipole
traps. In this section, I explore methods used to modify the observed Rydberg-state
lifetime, and I conclude that a laser-surface induced decoherence process is the source
of the observed atom loss.
We find that the Rydberg state lifetime τnl improves with decreasing principal
quantum number. This observation is derived from direct measurement of 64P3/2
state lifetime τ64P3/2, which we measure to be over an order of magnitude longer
than τ84P3/2. This effect, which is summarized in Figure 4.12, is contrary to what
is expected for the scaling of τnl with n. For unperturbed Rydberg states, τnl can
be accurately determined by including both vacuum induced radiative decay and
blackbody radiation effects [108]. When these effects dominate, the state lifetime is
given by
1
τnl
=
1
τ
(0)
nl
+
1
τ
(bb)
nl
, (4.12)
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where the 0 K radiative lifetime is τ
(0)
nl and the finite temperature blackbody contribu-
tion is τ
(bb)
nl . The 0 K lifetime can be calculated for alkali atoms using the following
empirical power law:
τ
(0)
nl = τ
(0)
l (n− δnlj)αl ,
where the constants τ
(0)
l and αl are found in [108] and δnlj is given by Equation 4.2.
The constants for cesium nP3/2 states are τ
(0)
P = 4.42 ns and αP = 2.94. The finite
temperature term τ
(bb)
nl is important to include in the presence of a room temperature
blackbody. This necessary because the coupling generated between Rydberg states
with similar energies by the blackbody radiation is not negligible, resulting in an
incoherent diffusion of population into neighboring Rydberg states. The contribution
from this effect is given by
τ
(bb)
nl =
3~n2
4α3kBT
(4.13)
where α in this equation is the fine structure constant. With these equations, we
expect τ84P = 270 µs. It is important to note that given Equation 4.12, the lifetime
of Rydberg states should improve for increasing principal quantum number. In fact,
because blackbody induced decay is substantial for n = 84, we expect an approximate
scaling law of τnl ∝ n2.
However, this is not what we observe. Instead we find that the lifetime improves
by over and order of magnitude for 64P3/2. For this state we measure τ64P = 15(4) µs,
which is a substantial improvement from the 84P3/2 state lifetime of 0.8(1) µs. We
interpret the improvement in the measured lifetime as an indication that atom loss is
induced by an external decoherence mechanism rather an effect that is an intrinsic
property of the atom. We come to this conclusion because unlike the calculated
lifetime, we expect a Rydberg atom’s sensitivity to external decoherence mechanisms
to decrease with n. Examples of this behavior include decreased sensitivity to electric
fields (αdc ∝ n7), collisions with charged particles, and excitation to neighboring
Rydberg states (〈nP |r|nS, nD〉 ∝ n2) [108].
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Figure 4.13: 64P3/2 lifetime dependence on Rydberg laser power. We find that Γloss
increases as we increase the 319-nm laser power. This correlation suggests that the
UV laser is contributing to the atom-loss mechanism described in Figure 4.11. Fitting
the data to the power law Γloss = a(power)
b gives b = 0.54(5).
With evidence pointing to an external decoherence mechanism, we aim to eliminate
its source. We find that if surfaces near the atom are illuminated with laser light
during Rydberg state excitation, then the state’s lifetime is reduced. Examples
of this laser-surface induced decoherence have been observed with the Rydberg
excitation laser and the charging laser. Figure 4.13, shows how Γloss depends on
the UV laser power used to excite 64P3/2. We find that as the power increases, the
atom-loss rate also increases. This effect cannot be explained with a simple two-level
atom; however, it is not conclusive proof of laser-surface induced decoherence. An
alternative explanation could be two-photon photoionization from the excitation laser.
This, however, is unlikely because the photoionization process drops off quickly for
frequencies much greater than the ionization threshold2 Also, for photoionization, we
expect a quadratic power dependence for two-photon ionization.
We address this ambiguity using the charging laser, which is shown in Figure 1.3.
This laser illuminates the ITO coated plates without directly hitting the atoms. To
2The cross section for Rydberg state ionization for laser frequency ω scales as ω−7/2 for
frequencies much larger than the ionization threshold [129].
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Figure 4.14: Effect of the charging laser on the Rydberg-state lifetime. (a) Rydberg
state lifetime dependence on charging laser power. The Rydberg state lifetime is
also affected by the presence of the charging laser beam. Since the charging laser
is far from any atomic resonances, this data suggests that the atom-loss process is
a broadband phenomenon induced when lasers strike surfaces near the dipole trap.
(b) Time scale for the decoherence process. By switching the laser off for a variable
time before the lifetime measurement (charge-off delay) we find that the effect is
dramatically reduced in < 10 µs.
further reduce the influence of the Rydberg excitation laser, we use a Rydberg state
lifetime measurement technique that does not require continuous exposure to the UV
laser. This experiment utilizes two consecutive pi-pulses with the Rydberg excitation
laser that are separated with a variable interrogating time T . The decay in the
measured total 2pi-pulse efficiency as a function of T allows for a direct measurement
of the Rydberg-state lifetime. By varying the power of the charging laser during the
lifetime measurement, we observe a negative correlation in the measured Rydberg
state lifetime with charing laser power, as is shown in Figure 4.14(a). It is also
useful to explore the time scale for the decoherence mechanism. We measure this by
switching the charging laser off at at time δtcharge off before the lifetime measurement
experiment is executed. Using this method, we find that atom loss is substantially
diminished within 10 µs of the charge laser turn-off time, as is shown in Figure 4.14(b).
This observation and the observed correlation of atom loss with laser power provide
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strong evidence for a decoherence process that is produced when lasers illuminate
surfaces near the atom.
One likely explanation for the decoherence is the production of photoelectrons
from the laser-surface interaction. The interaction between a Rydberg atom and a
charged particle has a long range 1/R2 interaction potential and a correspondingly
large collisional cross section [108]. These collisions can induce mixing with other
Rydberg states and ionize the atom. I future experiments, it will be important to
fully characterize the decoherence source to mitigate its negative effects. However,
we have demonstrated a Rydberg state lifetime of 15 µs with the UV laser running
continuously. This lifetime should be long enough for the generation of a fully
entangled state with greater than > 90% fidelity using the Rydberg-dressed state
C-Phase gate described in Section 5.2.
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Rydberg-Dressed Atoms for
Controlled Interactions
Rydberg-dressed atoms offer an alternative means for exploring Rydberg-blockade and
entanglement between neutral atoms. Ground-state atoms are dressed with Rydberg
character using near-resonant laser light to transfer the large EDDIs between Rydberg
atoms into the atomic ground state. Rydberg-dressed atoms were first discussed in the
context of generating a C-Phase gate in [123]. In this work, D. Jaksch, et al. show that
Rydberg dressing is one of many possible methods to implement a C-phase gate using
Rydberg blockade. Bouchoule and and Mølmer later explored the use of this dressed-
state interaction to produce a spin-squeezed state in a many-atom ensemble [130].
In more recent theoretical work, Johnson and Rolston [23] expanded the discussion
of Rydberg dressing to the study of exotic many-body dipolar interactions cold
atomic ensembles. In this work, they choose Rydberg dressing because of its many
advantages of direct excitation including a tunable interaction strength and dressed
state lifetimes on the order of ∼ 10 ms. Other theoretical efforts that follow in the
spirit of [23] propose several applications for Rydberg dressed states in both large
ensembles as well as on the single atom scale. These proposals include adiabatic
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quantum computation with single-atom arrays [24], spin squeezing for enhancement
of the sensitivity of optical lattice clocks [131], and the study of strongly correlated
gas ensembles in both Bose-Einstein condensates and optical lattices [132–134].
In this chapter, I focus on Rydberg-dressed state interactions between two singly-
trapped atoms. First, in Section 5.1, I develop the theory behind Rydberg-dressed
interactions and study how it depends on the blockade strength, laser detuning, and
Rabi frequency. Following this, we show how Rydberg dressing can be used to produce
a two-atom C-Phase gate (Section 5.2) and simulate the performance of the gate
including realistic error sources. Finally, we demonstrate a preliminary observation
of the dressed-state interaction between two atoms in Section 5.3.
5.1 Dressed-state interaction
The Rydberg-dressed atoms interact through a two-body ac Stark shift on the atom’s
ground state. A near resonant Rydberg excitation laser modifies the ground state
energy by dressing the state with Rydberg character. The dressed ground state |0˜0〉
is described in the atomic basis as
|0˜0〉 = α|00〉+ β|B〉+ γ|rr〉,
where the constants α, β, and γ depend on Rydberg blockade strength and the
excitation laser Rabi frequency and detuning. The dressed-state energy E|0˜0〉(Uint)
is calculated by finding the eigenvalues of the blockade Hamiltonian given in Equa-
tion 4.7. The two-body interaction strength J is then given by the difference between
the standard single-atom light shift E|0˜0〉(0) and the light shift including two-body
interactions [23]:
J(Uint) =
1
~
(
E|0˜0〉(Uint)− E|0˜0〉(0)
)
. (5.1)
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Figure 5.1: Rydberg-dressed state interaction strength for perfect blockade. A
comparison between the dressed state energies with (dashed) and without (solid)
EDDIs. The difference between these two curves (dotted) is relevant two-body
interaction strength |J |.
Here, E|0˜0〉(0) /~ = −∆ +
√
∆2 + Ω2 is the dressed state energy in the absence of Uint
assuming ∆ > 0.
We can obtain an upper bound on |J | by taking the limit Uint → ∞, which
eliminates population in |rr〉. Because |rr〉 is not populated, the relevant matrix
elements of HRB are confined to a two-state subspace given by
HˆRB (Uint →∞) =

|B〉 |00〉
−∆ Ω√
2
Ω√
2
0
. (5.2)
Using this limiting expression together with Equation 5.1 yields
J(Uint →∞) = −∆
2
+
1
2
√
∆2 + 2Ω2 −
(
−∆ +
√
∆2 + Ω2
)
=
1
2
(
∆ +
√
∆2 + 2Ω2 − 2
√
∆2 + Ω2
)
.
(5.3)
J(Uint → ∞) is compared with calculated dressed-state energy with and without
EDDIs in Figure 5.1. We find that |J | drops off quickly for ∆ Ω. In this limit, |J |
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can be approximated with the power series expansion given by
J(Uint →∞)
Ω
≈ − Ω
3
8∆3
+O
(
Ω5
∆5
)
. (5.4)
Using this limiting expression, we find that |J | approaches zero with a ∆−3 power
law.
When Figure 5.1 is compared with the asymptotic form given in Equation 5.4,
it appears that operating in the ∆ < Ω regime is the obvious choice. However, all
calculations thus far assume that the system remains in the dressed ground state,
which is equivalent to the requirement that the atoms adiabatically follow |0˜0〉 as the
dressing-laser switches on. This condition is only satisfied by turning the dressed
state Hamiltonian on with a smooth ramp that has a characteristic rise time ∆trise
that is too slow to excite out of the ground state. The condition for adiabaticity is
characterized by a time scale set by the effective Rabi frequency Ωeff, which is given
by
Ωeff(t) =
√
Ω(t)2 + ∆(t)2 (5.5)
for a single noninteracting atom. When compared with the interacting case (HRB)
this single-atom expression sets a lower bound on the instantaneous energy gap G
between the ground and excited (|B˜〉) dressed states. Assuming a smooth monotonic
change in Ωeff, an order-of-magnitude estimate for the required rise time is
∆trise  ~
min|Ωeff| . (5.6)
A more general expression that accounts for arbitrary time dependence in Hamiltonian
H(s) is given by [135]
∆trise 
(
1
~
)
η
min|Ωeff|2
η = max
∣∣∣∣ dds〈B˜(s)|H(s)|0˜0(s)〉
∣∣∣∣ , (5.7)
where s = t/∆trise is the time normalized over the adiabatic operation. In either case,
if the detuning is fixed at ∆ = 0, then then ∆trise →∞ making adiabatic following
of the dressed ground state impossible and conflicts with the goal of maximizing |J |.
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Figure 5.2: State dependent Rydberg dressing. By dressing only the qubit state |0〉
with Rydberg character, we produce a two-body Rydberg-dressed interaction that is
conditioned on the input qubit state. If J is applied for a duration ∆tgate, then the
state |00〉 accumulates a phase given by Equation 5.9.
There are two possible solutions to this dilemma. One can either choose to
operate at ∆ Ω or to ramp onto resonance from an initially large detuning. The
former greatly relaxes the requirement for adiabaticity and reduces the Rydberg state
population in the dressed state while still generating a finite interaction strength.
However, this sacrifices the strength of J , which drops of quickly with detuning.
For this reason, the latter approach is more attractive. If the Rydberg dressing
Hamiltonian is ramped onto resonance as the dressing laser is switched on, then it is
possible to adiabatically follow |0˜0〉 and maximize the two-body interaction. In the
section that follows, I describe an adiabatic dressing sequence of this form that can
be used to produce a C-phase gate on microsecond timescales.
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5.2 C-phase gate using Rydberg dressed states
An attractive application of the Rydberg dressing interaction is for generation of a
C-Phase gate, which together with single-qubit rotations forms a universal set of
gates for quantum computation. By dressing the single atom qubits with Rydberg
character, we can produce the controlled interaction required for the gate. The
unitary for a controlled-phase gate Uφ generates a phase e
−iφ on a target state. For
the two-atom system, we target the C-Phase gate Uφ given by
Uφ =

|00〉 |01〉 |10〉 |11〉
e−iφ 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
.
(5.8)
Jaksch et al. [123] purposed that the dressed-state interaction J(t) can be used to
produce the state-dependent phase by integrating the energy shift over an adiabatic
dressing sequence. Assuming the atoms adiabatic follow the dressed ground state,
the phase accumulated by |00〉 is given by
φ(∆tgate) =
∫ ∆tgate
0
J(t)dt. (5.9)
If we choose ∆tgate so that a φ(∆tgate) = pi, then this operation, together with single
qubit rotations, can generate a maximally entangled state.
In this section, I explore the feasibility of a C-Phase gate using Rydberg dressed
states with a focus on single-photon excitation and the production of a maximally
entangled state. To explore the Rydberg-dressed C-Phase gate, we perform a simula-
tion of the Hamiltonian dynamics that includes a experimentally determined noise
sources. As a metric, I simulate a gate sequence that targets a maximally entangled
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state |ψt〉. The target state is generated with the gate sequence given by
|ψt〉 = Rpi/2 Upi Rpi/2|00〉
= −1
2
(|00〉 − i|01〉 − i|10〉+ |11〉) .
(5.10)
Here, Rpi/2 is the unitary for a global pi/2-pulse, which is defined as
Rpi/2 =
1
2
(
1ˆ− iσˆx
)⊗ (1ˆ− iσˆx) ,
where the σˆx is given in Equation 2.12. For the simulation, Upi is replaced with a
realistic simulation of the Rydberg dressed state dynamics.
The dressed state dynamics are described by the Hamiltonian Hˆ(δti)RD that is
generated by selectively coupling |0〉 of each atom to |r〉, as is shown in Figure 5.2.
The operator Hˆ(δti)RD is piecewise continuous over the time interval δti, which allows
the time-dependant evolution to be described by
Upi[Rpi/2|00〉] =
(
N∏
j=0
exp
{
−iHˆ(δtj)RD δtj
})
Rpi/2|00〉, (5.11)
where N is the total number of time steps. If we take the limit as δtj → 0 then
Equation 5.11 describes the evolution with HˆRD varying continuously in time. In
practice, δtj is chosen to be small enough such that the wavefunction evolution has
converged.
With careful choice of basis, the matrix describing Hˆ(δti)RD can be divided into two
submatrices consisting of the Rydberg-blockade interaction Hˆ(δti)RB and a single-atom
light shift Hˆ(δti)LS :
Hˆ(δti)RD =
 Hˆ(δti)RB 0ˆ
0ˆ Hˆ(δti)LS ,
. (5.12)
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Writing these operators out explicitly,
Hˆ(δti)RB =

|rr〉 |B〉 |D〉 |00〉
−2∆′ + Uint Ω√2 0 0
Ω√
2
−∆′ hBD Ω√2
0 hBD −∆′ 0
0 Ω√
2
0 0

Hˆ(δti)LS =

|01〉 |10〉 |11〉 |1r〉 |r1〉
0 0 0 0 Ω
2
0 0 0 Ω
2
0
0 0 0 0 0
0 Ω
2
0 −∆′ 0
Ω
2
0 0 0 −∆′

.
(5.13)
Here, Hˆ(δti)RB includes the effect of the Rydberg blockade and Hˆ(δti)LS contains matrix
elements related to the single-atom light shift. The new parameters used in the matrix
definitions, ∆′ and hBD, include errors due to atom motion that will be defined in
Section 5.2.1.
Ignoring all decoherence and imperfections, the output of the Rydberg dressing
operation for arbitrary input state, |ψin〉 = c00|00〉 + c01|01〉 + c10|01〉 + c11|11〉, is
given by
UφJ [|ψin〉] = e−i(2φLS−φJ )c00|00〉+ e−iφLSc01|01〉+ e−iφLSc10|01〉+ c11|11〉 (5.14)
where φJ = pi when the target gate is Upi and φLS is the accumulated phase due to
the single-atom light shift that is common to both atoms. To produce the C-Phase
gate, φLS must be removed from the output states. We can remove this phase using
the σˆz interaction described in Section 2.3.2.
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5.2.1 Decoherence sources
There are both fundamental and technical limitations on the fidelity of a Rydberg-
dressed phase gate. Fundamental limits on the C-Phase gate fidelity are set by the
requirement to remain adiabatic and the finite lifetime of the Rydberg state. The
latter is included by evolving the system with a piecewise constant Hamiltonian, as
is shown in Equation 5.11. The finite Rydberg-state lifetime can be included by
adding an anti-Hermitian term to HˆRB [136]. I include decay of population out of
the Rydberg state by adding an imaginary term to the laser detuning ∆ given by
∆→ ∆ + iΓ
2
, (5.15)
where Γ is the decay rate. The use of an anti-Hermitian Hamiltonian avoids the
requirement for a full master-equation treatment of the dynamics; however, the
operation is not trace preserving (i.e. Tr (|ψf〉〈ψf |) < 1) because population leaving
the Rydberg state is not fed back into the ground state. This non-trace-preserving
behavior is desired for the phase-gate simulation because population in Rydberg state
primarily decays to other nearby states via blackbody radiation.1
The most important technical error comes with the inclusion of motional effects
that arise when finite-temperature atoms are released into free space. The effect of
atom motion on the dressed-state evolution is introduced by including the phase of
the laser, which depends on the position xˆ of each atom, and atom velocity vˆ = pˆ/mcs
in Hˆ(δti)RD . When these effects are included in the single-atom Hamiltonian, which was
originally defined in Equations 4.5 and 4.6, Hˆa becomes
Hˆa(vˆ, xˆ) =
(
1
2
mcsvˆ
2
)
1ˆ−∆|r〉〈r|+ Ω
2
(
eikxˆ|r〉〈0|+ e−ikxˆ|0〉〈r|) , (5.16)
where the wavevector k of the excitation laser defines the axis along which xˆ and
vˆ are defined. The position dependence in Ha(vˆ, xˆ) can be removed by applying a
1 From Equation 4.12, τ
(0)
84P /τ
(bb)
84P ∼ 5.
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unitary transformation defined by the operator Tˆ (xˆ) = |0〉〈0|+ e−ikx|r〉〈r| [25]:
Hˆa(vˆ) = Tˆ (xˆ)Hˆa(vˆ, xˆ)Tˆ
†(xˆ)
=
(
1
2
mcsvˆ
2
)
1ˆ−
(
∆− kvˆ − ~k
2
2mcs
)
|r〉〈r|+ Ω
2
(|r〉〈0|+ |0〉〈r|) .
(5.17)
When Hˆa(vˆ) is substituted into Equation 4.5 we obtain Hˆ(δti)RB ,2 which includes a
modified detuning ∆′ and coupling between the bright and dark states, hBD. The
modified detuning contains the effect of Doppler shifts, photon recoil, and finite
Rydberg-state lifetime:
∆′ = ∆− kvˆsum − ~k
2
2mcs
+
iΓ
2
, (5.18)
where vˆsum = vˆ1 + vˆ2 and the term iΓ/2 is added in from Equation 5.15. The bright
dark state coupling is given by
hBD = 〈B|HˆRB|D〉 = kvdiff, (5.19)
where vˆdiff = vˆ2 − vˆ1. This decoherence mechanism is equivalent to including a bright
state with laser phase dependence given by
|B˜〉 = 1√
2
(
e−ik ·x2 |0r〉+ eik ·x1|r0〉) .
The authors of [20, 103], attributed fluctuations in the definition of |B˜〉 from random-
ized atom motion to a degradation of the entanglement procedure discussed in their
work.
The motional errors described above are included using a Monte-Carlo procedure
that averages observables over a thermal distribution of positions and velocities. For
the calculation, the quantum operators vˆ and xˆ are replaced with their classical
2The kinetic energy mcsvˆ
2/2 is left out of the definition of Hˆ(δti)RB because the total
Hamiltonian is diagonal in momentum. Strictly speaking, this is only valid if we ignore the
position dependence of int Uint(Rˆ), which is equivalent to the requirement that population
in |rr〉 is small.
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counterparts. The positions and velocities of both atoms are selected using the same
technique described in Section 2.4.3 and choose the wavenumber of k = 2pi/319 nm
for the UV laser.
The final technical noise source is that of inhomogeneous broadening due to laser
intensity fluctuations from shot to shot. For this effect, we average over a Gaussian
distribution in laser intensities with standard deviation σI . This parameter is obtained
by directly measuring power fluctuations and pointing stability of the 319-nm laser.
The measured relative intensity fluctuation seen by the atom is σI/I ∼ 2% between
each single-atom measurement.
5.2.2 C-Phase gate simulation for 84P3/2
The C-Phase gate simulation follows the gate sequence described by Equation 5.10.
The Rydberg-dressed state evolution is calculated for 84P3/2, with Γ = 1/270 µs,
T = 16 µK, σI/I = 2%, and a blockade interaction Uint/(2pi) = 6.4 MHz. The
evolution for the populations of |00〉, |B〉, and |rr〉 are shown in Figure 5.3(a). The
adiabatic ramp (dotted line) shows the evolution of Ω(t) and ∆(t) during the gate.
The adiabatic ramp is broken into a three step sequence: the laser begins with
Ω/(2pi) = 0 MHz and ∆/(2pi) = 6 MHz, ramps into a state with a maximal dressed
state interaction (Ω/(2pi) = 3 MHz and ∆/(2pi) = 0 MHz), and then ends in the
original “off” state.
To compute the phase gate fidelity, I calculate the overlap between the target state
|ψf〉 and output of the simulation ρc = |ψc〉〈ψc|, which is calculated by averaging
final state over various noise sources. The gate fidelity F is computed with
F = 〈ψf |ρc|ψf〉.
The fidelity is calculated as a function of the duration of the phase gate, which
is varied by changing the rise time of the adiabatic ramp. The result, shown in
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Figure 5.3: C-Phase gate simulation for 84P3/2. (a) Sample evolution for T = 0 K.
The y-axis is normalized to population in |00〉 at t = 0 µs. (b) Calculated phase-gate
error for the sequence given in Equation 5.10. Adiabaticity provides a fundamental
limit for the evolution dynamics and is therefore included for all the curves. The
different curves include only the labeled effect and nonadiabatic motional errors.
Figure 5.3, compares the contributions of all errors included in the calculation. All
curves shown in the plot include errors that arise from nonadiabatic excitation because
the same Hamiltonian time dependence is used to characterize each error source. We
find that the largest error source is derived from Doppler frequency noise due to the
finite atom temperature of 16 µK used for the simulation. At this temperature the
C-Phase gate fidelity is limited to 94%. Improvements to this number may require
more advanced cooling techniques, such as ground state cooling [69] or a Doppler
insensitive laser configuration. Alternatively, increasing Ω allows for faster execution
of the C-Phase gate by increasing J and relaxing the adiabatic requirement on ∆tgate,
which decreases the gate’s sensitivity to these errors. This, however, requires that
Uint is also increased to avoid substantially populating of the doubly excited state.
Forces between Rydberg-dressed atoms
The phase-gate error model discussed in this section ignores the large mechanical
forces experienced by |rr〉 due to spatial dependence of the atom-atom interaction.
The spatial dependence of the interaction Uint(R) is shown as a function of the atom-
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atom separation in Figure 4.9. If we assume the interatomic separation R is 6.6 µm
then this gives Uint/(2pi) ≈ 6.4 MHz. We can estimate the classical force applied to
|rr〉 using the gradient in Uint, which is on the order of dUint/dR ∼ 2pi×10 MHz/µm.
Using this gradient, we can calculate the displacement ∆x experienced by |rr〉 during
the gate duration ∆tgate:
∆x =
1
2
a∆t2gate
=
1
2
(
~
mcs
)(
−dUint
dR
)
∆t2gate
∼ 60 nm,
(5.20)
where a is the single-atom acceleration and we assume ∆tgate ∼ 2 µs. This displace-
ment is significant when compared with the trap size (1 µm) and the atom’s average
coherence length of ∆xcoh ∼ ~/
√
mcskBT = 15 nm.
The length scale of ∆x suggests that the mechanical force has a non-negligible
effect on the phase-gate fidelity. This can occur through heating of the atom’s
motional degrees of freedom as well as through decoherence due to entanglement
between the motional and internal degrees of freedom. Further experimental and
theoretical work is required to estimate the error contribution of this effect, which is
ultimately limited by the maximum achievable blockade strength. By increasing Uint,
we can increase J as well as decrease motional decoherence arising from interatomic
forces on |rr〉.
5.3 Observation of the Rydberg-dressed interac-
tion
The technique for interrogating ground-state ac Stark shifts is described in Section 2.3.2
where we used a Ramsey interferometer to probe energy shifts generated by the light-
shift laser. This technique applies directly to Rydberg-dressing, which is simply
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Figure 5.4: Single-atom light-shift measurement with 84P3/2. Using the Ramsey
interferometer sequence shown in Figure 2.20, we measure the phase accumulated on
|0〉 due to the presence of the near-resonant Rydberg laser.
the ac Stark effect with two-body effects included. Therefore, we use the Ramsey
interferometer sequence shown in Figure 2.20 and replace the light-shift laser with
the Rydberg excitation laser to interrogate Rydberg-dressed states. An example
measurement is found in Figure 2.20. For this experiment, we measure a single-atom
light shift of 134(5) kHz at a fixed detuning of 10.8 MHz. We fit the decay in the
measured fringe contrast to an exponential decay rate e−γT yielding γ = 29(5) kHz. We
can use the measured value of γ to estimate the Rydberg-atom loss rate, which is shown
to be the dominant decoherence mechanisms in this system (Section 4.3.2). Given
the measured light shift ∆LS, the dressed ground state has P|r〉 ≈ ∆LS/∆ ∼ 1.2% and
results in Γloss ∼ 2.3 MHz, which is on the order of the value measured in Section 4.3
with direct excitation.
As with the Rydberg blockade demonstration, we measure the Rydberg dressed
interaction by comparing measurements taken with and without the presence of EDDIs
between the two atoms. For this measurement, we use the Ramsey interferometer
to measure the light-shift experienced by |0〉 for atoms 1 and 2. When Rydberg
blockade is present, coupling to |rr〉 is small. When coupling to |rr〉 state is removed,
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Figure 5.5: Observation of Rydberg-dressed state interaction. The dressed state
interaction is measured by comparing taking the difference between the measured
light shifts of the two atoms with (red) and without (blue) interactions. Figures (a)
and (b) show the data for atoms 1 and 2 respectively. For this data, we measure
J/(2pi) = 18(5) kHz with a 70(20) kHz decoherence rate.
the magnitude of the light shift is reduced. We use this change in the light shift as
an observable that indicates the presence of the dressed state interaction. For the
experiment, we choose a fixed detuning ∆/(2pi) = 3.8 MHz, Ω/(2pi) = 2.4(2) MHz,
and an atom-atom separation of 6.6 µm (Uint/(2pi) ∼ 6.4 MHz). The result of the
measurement is shown in Figure 5.5. For this measurement we found that the single-
atom light shift of 322(2) and 320(3) kHz for atoms 1 and 2 respectively. The light
shifts measured with both atoms trapped with a 6.6 µm separation is found to be
312(3) and 312(3) kHz atoms 1 and 2 respectively. The difference between the two
measured light shifts is J1/(2pi) = 10(3) kHz and J2/(2pi) = 8(4) kHz, and the two
body interaction is the sum of these terms or J = J1 + J2 = 2pi × 18(5) kHz. This
can be compared with the expected value for J by diagonalizing Equation 4.7, which
gives J/(2pi) = 21 kHz for the parameters used in this experiment.
Moving forward, the agreement between the measured and calculated value for
J is encouraging. However, the primary limit on this measurement is the measured
decoherence rate of 70 kHz. As with the Rydberg blockade measurements (Section 4.2),
this decoherence is likely dominated by the anomalously short Rydberg-state lifetime.
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With the recent improvements in the measured lifetime for 64P3/2, we should be able
to improve the measured signal to noise by interrogating the light shift for a longer
duration. Additionally, implementing the adiabatic ramp shown in Figure 5.3, should
allows us to dramatically increase the contrast between J and ∆LS by adiabatically
ramping the dressed state onto resonance.
7.
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Chapter 6
Summary and Outlook
I have reported the construction of an apparatus used to precisely trap and control
two cesium atoms. The central findings of this thesis focus on two-body interactions
between these trapped atoms using highly-excited Rydberg states. In the process of
developing this two-body interaction, we also advance several single-atom experiments
that include single-atom interferometry and precision Rydberg spectroscopy. To
develop both single- and two-atom experiments, we required extensive control over
the motional and internal degrees of freedom of single 133Cs atoms. The degree with
which we manipulate these qubits is summarized in the following text:
1. Atom loading efficiency of 97% when no post-loading filters are applied to the
stochastic single-atom loading process.
2. Atom presence detection contrast of 94%.
3. Qubit-state detection contrast of 91%.
4. Qubit-state initialization fidelity into |0〉 ≡ |6S1/2, F = 4,mF = 0〉 of 91%.
5. σˆx(y) pi-pulse rotation fidelities of 99 and 95% when using microwaves and
stimulated Raman transitions respectively.
6. σˆz pi-pulse rotation fidelity of 98%.
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Temperatures as low as 4.2(2) µK when both PG cooling and adiabatic lowering
are applied to the atoms.
8. Single-atom reuse data rate of 70 Hz for lossless measurements.
These qualities are sufficient for the study on the order of two to four-atom dynamics.
Taking advantage of this level of control, we first developed a single-atom interferom-
eter capable of measuring force with an unsurpassed sensitivity approaching 10−27 N
for 105 atom-projection-noise-limited single-atom experiments. Using this technique,
we measure Earth’s acceleration due to gravity to be g = 9.8 m/s.
Following this, we studied single-atom Rydberg spectroscopy to investigate a
two-atom Rydberg-dressed interaction. With this goal in mind, we developed a
unique single-photon excitation approach to precision Rydberg spectroscopy that
utilizes a cw UV laser at 319 nm to coherently excite nP3/2 states. Using this laser,
we characterized the electric field background by studying the 84P3/2 spectrum and
observe a 6.35(5)-V/m field directed normal to the dipole trap lens. Through careful
control and partial cancellation of the electric field source, we suppress the field to
1.5(1) V/m with a drift rate of 20 kHz over 30 min.
With vastly improved leverage over environmental perturbations, we paved the
way to explore interactions between Rydberg atoms. Using two atoms separated
by 6.6(3) µm, we used the single-photon excitation laser to coherently populate a
state that collectively shares a single Rydberg excitation between the two atoms.
We infer this through a measurement of the excitation Rabi frequency, which was
found to increase by
√
2 when the two atoms are in the Rydberg blockade regime.
Having observed strong interactions between fully excited Rydberg atoms, we shifted
the investigation to ground-state Rydberg-dressing. To establish a basis for the
use of Rydberg dressing for a high-fidelity entanglement operation, we simulate a
C-Phase gate based on a Rydberg-dressed interaction. Using realistic experimental
parameters, we calculated a phase-gate fidelity of 94% that is limited by Doppler
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frequency shifts due to a single-atom temperature of 16 µK. Finally, to demonstrate
that this approach is viable, we experimentally measured Rydberg dressing and found
a two-body interaction of J/(2pi) = 18(10) kHz.1
Future Prospects
The single-atom trapping apparatus detailed in this dissertation is currently positioned
to investigate fascinating novel phenomena involving Rydberg dressing. First and
foremost, the recent improvement to the Rydberg-dressed state coherence time (Sec-
tion 2.2) should allow for longer interrogation times and stronger Rydberg dressing.
These improvements should enable a direct measurement of the maximum value for
J as the interatomic separation is reduced. While J(R) can be computed using the
Rydberg blockade calculation found in Figure 4.9, the accuracy of this calculation is
limited by our finite computational resources. A detailed measurement of J(R) will
allow us to test the validity of the Rydberg blockade calculation and probe regimes
where the numerical computation is not tractable. Additionally, improvements in our
control of Rydberg dressing could lead to novel demonstrations in state-dependent
forces in light-pulsed atom interferometry by incorporating atom-atom or atom-electric
field interactions.
An improved understanding of the Rydberg-dressed interaction in this experiment
would allow us to investigate the C-Phase gate for the production of maximally-
entangled state. Achieving this goal ultimately depends on maximizing J and
minimizing errors during the entanglement procedure. As we have already shown, the
dominant error is Doppler frequency noise at finite temperatures. There are several
approaches the can be explored to address this. The simplest of these are to either
incorporate ground-state cooling [68, 69] or increase the strength of J with larger laser
intensity. The former approach could greatly suppress Doppler errors by preparing
1Error bars represent 2σ for normally distributed data with a standard deviation of the
mean of σ.
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the same motional state with high probability, while the latter would suppress these
errors by decreasing the duration of the C-Phase gate. An alternative to either of
these paths is to use a Doppler-free laser configuration for Rydberg-dressed-state
generation. The viability of this method is an active area of investigation as of the
writing of this dissertation [25].
As with most platforms for quantum information, the question of scalability can
be explored in more depth after the building blocks are understood on the one-
to two-qubit scale. This question necessitates the scaling of single-qubit control
in addition to the two-qubit interaction that we have focused on thus far. Our
current control over single-qubits is sufficient to scale to systems with as many as
three to four atoms. However, moving beyond this number will require improved
fidelities for nearly all qubit control, including initial state preparation, qubit-state
detection, two-body quantum gates, and single-atom loading of dipole traps. There is
promise for improving both qubit-state preparation and control because the current
limits are not fundamental, but rather are a product of our specific implementation.
However, due to the stochastic nature of the single-atom loading process, the ability
to deterministically prepare a large array of single-atom qubits in optical dipole traps
is still an open question.
As such, the controlled loading of single neutral atoms is problem of active
investigation, the most successful of which is to use degenerate gases for the creation
of a Mott insulator [34]. However, this approach necessitates the experimental
overhead requirement of Bose-Einstein condensation and has only been demonstrated
in the context of tightly-packed optical lattices. Deterministic single-atom loading
of optical dipole traps is also the topic of active research [137–139]. A particularly
promising method modifies light-assisted collisions with a blue-detuned laser, resulting
in a single-atom loading efficiency of 91%. With this efficiency, the loading of optical
tweezer arrays with on the order of 10-trap sites should be possible.
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Optical dipole trap arrays are continuing to grow as is shown by recent demonstra-
tions of trap arrays approaching 100 sites [61, 140]. As these systems grow, it will test
the fundamental and practical limits of this single-atom qubit platform. While many
open questions remain, if substantial gains in single-qubit interaction and control are
realized, it could result in an excellent test bed for entanglement-enhanced metrology
with GHZ states [15] as well as for broader pursuits in quantum information.
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Appendix A
Atomic Structure of Cesium-133
The laser cooling and trapping of single 133Cs atoms requires precise and accurate
knowledge of the energy levels that are relevant to cooling. Of particular importance
is the cycling transition on the |6S1/2, F = 4〉 → |6P3/2, F ′ = 5〉 resonance. Once the
atom is pumped into this transition, a laser can incoherently cycle between these two
states ∼ 1000 times before scattering outside |6S1/2, F = 4〉 → |6P3/2, F ′ = 5〉. This
cyclic behavior allows for efficient Doppler cooling and fluorescence imaging on the
cycling transition. Constants relevant the |6S1/2, F = 4〉 → |6P3/2, F ′ = 5〉 transition
and 133Cs in general are found in Table A.1.
This chapter summarizes the electronic structure of 133Cs relevant to laser cooling
and trapping. This includes energy level diagrams for the D1 and D2 transitions
(Section A.1), a method for calculation dipole matrix elements given only the fine-
structure reduced matrix elements (Section A.2), and the spectra and dipole matrix
elements used to calculate the dynamic polarizability of the D1 state (Section A.3).
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Quantity Symbol Value (SI)
Speed of light c 2.997 924 58 ×108 m/s (exact)
Planck’s constant h 6.626 0693(11)×10−34 J s
Boltzmann’s constant kB 1.380 6505(24)×10−23 J/K
Cs melting point TM 28.44
◦C
Atomic mass m 2.206 946 50 (17)×10−25 kg
Frequency ω 2pi · 351 725 718.4744(51) MHz
Wavelength (vacuum) λ 852.347 275 884(12) nm
Lifetime τ 30.499(70) ns
Natural linewidth γ 2pi · 5.2152(98) MHz
Hyperfine splitting (62S1/2) ωHF 9.192 631 770 0 GHz (exact)
Doppler temperature TD 125 µK
Doppler velocity vD 8.82 cm/s
Recoil temperature Tr 198 nK
Recoil velocity vr 3.52 mm/s
Saturation intensity Isat 1.10 mW/cm
2
Table A.1: Useful constants and relevant cesium’sD2 properties for the 6
2S1/2 ↔62P3/2
on the F=4→ F ′=5 cooling transition. This table was taken from Grant Biedermann’s
PhD thesis [80] and references for each constant are compiled in Steck’s notes [44].
A.1 Cesium energy level diagram: D1 and D2 tran-
sitions
The D1 and D2 transitions are used frequently for the laser cooling and trapping of
ground-state Cs atoms and therefore determine the laser frequencies required for this
process. For the experiment detailed in this manuscript, the D2 transition is used
for laser cooling, trapping, and fluorescence imaging. The D1 transition partially
contributes to the dipole trap and is used for qubit-state initialization via optical
pumping. The energy level diagrams for these two transitions are summarized in
Figures A.1 and A.2.
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Figure A.1: Energy level structure of the D2 transition. These energy levels include
all states on the 6S1/2 ↔ 6P3/2 transition. Each state shown in this diagram contains
2F + 1 degenerate sublevels that are usually labeled by the magnetic quantum
number mF .
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Figure A.2: Energy level structure of the D1 transition. These energy levels include
all states on the 6S1/2 ↔ 6P1/2 transition. Each state shown in this diagram contains
2F + 1 degenerate sublevels that are usually labeled by the magnetic quantum
number mF .
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A.2 Dipole matrix elements
The lowest atom-light interactions for alkali atoms is determined by the dipole
matrix elements 〈n′`′j′F ′m′F |er|n`jFmF 〉. These matrix elements characterize the
off-diagonal coupling generated between two internal atomic states by a near resonant
light field. Calculation of the dipole matrix elements is simplified by factoring out
the angular dependence using the Wigner-Eckart theorem. With this theorem, the
dipole matrix elements are given by the product of a reduced matrix element and a
Clebsch-Gordan coefficient [44, 141]:
〈n′`′j′F ′m′F |erq|n`jFmF 〉 = 〈n′`′j′F ′||er||n`jF 〉〈FmF |F ′m′F1q〉, (A.1)
where q labels the component of r in the spherical basis (defined in Equation 2.4) and
〈n′`′j′F ′||r||n`jF 〉 is the reduced matrix element. The Clebsch-Gordan coefficient is
frequently expressed in terms of a Wigner 3-j symbol and the reduced matrix element
can be further simplified, factoring out the F and F ′ dependence with a Wigner 6-j
symbol [44]:
〈FmF |F ′m′F1q〉 =(−1)F
′−1+mF√2F + 1
 F ′ 1 F
m′F q −mF

3j
(A.2)
〈n′`′j′F ′||er||n`jF 〉 =〈n′`′j′||er||n`j〉(−1)F ′+j+1+I×
√
(2F ′ + 1)
 j j′ 1F ′ F I

6j
,
(A.3)
where I = 7/2 is the nuclear spin quantum number for 133Cs.
With the simplifications in Eq. A.2 and A.3, calculating the dipole matrix element
is reduced to finding 〈n′`′j′||er||n`j〉. Values for the fine structure reduced matrix
elements can usually be found in literature, either determined experimentally or
calculated. Example sources [45, 142] include both measured and calculated values
for the reduced matrix elements of cesium.
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A.3 Reduced matrix elements and energy levels
tables
This section includes tables that list the reduced matrix elements and the energies of
states used for the dynamic polarizability calculation shown in Figure 2.2. All the
data reported in Tables A.2 through A.6 and the energies reported in tables A.7 and
A.8 are taken from [45]. The reduced matrix elements reported in tables A.7 and A.8
are taken from [142].
nP1/2 level Energy |〈6S1/2‖d‖nP1/2〉|
(cm−1) (a.u.)
6P1/2 11178.27 4.489
7P1/2 21765.35 0.276
8P1/2 25708.84 0.081
9P1/2 27637.00 0.043
10P1/2 28726.81 0.047
Table A.2: Dipole matrix elements for 6S1/2 to nP1/2 transitions and energies of nP1/2
states. Data taken from [45].
nP3/2 level Energy |〈6S1/2‖d‖nP3/2〉|
(cm−1) (a.u.)
6P3/2 11732.31 6.324
7P3/2 21946.40 0.586
8P3/2 25791.51 0.218
9P3/2 27681.68 0.127
10P3/2 28753.68 0.114
Table A.3: Dipole matrix elements for 6S1/2 to nP3/2 transitions and energies of nP3/2
states. Data taken from [45].
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nS1/2 level Energy |〈6P3/2‖d‖nS1/2〉|
(cm−1) (a.u.)
6S1/2 0 6.324
7S1/2 18535.53 6.470
8S1/2 24317.15 1.461
9S1/2 26910.66 0.770
10S1/2 28300.23 0.509
Table A.4: Dipole matrix elements for 6P3/2 to nS1/2 transitions and energies of nS1/2
states. Data taken from [45].
nD3/2 level Energy |〈6P3/2‖d‖nD3/2〉|
(cm−1) (a.u.)
5D3/2 14499.26 3.166
6D3/2 22588.82 2.100
7D3/2 26047.83 0.976
8D3/2 27811.24 0.607
9D3/2 28828.68 0.391
10D3/2 29468.29 0.304
11D3/2 29896.34 0.246
Table A.5: Dipole matrix elements for 6P3/2 to nD3/2 transitions and energies of
nD3/2 states. Data taken from [45].
nD5/2 level Energy |〈6P3/2‖d‖nD5/2〉|
(cm−1) (a.u.)
5D5/2 14596.84 9.590
6D5/2 22631.69 6.150
7D5/2 26068.77 2.890
8D5/2 27822.88 1.810
9D5/2 28835.79 1.169
10D5/2 29472.94 0.909
11D5/2 29899.55 0.735
Table A.6: Dipole matrix elements for 6P3/2 to nD5/2 transitions and energies of
nD5/2 states. Data taken from [45].
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nS1/2 level Energy |〈6P1/2‖d‖nS1/2〉|
(cm−1) (a.u.)
6S1/2 0 4.49
7S1/2 18535.53 4.24
8S1/2 24317.15 1.03
9S1/2 26910.66 0.55
Table A.7: Dipole matrix elements for 6P1/2 to nS1/2 transitions and energies of nS1/2
states. Data taken from [45, 142].
nD3/2 level Energy |〈6P1/2‖d‖nD3/2〉|
(cm−1) (a.u.)
5D3/2 14499.26 7.28
6D3/2 22588.82 4.15
7D3/2 26047.83 2.03
Table A.8: Dipole matrix elements for 6P1/2 to nD3/2 transitions and energies of
nD3/2 states. Data taken from [45, 142].
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Appendix B
Laser and electronic systems
This chapter contains diagrams for several important laser and electronic systems
used in the experiment. These schematics include the cooling and imaging light at
852 nm, the 852-nm Raman lasers, the 895-nm optical pumping laser, the two-photon
Rydberg excitation lasers, the single-photon UV laser system, and the dipole trap
laser system. Additionally, I described the 9.192-GHz microwaved source used to
drive microwave and stimulated-Raman transitions. All diagrams included in this
chapter use the minimum detail required to accurately depict the flow of each laser
system. Each schematic is simplified by omitting trivial optics to reduce clutter and
simplify drawings. A key for frequently used devices/optics is found in Figure B.1.
laser-diode
mount
AOM waveplate
fiber 
collimator
optical
isolator
mirror
polarizing
beam splitter
waveplate
beam block
Figure B.1: Key for optical-system diagrams.
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B.1 MOT laser system
The laser cooling system is used to both create the cooling beams for the MOT and
to image atoms in the dipole trap. We accomplish this with 852-nm light that is
near resonant with the D2 transition in cesium. The laser system consists of two
diode-based lasers that operate in a master-slave configuration. The master laser is a
narrow-linewidth external-cavity diode laser (ECDL) with roughly 50 mW of power
at 852 nm. We increase the total output power of this system by injection locking
[143] a high output power diode with the narrow linewidth with the ECDL output.
The master and slave laser systems are described in the sections that follow.
B.1.1 Master laser
The master laser is sourced by a commercial ECDL from Newport to provide a
narrow linewidth source of 852-nm light. The laser generates approximately 50 mW
light with a 300-kHz linewidth. The laser system diagram, shown in Figure B.2, is
split into three paths to generate the repump laser, seed the injection lock, and to
stabilize the frequency of the laser. The repump light is generated using an EOM
that modulates the phase of the light at 8.8 GHz. The upper sideband of the output
of the EOM acts as the repump light for the cooling transtion since it is resonant wit
the |6S1/2, F = 3〉 → |6P3/2, F ′ = 4〉 transition. The second path is fiber coupled and
used to injection lock the slave laser system.
The final path stabilizes the frequency of the ECDL to a cesium vapor cell reference.
We accomplish this by locking the laser to a saturated absorption spectroscopy (SAS)
signal. SAS is a technique that is used to generate Doppler-free resonance features in
a room-temperature vapor cell [144]. We implement this using a counter propagating
pump-probe configuration. The probe is used to measure absorption of the atomic
vapor, while the pump modifies the absorption profile by saturating the atomic
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Figure B.2: MOT master laser system. This laser system is a master frequency
reference for laser light used for laser cooling and detection of single-atoms. This laser
system is split into three separate paths. These paths are used to feed the injection
lock laser system, generate the repump light for laser cooling, and stabilize the laser
frequency. ECDL—external-cavity diode laser, EOM–electro-optical modulator, and
PID—proportional-integral-derivative controller.
transition. We use the saturated absorption spectrum to generate a locking error
signal using modulating transfer spectroscopy [145]. In this system, the phase of the
pump beam is modulated at 2.5 MHz using an EOM and the probe beam’s response
is monitored on a photodiode. The photodiode signal is demodulated with an rf
mixer to generate the locking error signal. The closed loop servo is formed by locking
the laser frequency to the error signal through modulation of the laser-diode pump
current.
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Figure B.3: MOT slave laser system. This laser acts to amplify the power from the
master laser and is a source for all the MOT and imaging lasers. AOM—acousto-optic
modulator, and AR—antireflection coating.
B.1.2 Slave Laser
The slave laser is an antireflection (AR) coated diode from Eagleyard Photonics
that lases near 852 nm. The slave laser is injection locked with 5 mW of laser light
from the master laser to transfer the frequency stability of the master laser to this
higher power laser diode. When injection locked, the laser outputs roughly 100 mW
at 852 nm. This laser is split into three paths to produce the axial MOT/detection
lasers, radial MOT lasers, and a blast beam (state-selective heating of atoms out of
the trap). Each path can be independently switched with an AOM. We control and
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ramp the lasers frequency during experiments, we place a double-pass AOM setup
immediately before it is split into three separate paths.
B.2 Dipole trap laser
The dipole trap laser is built using of a distributed feedback (DFB) laser diode
purchased from eagleyard Photonics. The diode operates an 938 nm and outputs
roughly 60 mW of light at this wavelength. The laser is fiber coupled and sent to
the head of the experiment with maximum power after the fiber of 30 mW. Before
the fiber the laser is passed through a longpass filter with a cutoff wavelength of
915 nm. We find the inclusion of this filter crucial for reducing photon scattering
at 895 nm and 852 nm on the D1 and D2 transitions in
133Cs. The laser provides
sufficient power to produce two dipole traps each with a 20 MHz depth.
DFB diode
938 nm
elliptical lenses
(beam shaping)
to experiment
longpass filter
925 nm
Figure B.4: Dipole trap laser source.
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Figure B.5: Raman laser source.
B.3 Raman laser
The Raman laser system requires two frequencies to drive stimulated Raman transition,
as is described in Section 2.3.1. The laser source is an Eagleyard DFB laser diode
that lases at 852 nm. The experiment requires two colors with a frequency difference
∆ω = ω2 − ω1 that equals the hyperfine splitting of 6S1/2, which is roughly 9.2 GHz.
To produce ∆ω, we generate sidebands on the laser using an EOM and one of the
sideband is operated as ω2 for the stimulated Raman transition. ω1 is produced along
a separate fiber-coupled laser path. We isolate one of the EOM sideband frequencies
by including a 40-MHz frequency shift on the path for ω1. A second AOM was recently
installed along the ω1-path to allow for real-time switching between Doppler-free and
Doppler-sensitive Raman laser operation.
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B.4 Microwave source at 9.192 GHz
Figure B.6 contains a photograph of the microwave chain used to produce the 9.192-
GHz frequency source. The circuit begins with a Phased Locked Dielectric Resonator
Oscillator (PLDRO) that multiples the 100-MHz quartz oscillator reference up to
9.2 GHz. This 9.2-GHz frequency source is fed into the local oscillator (LO) port of
single-sideband modulator (SSBM). This device generates a lower-frequency sideband
on the carrier frequency that is controlled through and input on the intermediate
frequency (IF) port of the SSBM. The radio frequency (RF) port of the SSBM outputs
this lower sideband, which is amplified before driving the EOM for the Raman-laser
system. The SSBM allows us to control the frequency of this microwave source to
search for the atomic resonance corresponding to the hyperfine splitting of cesium’s
ground state, 6S1/2.
PLDRO
(Microwave Dynamics
PLO 2000-09.20)
SSBM
(Polyphase Microwave
SSB70100A)
frequency control
SSBM IF
RF amplifier
(Minicircuits)
SSBM output
Figure B.6: 9.192-GHz microwave frequency source.
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B.5 Single-photon Rydberg laser system
The CW UV laser is constructed using sum frequency generation (SFG) followed
by frequency doubling. A similar approach tailored for 313 nm is found in [146].
We first produce 638 nm light using SFG and then generate the 319 nm light via
frequency doubling. The SFG begins with 1574 nm and 1071 nm fiber laser sources
with 18 mW and 60 mW output powers respectively. Both lasers seed commercial 5 W
fiber amplifiers and the resulting light is combined and passed through a periodically
poled lithium niobate (PPLN) crystal generating 1.1 W of 638 nm light. The output
of the PPLN crystal is frequency doubled from 638 nm to 319 nm with a BBO
(β-BaB2O2) crystal and results in greater than 300 mW at this wavelength. From
the spectrum shown in Figure 4.1, we predict the laser’s frequency can be tuned to
reach 84P through 120P. Upon exiting the doubling cavity, the beam is shaped into a
Gaussian profile, passed through two AOMs for intensity stabilization and switching,
and focused down on the two atoms with a measured 1/e2 radius of 12.9(3) µm.
This results in the two atoms experiencing a maximum intensity of 60 kW/cm2 after
accounting for the losses incurred at each optic.
The frequency of the Rydberg laser is stabilized to an ultra-low expansion, high-
finesse cavity via a multi-stage servo architecture (see Figure B.7). The cavity has
a finesse of 20 000 at 638 nm and a 75 kHz linewidth. The cavity is temperature
stabilized and kept under vacuum at 10−7 Torr to reduce environmental effects driving
the cavity resonance frequency. A direct lock to this frequency reference is precluded
by the characteristics of the fiber laser sources. The frequency noise on the 638 nm
light exceeds the linewidth of the high finesse cavity as well as the bandwidth of the
piezo-based frequency control of the fiber laser. We therefore stabilize the Rydberg
laser frequency by locking the 638 nm light to a low finesse cavity with low bandwidth
feedback to the 1071 nm laser; the 1574 nm laser is allowed to free run. The length
of this cavity is stabilized via a low frequency feedback branch from the high finesse
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cavity lock. We achieve a high-bandwidth lock to the high finesse cavity using a
feed-forward architecture. In this architecture we divide the error signal generated by
the Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) signal of the 638 nm light coupled to the high finesse
cavity among three control paths. The high frequency content of this error signal
stabilizes the 638 nm light by controlling the frequency of an AOM placed directly
before the cavity. The low-frequency content feeds back to the resonance frequency
of the low finesse cavity as mentioned above. We then transfer the high-frequency
content of this fast stabilization at 638 nm to the UV laser with feed-forward control.
This feed-forward path frequency doubles the high-frequency content of the PDH
signal and sends this to an AOM in the UV laser beam path. Frequency scan control
is provided by scanning the drive frequency of a second, double-pass AOM [147]
positioned before the high finesse cavity in the 638 nm beam path. An alternative to
this feed-forward loop is adding a double-pass AOM in the high-power path of the
638 nm light before the frequency doubler. We choose the feed-forward approach in
favor of maximizing UV power.
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Figure B.7: Diagram of UV laser system. Frequency summing in a PPLN crystal of
two fiber laser systems yields 638 nm light and frequency doubling of this light in
BBO generates UV light at 319 nm. Laser frequency is stabilized using a multi-staged
servo with an ultra-low expansion (ULE), high finesse (HF) cavity as the primary
reference. λ/4—quarter-wave plate, AM—voltage amplifier, COL—fiber collimation
package, DF—difference frequency, DM—dichroic mirror, DP-AOM—double-pass
acusto-optic modulator system, EOM—electro-optic modulator, FA—fiber amplifier,
FB—feedback, FD—frequency doubling, FL—fiber laser, FL-FRQ—voltage control
of fiber laser frequency, ISO—optical isolator, LF—low finesse, PD—photodiode,
PI—proportional-integral feedback, PMF—polarization maintaining fiber, SF—sum
frequency, RF—radio frequency source, VCO—voltage controlled oscillator.
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B.6 Two-photon Rydberg laser system
The two wavelengths required for two-photon Rydberg excitation through the 7P1/2
state are sourced from homebuilt external-cavity diode lasers (ECDLs) to ensure
narrow linewidth operation. The 459-nm laser source outputs ∼ 15 mW 459-nm light
at the diode source. This wavelength is passed through an AOM, used for switching
and is coupled into a fiber that transfers the light to the experiment. A maximum of
4 mW of 459-nm light is collimated at the output of the fiber and focused down to a
10 µm waist at the location of the dipole traps. This laser follows the same path as
the single-photon excitation laser, shown in Figure 1.3. The 1038-nm ECDL outputs
∼ 50 mW of light at the laser head. A majority of the laser light is used to seed
a commercial fiber amplifier that is capable of outputting 20 W at 1038 nm. The
high-power output of the fiber amplifier is used for the Rydberg excitation experiment.
At the amplifier’s output, the 1038-nm beam profile is reshaped and sent to an AOM
used for switching and power stabilization. From the AOM, the laser is sent to the
head of the experiment where it is focused down on the dipole traps with a 1/e2
radius of 65 µm. To minimize Doppler sensitivity of Rydberg excitation, the 1038 nm
laser is aligned counter propagating with the 459-nm laser.
The frequencies of both lasers are stabilized to a confocal Fabrey-Perot cavity.
The cavity mirror coatings are chosen to optimize the finesse for 459-, 852-, and
1038-nm wavelengths simultaneously. The cavity has a 1.5 GHz free spectral range
(FSR) and a finesse of 300 at 852 nm. The length of the cavity, which is controlled
with a piezo-electric element, is stabilized to an 852 nm reference that is sourced from
the master MOT laser (Section B.1.1). Using the measured laser-lock error signals
for all three wavelengths, I estimate the two-photon transition laser linewidth off
∼ 200 kHz for this locking scheme. With this laser system, we are able saturate the
transitions of high principal quantum number nS and nD states.
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Appendix C
Computer Code used for
Numerical Calculations
This chapter contains verbatim computer code used for numerical calculations included
in this manuscript.
C.1 Time of flight Monte-Carlo simulation
The Matlab function releaseRecatureSim.m is used to execute the TOF Monte-Carlo
simulation discussed in Section 2.4.3. This function returns the recapture probability
given an input drop time, temperature, trap waist, trap depth, and number of atoms
to perform average over. The Matlab code for this function is included in the following
text:
1 function [perRecap ,wr,wz] = releaseRecatureSim(time ,T,wo ,U0,numAtoms)
2 %
3 % Inputs:
4 % time: vector containing free -flight times
5 % T: atom ’s temperature
6 % wo: trap waist size
7 % U0: trap depth
10
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8 % numAtoms: number of averages used for Monte -Carlo simulation
11 %
12 % Output:
13 % perRecap: a vector that gives you the percentage of atoms recaptured at
14 % times given by the input vector ’time ’
15 % wr: radial trap frequency
16 % wz: axial trap frequency
17
18 %% Constants
19 kb = 1.3806503e-23; % Boltzmann ’s constant (J / K)
20 m = 2.20694657e-25; % Mass of cesium atom (kg)
21 lambda = 938e-9; % trapping wavelength
22 g = 9.81; % acceleration due to gravity (m/s^2)
23
24
25 %% Trapping potential
26 [wr ,wz,zr] = dipoleTrapFrequencies(U0,wo,lambda);
27 W = @(z) wo * sqrt(1 + (z/zr).^2);
28 U = @(x,y,z) -U0 * exp( -2*(x.^2 + y.^2) ./ W(z).^2 ) ./ ( 1 + (z / zr).^2);
29
30
31 %% Simulate free flight
32
33 % set memory aside for variables
34 t = time;
35 tsize = length(t);
36 perRecap = zeros(tsize ,1);
37
38 % standard deviations in position (sp) and velcoity (sv)
39 Id = ones(numAtoms ,1);
40 sp = [ Id*sqrt( kb*T / (m*wr^2)) ...
41 Id*sqrt( kb*T / (m*wr^2)) ...
42 Id*sqrt( kb*T / (m*wz^2)) ];
43
44 sv = [ Id*sqrt( kb*T / m ) ...
45 Id*sqrt( kb*T / m ) ...
46 Id*sqrt( kb*T / m ) ];
47
48 % Simulation
49 for j = 1:tsize
50
51 % Initialize position and velocity (x,y,z) and (vx ,vy,vz) for
52 % a number of atoms set by numAtoms
53 po = sp.*randn(numAtoms ,3);
6
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54 vo = sv.*randn(numAtoms ,3);
57
58 % Get final position and velocity
59 pf = po + vo*t(j);
60 pf(:,2) = pf(:,2) - g*t(j)^2/2;
61 vf = vo;
62 vf(:,2) = vf(:,2) - g*t(j);
63
64 % Check for recapture
65 E = m*( vf(:,1).^2 + vf(:,2).^2 + vf(:,3).^2 ) / 2 + ...
66 U( pf(:,1), pf(:,2), pf(:,3) );
67 recap = E < 0;
68 perRecap(j) = sum(recap) / numAtoms;
69 end
70 end
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